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GIELS AND WOMEN.

AN AIM IN LIFE.

For the sake of girls who are just beginning

life, let me tell the stories of some other girls

who are now middle-aged women. Some of them

have succeeded and some have failed in their

purposes, and often in a surprising way.

I remember a girl who left school at seventeen

with the highest honors. Immediately we began

to see her name in the best magazines. The
heavy doors of literature seemed to swing open

before her. Then suddenly we heard no more of

her. A dozen years later she was known to no

one outside her own circle. She was earning her

living as book-keeper in a large five-cent store !

She led the life of a drudge, and that was not

the worst of it. She was a sensitive woman, and

there was much that was mortifying in her posi-

tion. All her Greek and Italian books were

packed away. She knew no more of science than

when she left school. At odd minutes she read
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good novels, and that was all she had to do with

literature. Those who had expected much of her

thought her life was a failure, and she thought

so too.

Yet there is another side to the picture. The

aim she had set for herself in life was not to be

an author, though that idea had taken strong

hold on her, and she tried to realize it in spite of

great discouragements. This was her minor aim,

but the grand aim with her had always been to

lead the divine life at whatever cost. It proved

to cost almost everything. Her utmost help was

needed for her large family, which was poor. Un-

usual as her success with editors had been, no girl

of seventeen could depend on a large income from

magazines. A good salary was offered her as

book-keeper, and she accepted it.

She tried to continue her favorite occupation

by rising early, but she w^as not strong enough

to go on long in that way. She sometimes had

an hour in the evening, but when she saw the

wistful look in her mother's face she would not

shut herself up alone. At the rare times when

she was still free to choose she w^ent back to her

books and her pen, but she could not do much,

and at last she felt it would be better not to

try. It was simply a source of vexation, and she

needed a serene mind above all things.

The only way her life could open towards beauty

or happiness at all was by putting the true spirit
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into her daily work. Witli a resolute heart she

did this. No books were ever more beautifully

kept than hers ; every figure was clear and per-

fect ; every column was added without a mistake.

In short, she did her work like an artist.

To the sales-girls she was like a guardian angel.

She might have written good stories all her life

without helping others half so much. Little,

weak, frivolous girls became strong, fine women
simply from daily contact with her. She did not

realize that. She only knew that she loved the

girls and that they loved her. She did know that

she helped her family— with her money. Her
spirit helped them unconsciously still more.

When at last she gave up the minor aim of her

life, and no longer tried to be learned or famous,

she had her energies set free for many little

things which had previously been crowded out.

It was easy now to find a leisure hour to help

any one who needed sympathy. There was time

to watch the beauty of the sunset or of the falling

snow. If she had no time to scramble through a

volume of a new poet, she could still learn line

by line some favorite old poem, and let it sink

into her heart, so that it did its v/ork thoroughly.

If she could not find time to learn the history of

all the artists from the time of Phidias to the last

New York exhibition, yet when a beautiful pic-

ture was before her she could look at it thought-

fully without feeling that she must hurry on to
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the next. In this way, perhaps, she gained a more

absolute culture than in the way she would have

chosen, a culture of thought and character which

told on every one who came near her.

She was always climbing up towards God, and

his help never failed her. The climbing was

hard, yet the pathway was radiant with light.

Those who were stumbling along in the darkness

by her side saw the light and were able to walk

erect.

I cannot say she was altogether happy with so

many of her fine powers unused. Perhaps she

was not even quite right in sacrificing herself

completely. Sometimes she fostered selfishness in

others w^hile she tried to cast it out of herself.

But so far as she could see she had no choice.

If she had refused the sacrifice, it would have

been by giving up the grand aim of her life. Her
minor aim was good in itself, but it conflicted

with something better. Those who did not know

her life intimately thought it a failure. Those

who saw deeper knew that her utter failure in

what was non-essential had been the condition of

essential success.

I remember another brilliant girl who did win

her way. She was poor and plain and friendless,

but she won wealth and fame and friends, and

then, with all this success, she blossomed into

beauty. She had a struggle, but she came out
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victorious. I think she was bappy. She was

glad to be beautiful and to be loved. She had

music and pictures and travel in abundance, and

she appreciated these things. She liked to give

to the 230or, and she did give bountifull}' and with

a grace and sweetness better than the gift.

She painted pictures vrhich everybody admired,

and that pleased her. She had dreamed of all

this when a child. She had genius and she had

perseverance. Her aim was to be a famous artist,

and she did not flinch from any work or sacrifice

which would help her to that end. So far all

was well, and she reached the goal. As there was

nothing to prevent her carrying out secondary

plans at the same time, she could be cultivated

and charitable without giving up her great ob-

ject.

She wanted to be good besides. She never de-

liberately decided for the wrong against the right.

And yet a noble life was not first in her thoughts.

When she was a school-girl she had a lover who
was like a better self. By and by he chose to

study for the ministry, while she went to the city

to try her fortune. So far they shared every

thought and feeling and hope. She knew she

was a better woman with him than with any one

else. But at last he was called to a remote coun-

try parish, and for himself was satisfied with it.

But she— how then could she be his wife ? Her
heart was torn in the strife. Some women whose
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vision was less keen would have married him,

hoping that in some way they might still carry

out their own ambition. But she was at a critical

point in her career and she knew it. She had

just begun to be known personally to influential

people, and her name was beginning to be known

to the public. She dared not risk leaving her

post. She wrote her lover a charming letter,—
for she did love him, — and told him how it was.

'• When I have won my victory," said she, " I

shall be a free woman. And you will love me
just as much when I have more to give you than

I have now. But now I have m}^ little talent

confided to me. and I dare not fold it awa}^ in

a napkin." Her lover agreed to this, though it

was hard for him. They worked ajDart year after

year. At last she was a free woman, with money

enouoii to live without work at all, and with fame

enough to work when and where she pleased.

But gradually she cared less and less for the ob-

jects of her lover's life. She would not own to

herself that she had failed in constancy to him.

She always thought she was glad to see him when

he came to the city. But he felt the difference

in her, though he tried not to see it. She was

far more beautiful than when he had first loved

her ; but in the da3's when she was so plain and

had worn shabby dresses there had been an ex-

pression about her mouth which he missed now.

The lovely face was still eager with longing, but
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it had lost the look of aspiration. Reluctantly,

he admitted the change in her. At last he told

her what he felt, that she had ceased to love him.

She had deceived herself so far that she had not

realized how idle her excuses were for putting off

the marriage from 3'ear to year. When the sepa-

ration came she felt a sharp pang— as much of

mortification at her own failure as of wounded

love. Yet she consented to the separation, and

she seemed to be happy after it. She thought her

life had been tragic, and that she had made a

heroic sacrifice of her love to the necessity which

her genius laid upon her to do a certain work in

the world.

I should be afraid to say that she was alto-

gether wrong. There are, no doubt, some women
who are meant to serve the whole world rather

than the little domestic circle. And yet she did

give up what she had believed the best part of

herself. And her pictures, though they were ad-

mired, lacked an indescribable something of which

her first crude sketches had given promise. I do

not think that, after all, they did very much to

interpret beauty to the world.

She had two aims in life, both good, but she

placed the first second, and the second first. Per-

haps, on the whole, she was happier for the choice

she made. But she missed something better than

happiness which is always missed by those who

make the lower aim their object— she missed the

aspiration for higher happiness.
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I have seen many successful lives led by women
who as girls showed very moderate abilities, sim-

ply because they had one definite aim. I knew a

girl w^ho became an excellent actress. She was a

pretty girl with a little talent. She was not poor,

but she had an ambition to be on the stage. She

had the good sense to see that she was not a gen-

ius, but she also had courage enough to persevere

in using the ability she had. For the first ten

years she made so little apparent headway that

even among her acquaintances many peojDle did

not know she had ever acted at all. In the mean

time she had studied hard. She knew man}^ pop-

ular plays by heart, and had carefully watched

other actresses. She was acquainted with a num-

ber of theatrical people. She had always been at

hand when a manager wanted an extra peasant

girl, or when a waiting maid was ill. She had

joined a small troupe traveling through the bleak-

est and roughest parts of the Northwest in mid-

winter. By and by she was fitted to be of use in

a stock company. Then, after a few more years,

she achieved what she had been striving for. She

was able to take the slighter characters in the

plays of Shakespeare. Xo one excelled her here.

No great actress would take so small a part, and

no small actress was willing to take such pains.

Her power was unique and she was indispensable.

Her name was seldom on the play-bills, but she

added something to the culture of the world by
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making the interpretation of Shakespeare more

complete.

Her success came first from having a definite

aim, and second, from understanding herself suf-

ficiently to aim at something within her power

;

but happily it was also the highest thing within

her power. She was both humble and aspiring.

She showed her humility in shrinking from no

drudgery, and satisfied her cravings for the ideal

by doing the smallest thing in the best way possi-

ble to her. She enjoyed even her drudgery be-

cause she put the best of herself into it, but, more

than that, she knew it was leading her exactly in

the direction she wanted to go. If the drudgery

had led to nothing she would have needed all

the moral power of our little book-keeper to save

her from misery. Her own happier life required

some moral power, how much it is hard to say.

A woman might do all she did and be little the

better for it. It would depend on the aim she

cherished in her heart. If she had no higher aim

than to be a good actress her life did not avail

much. But if her acting was only the minor aim,

then her life was thoroughly noble as well as suc-

cessful. Her choice of a minor aim makes it

probable that she also had the highest aim. Other-

wise she would have been either more or less hum-
ble. She would either have wished to be a star

actress or have been contented with any trifling

parts which brought her money and admiration.
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The best happiness comes from our persever-

ance in following the grand aim of life. But
" the kind of happiness which we all recognize as

such " is generally that which comes from the suc-

cessfid pursuit of our minor aim. Herbert Spen-

cer says that every creature is happy wdien he is

fully using his powers. I have known a girl with

a magnificent voice who endured great hardships

for a musical education, and wdio finally accom-

plished her purpose and enchanted the world with

her singing. She was happy. Of course every-

body expected her to be. But I have known an-

other girl, equally happy, carefully working in the

laboratory to find the water-tubes of a star-fish or

the nerves of a clam. This girl said to me wdth a

face bright with enthusiasm, " When I first be-

gan to w^ork with Professor in the laboratory

it w^as as if I had been traveling all my life in a

desert land, and had suddenly come upon foun-

tains of fresh water." She was as poor and ob-

scure as my singer was rich and famous, but she

w^as using her powders and was happy.

Of course the kind of happiness to be found

even in secondary success depends on the great

aim of any life. In some cases it almost seems

as if the minor aim w^ere the only one. The hap-

piness it brings cannot be very high, yet so far

as a looker-on may judge it feels like happiness.

But most people— perhaps all, if we only knew

it — do acknowledge the grand aim in life, even
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tliongli tliey make very little effort to re^

When tliey consciously neglect this for the n.

aim, they are uneasy and not thoroughly happ,

but when the minor aim is good in itself and is

always made subservient to the higher, success

there does prove a well-spring of delight.

Spencer's remark is also true in the best sense,

for no powers crave exercise so much as the higher

powers. If my singer had done a sinful deed no

applause could have made her happy. And, on

a lower plane, if she had lost the husband she

dearly loved, even her art would not have satis-

fied her.

It may seem as if I am choosing all my illustra-

tions from among people who have special gifts,

and that nothing I say applies to the great army

of girls who will never be distinguished, and who

are all the dearer for not wishing to be so. I have

not forgotten this, but I began with striking illus-

/)trations because they are easiest to understand.

The grand aim of life should be the same for

all, whether gifted or not. But the particular aim

must vary with the individual. Probably with five

girls out of ten the particular aim is to have a

happy home. Once we might have said nine girls

out of ten, but the present tendency of thought

is to mak6 girls ambitious, — too ambitious, it

sometimes seems, for the very best of life.

Of course selfishness shows itself in various
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,nd the girl who wishes to have a happy

. without thinking how she shall make a

ppy home may be more selfish tlian the girl

who dreams of fame, but with the understanding

that the price of fame is, and ought to be, the

giving of some blessing to the world.

I know a delightful girl who seems to think

of nothing but making others happy from the

moment when she meets her maid with a cheerful

" Good-morning," till she contrives that some less

attractive girl shall have the most desirable part-

ner in the ball-room in the evening. She gives

her money and her time and her thought to the

service of other people. This is so natural to her

that no one thinks of her as making it a conscious

aim, but the result is so beautiful as to suggest

that it would be the best aim for every girl. Nev-

ertheless she has a still higher aim, for some-

times the happiness of other people — at least

their visible happiness— clashes with some other

duty. Then she does not fail. She gives her

hard refusal in pleasant but firm words, and

she tells the truth even if it makes some one

wince. She is not a genius, but, on the whole, I

hardly know another girl so full of the best life.

That her highest aim is the true one is without

question, and that her minor aim is the true one

for her must also be admitted. Whether it is so

for all is not quite clear. She has the natural

gift which makes all her ministrations to others

accejDtable, but every one is not so endowed.
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She has a cousin as unselfish as she is whose

capacity is entirely different. She is a quiet, re-

served, thoughtful girl, who always speaks slowly.

She is just and good-tempered, and is ready to

give her time and money w^hen she sees she can be

of use. But her thoughts move in other channels.

She has excellent mathematical abilities, and she

h always revolving some difficult problem. She

hopes some day to do some work in astronomy.

Of course she would be glad to do some great

work and be known as a benefactor to mankind,

but probably she works from love of her work

more than from the hope of doing good. She,

too, is charming, but it takes a long time to know
her well.

Should one of these girls try to do the work

of the other ? Oris one better than the other ?

I think not, since both look so steadily towards

the highest star in their field of vision. The
minor aim of life must always have reference to

the gifts of the individual. Even visiting the

poor would become absurd if nobody did anything

else.

If we believe in an overruling Providence we
cannot of course say that anything is by chance

;

but so far as we can see, failure in this world—
that is, failure to reach our minor aim— does

sometimes seem to be due to a trifling accident.

Yet success is not so. If Byron, for instance,
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awoke one morning and found himself famous,

it was because he had previously done the work

which was suddenly recognized by the world. In-

deed, none of us need look for success who does

not choose a definite aim in life. And, more than

that, no discouragement must turn us aside from

it. We may fail in the end then, but we shall

have followed the only possible path to success.

How shall we choose our aim ? We know what

our grand aim must be, and that if we do our

part there we shall not fail, for we shall have

God to help us ; and we know that our minor aim

must never be opposed to this. But what shall

our minor aim be, or shall we be content to drift

without any at all ?

We must try to understand ourselves so far at

least as to know what our own powers and tastes

are, and choose accordingly. A young girl hardly

knows her own bent. Then the uncertainty in

regard to her marriage and the great change that

necessarily makes in her pursuits renders the

problem harder for her than for her brothers.

Most girls wish to be the centre of a happy

home, but many of them are very careless about

the means of making themselves fit to be such a

centre. They think when love comes it will do

everything, and it is true that it will do won-

ders. But suppose a girl remembers that if she

is well she can make her family happier thr.n if
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she is always ailing, — suppose slie remembers

how much good housekeeping does to make a

home attractive ; that if she is musical her sing-

ing will calm the troubled waters, while if she is

not her practicing will be a burden ; that there

are some studies which bear directly on life and

some others which will be of infinite use to a

mother in training her children,— is she not more

likely to have a happy home than if her aim had

been less definite ?

But what of the girls who choose this aim and

who never have a home ? Their lot is hard, but

they may add happiness to some home not their

own. If they are not obliged to support them-

selves, they can probably create some kind of a

home for themselves, though not that of their

ideal. If they must earn their living, the prob-

lem is harder. Circumstances may force them

into a widely different path from that they would

have chosen. Then they must remember the

grand aim of their lives, and do the best work

thej^ can for the sake of it. Still, they may use

the home-making faculty in some measure in the

humblest attic.

But there is a large and ever larger class of

girls with other tastes than domestic ones. Here,

I think, the danger is greater than in case of even

the most unfortunate girls with domestic tastes

;

for tastes and talents do not always agree. We
have all known girls willing to practice six hours
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a day who could never be musicians, and most

girls think they could write a book. Many people

who are quite free to choose make too ambitious

a choice. It seems a part of the office of culture

to correct such ambitions. I have in mind a class

of half-taught school-girls many of whom fondly

hoped to be poetesses ; and I remember a class of

highly cultivated girls, who had had every advan-

tage of education which money could buy, who

were full of anxiety on leaving school because

they could not see that they had capacity enough

to do any work worth doing in the world. The

general verdict among them was that as they had

money they could give it to the poor, but that

they had nothing in themselves. They were as

much too timid as the others were too confident.

A girl who has to earn her living has a safe-

guard, for which few are very thankful. No one

will pay her to indulge her tastes without ref-

erence to her talents. She finds out gradually

what ought to be her minor aim, for she discovers

the special service she can render to the world in

return for what it offers to her. In most cases

she wins a reasonable measure of success and

happiness.

But some of us are obstinate. We see one

pathway we long to tread even though it is be-

set with stones and briers. We are determined

to take that way, even if we never climb high

enough to penetrate the low -lying mists which
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darken it. We would rather pursue even a little

way the painful pathway w^iich leads to the glo-

rious mountain-top than to follow an easier path

to some lower summit. If we truly feel that, we

do well to take the path, for we have a right to

foro^et ourselves for the sake of our aim. But if

we ask for success after all, it is mere blind van-

ity which makes us so obstinate in our choice.

Let us remember that our direct usefulness in

the world and most of our conscious happiness

will depend on our choosing and steadily pursu-

ing as our minor aim that for which our nature

fits us, even if we w^ish our nature had been dif-

ferent ; while our utmost usefulness and our high-

est happiness will depend on our clearness of

vision in seeing, and our unwavering fidelity in

following, the grand aim of life.
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HEALTH.

Mr. Clapp says enthusiastically that we can-

not imagine Rosalind or Portia or Cordelia or

Juliet with neuralgia or headache. And I believe

that Shakespeare's women have now taken the

place of the more lackadaisical and sentimental

heroines of the past in the minds of many girls.

Now that girls wash to be well, it is worth

while to consider two questions. First, why is

health so important ? Unless the answer to this

question is clear, how can any one be ready to

sacrifice health to any higher duty ? Girls do

sacrifice it frequently even when they know what

they are doing, but it is generally for a caprice,

because they want to dance later or skate longer,

or study unreasonably; or sometimes they cannot

resist the temptation of food which is not con-

venient for them, or they are willing to indiilge

their nerves too much, or it is too much trouble

not to take cold.

I wish every girl v;ho knows that she does not

live up to her light in this respect would say to

herself once a day for a month, " I ought to be

vigorously w^ell if I want to do my part in the
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world, or to be in thoroughly good spirits." I wish

she would think of the meaning of what she says,

and then see if she does not do some things she is

loth to do and avoid some pleasing temptations.

I believe a month's application of this formula

would give her a new insight into the value of

health. I speak not only of health, but of vigor-

ous health. We want to do our part in the world,

and that part ought to be our utmost. Agassiz

could work fifteen hours a day. Most of us could

never do anything so magnificent as that, and the

attempt to do it would probably end in our being

unfitted to do any work at all. But suppose

Agassiz had said, " Twelve hours is too much
for most men to work, so I can afford to be

careless of my surplus health as long as I have

strength to work twelve bours." The world would

not only have lost much in the matter of his dis-

coveries, but the spirit of all his work would have

been different. I do not mean tliat it was neces-

sarily the best thing for Agassiz even to work fif-

teen hours a day on fishes. He might have given

part of his time to music, or friends, or novels,

because he saw that, on the whole, such recrea-

tion met the higher needs of life. But I mean
that he was a man to whom a full life was possi-

ble for fifteen hours a day, and that he would

have been wrong to be satisfied with less.

And now, second, hoio shall girls be thoroughly

well? The laws of health are few and simple.
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They are so well understood by the parents of

this generation that it may seem a waste of time

to allude to them here. Yet 1 am writing for

girls whose ideas are often vague.

One word in regard to the stud\' of Physiology.

It is a fine study. If a girl thoroughly understands

how her body ought to work in health, how one

organ acts with another, then, in case of any local

disturbance, she will probabl}^ be capable of see-

ing how, if the general tone of the system is raised,

the particular difficulty will disappear, and she

will no longer follow blindly rules she has learned

by rote. Yet people learn more by practice than

by theory, and it is probable that the fascinating

study of Physiology is of more use intellectually

than physically to most school-girls. If they are

allowed to dwell much on diseases of the body

instead of on its normal action, the study may

be a positive injury to them by leading to mor-

bid conditions.

And now asfain. What are the essentials of

health ? Several things may be regarded as equally

necessary, so that I cannot lay down rules in ex-

actly the order of importance, yet it is purposely

that I begin with

Breathefresh air.

Food is important, but we can live hours with-

out taking food, while we must have air every

moment. Moreover, the oxygen of the air act-

ually nourishes the body as food does, by forming

a part of the blood.
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How shall we get fresh air ? First, by spend-

ing all the time possible out of doors, both in sum-

mer and winter, in storm and sunshine. Every-

one acknowledges the advantage of exercise in the

open air for its own sake ; but in New England

we have not yet learned how far it is possible to

live in the open air. I was once at a country-house

in Switzerland which illustrates this ideal. The

breakfast-table was spread on a terrace shaded by

plane-trees, outside the dining-room door. The

table was then cleared and books and work

brought out. The family devotions were con-

ducted there. The students studied and wrote,

the ladies sewed and knit, and the maids prepared

the veo'etables for dinner which was also eaten

there. For six months in the year this was the

ordinary course of life. It would not, to be sure,

be possible in all climates, but oftener than we

think.

Yet two thirds of our life must be passed in the

house, and usually in closed rooms on account of

the cold. Now two persons cannot sit an hour in

one room before the air becomes vitiated. Most

forms of ventilation prove inadequate. M. was a

vigorous young lady who made it a rule to leave a

window slightly open all the time she was at work,

being careful not to sit in the draught. But where

this is not convenient, it is a good plan to open a

window wide every hour or two for a minute. I

knew a girl who tried that plan, but gave it up
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because it seemed so ridiculous to jump up from

her studies every little while for the purpose.

Yet nothiug is worse than to sit still at one occu-

pation for several hours, and even the slight

change of position would do one almost as much
good as the fresh air.

It is indispensable to have the window open

through the night in every sleeping-room. But

here caution is needed, because when the body is

quiet a draught is a serious injury. Strips of

wood across the open part of the window will gen-

erally be sufficient protection. Some of you shiver

at the idea of breathing out of door air in the

winter. You are so cold ! Do you know that

the moment you begin to breathe it you begin

to grow warm from the increased action of the

blood? But

Do not take cold.

The results of colds are more serious than one

likes to say. Consumption, pneumonia, catarrh,

deafness are some of their names. And the whole

tone of the system is lowered by them. But the

over-careful people are precisely those who suffer

most from colds, because here, as in so many

other directions, the nerves have sway.

Now, most colds are taken in one of four ways

:

By sitting in a draught, by becoming thoroughly

chilled, by wetting the feet, and by breathing raw

air. But none of these things are necessarily in-

jurious to a young girl in ordinary health—^jro-
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vlded she at once does what she can to counter-

act their effects. Move out of the draught, warm
the body as thoroughly as it was chilled, dry the

feet before sitting down, and cover the mouth

with a veil so that the air is slightly warmed be-

fore breathing. Then one need never stay in for

the weather, even if one already has a cold.

Of course there are very delicate girls who need

special care, but I am speaking to the average

girl. Do not forget that a cold is a terrible thing,

but also remember that it can be avoided by a

little care at the right time, and by entire forget-

fulness at other times.

Take plenty of exercise.

The more you can exercise in the open air the

better. And if you take exercise you will find it

possible to be out of doors on very cold days. If

you are not strong on your feet, perhaps you are

strong in the muscles for rowing. If you cannot

row, perhaps you can ride. If you cannot ride,

perhaps you can drive. If you cannot drive, per-

haps you can exercise in the gymnasium. If you

cannot do any of these things, do what you can.

Walk from your door to the street and back again.

Do the same thing over in fifteen minutes, and

unless you are a miserable bona fide invalid your

muscles will soon become more useful. Doing

errands, and going about to people who need you,

will give you valuable exercise for which you take

no thouo-ht.
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But some of you are too busy to exercise many
hours a day in the open air, and so you ought to

be. The next best thing for you is housework.

Perhaps you do not like that because you see it

under the wro^ig angle of vision. Whether you

like it or not, it is within reach of most of you,

and would do you good.

But suppose your books and your sewing are

necessary and keep you busy all day. Then you

are to remember to change your position often.

At the end of every hour, when you open the

window, take a few deep breaths, stretch your

arms and legs and fingers, and you will be better

able to go on with your task.

Eat suchfood as you can thoroughly digest.

There are persons who are always troubled as to

what they shall eat, and who, with all their care,

are always ailing. I do not want you to think

about your food so much that you can digest noth-

ing, but I believe that a very little observation

will teach you what is good for you individually.

If you have a dizzy head, or rising of food, or a

bad breatli, or uneasiness of the bowels, you may

be pretty sure that you have eaten something that

disagrees with you, and by a little watchfulness

you may discover what it is and avoid it.

Food that you can digest very well when you

are fresh may be much too heavy for you when

you are tired. And if you are tliinking intently

while you eat, the blood is drawn from the stomach
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\vhere it should be to the brain where it should

not be. Few people can digest vegetables not

thoroughly cooked, or fruit not thoroughly ripe.

I think the study of Physiology is of more practi-

cal hygienic value in teaching the absolute neces-

sity of using food that can be readily assimilated

by the body, and in showing how different foods

should be combined to that end, than in any other

way. A little fish or meat, especially beef, con-

siderable bread, especially of the coarser grains,

some veo'etables, and fruit according: to individual

organizations, make up the necessary daily fare.

A tired stomach should begin with soup. As for

the thousand appetizing viands set before us, each

must decide for herself what to eat. As long as

you have none of the symptoms of indigestion, it

is probably safe to gratify the appetite and take

delight in food without further care ,* but if these

symptoms appear, think first whether you were

too tired, or had too busy a brain to digest any-

thing ; next, whether anything you ate was unripe

or underdone, and finally, whether there was any-

thing in the bill of fare which had ever troubled

you before. Then correct your future practice

accordingly, and think no more about it. Depend
upon it, you will soon be well, and, further, you

will find, with mortification perhaps, that some

of the headaches you thought came from overtax-

ing the brain, or from sensibility to the woes of

the world, were really due to improper food. As
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compensation for j^our mortification you will be a

more useful woman for your whole life.

]Vo)'k regularlij with hrjth hodij and mind..

Those who must work for self-support are prob-

ably, on the whole, in better health than those

who are free from necessity. A girl who stands

all day behind a counter runs some risks in

health, but her chances are still as good as those

of the fine lady who broods over imaginary ail-

ments till they become real. To those who must

w^ork I have but little to say, for they have a nar-

row margin of choice. There are several sugges-

tions to be made, however. If your work is phys-

ical, use a little of your leisure every day in some

mental occupation. The best thing is to do some

real studying. If you can onl}^ spend fifteen min-

utes every day on history or literature or botany

or French, you w^ll find yourself the better for it

bodily, because it will give you an outlook beyond

the daily horizon, and take your thoughts from

your own weariness. If you have no leisure, or

if your w^ork is so exhaustins: that even fifteen

minutes of study seems burdensome, then keep

some interesting novel of good tone at hand, and

read a little in that every day to change the cur-

rent of your thoughts. If you find, how^ever, that

you usually have more than an hour for your

novel, you may suspect that fifteen minutes of

study would not hurt you.

Do you know that you are never resting when
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you are tliinking that you are tired ? When you

are tired rest at once, if you can, by sitting or

lying down, or taking recreation, as experience

has shown you to be best. But then think no

more about it. Perhaps you may be overworking.

If you truly believe this and see any possibility

of saving yourself, do so, even if you have to give

up something which seems particularly important.

If you must overwork,— and there are such cases,

though they are not so common as we think,—
accept the condition as a part of the discipline of

life, rest whenever you can, and say and think as

little about it as you can. This advice is to save

you from one form of the nervous diseases which

are the peculiar misfortune of our time.

If your work is sedentary take physical exercise

in your leisure time, — out of doors, if possible

;

but remember that housework is the best substi-

tute for that.

The women who are not obliged to work are

those who most need this precept. They can

drive, and by and by they cannot walk. They

can lie on the lounge when they feel indisposed,

and they lie there long after they would get up if

they had any work to do. They have the best

chance for complete physical development, but

they have gTeat temptations to neglect their op-

portunities. Among the sweetest of such women
there is an alarming amount of nervous disease,

which is, alas ! at the foundation a refined selfish-
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ness. To speak plaioly, as one has said, we are

all as lazy as we dare to be, and these women
have no check upon laziness. No power of body

or mind can be preserved without exercise, and

the muscles grow soft, and the moral fibre grows

weak. These women are lovely, they speak in

gentle voices, and they never use a harsh word,

but they rule all about them with a rod of iron.

Dr. Weir Mitchell, in his blunt way, says that

nervous diseases among women have destroyed

the happiness of more families than intemperance.

By and by the invalid cannot rally even if she

has the will, but it is hard to decide where re-

sponsibility ends. If your mothers or your aunts

are nervous invalids, do not judge them. Causes

may have been at work which you cannot see.

Pity their terrible misfortune, and do all you can

to make them happy. But you, who have the

added light of another generation, are inexcusable

if you fall into such a state.

How can you avoid it ? It is easy to say, " Do
not talk about your headaches, or your delicate

constitution ;
" but how are you to help thinking

about these thinsrs ? Decide on reo-ular dailv

work for yourselves. If you are still school-girls

and 3^our head feels heavy in the morning, think

whether you would be justified in staying at home
if you were a teacher. Teachers have headaches

too, but they seldom stay at home for one, and

they are seldom the worse for going to school.
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When you leave school undertake some regular

work. Take charge of the marketing, or oversee

the housekeeping for a year. Ask the officers of

the Associated Charities to give you something

definite to do, and do it regularly. If you are

not fitted for visiting the poor, suppose you make
experiments in natural science. See what Lub-

bock did with ants, bees, and wasps. There are

thousands of such experiments to be tried, but

few people have the leisure for them. You may
not understand your results, but you can make
the accurate observations which are absolutely

necessary before a great man can find out the

laws which govern them.

Some mental work you must do. Of course

you wish that. If you are in a city like Boston,

I will tell you what you will be tempted to do.

You will be tempted to sandwich your parties and

calls and concerts with two or three courses of

morniug lectures given by highly trained special-

ists. In this way you will get a delightful society

knowledge of history and literature and art and

science, but you will not really exercise your mind

very much. Your knowledge will be available for

talk, buii not for thought. Go to the lectures by

all means,— though perhaps one course at a time

will do ; but be sure that every day at a fixed

hour you study the subject of the lecture by your-

self, and make it thoroughly your own.

Am I wandering from the topic of health ? I
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think not, because during the last fifty years we

have learned almost all the laws of health, and

yet we are not much better than before, for our

nerves are still unmanageable. Now girls, even

rich girls, can control their nerves, if they begin

soon enough, with will and intelligence. And
nothing will help them more than to have their

bodies and minds constantly employed in rational

w^ays so that there is no room for nervous fancies.

Take the 7'est you need.

It is hard to know how much you need. Some

people must have more than others. It is easy to

be lazy on the one hand, and to be dissipated on

the other. Some peojDle are injured by sjiringing

out of bed as soon as they wake, and others by

letting the time drift by while they doze. Some

one gives this good rule, " Decide when you ought

to rise to make the best use of your day. Make a

point of rising at that time ; but go to bed earlier

and earlier till you find out how much sleep you

need in order to be fresh at that hour in the morn-

ing." Such a rule would meet most cases, but not

all ; for though regularity is as important for

health as for a wise life, it cannot be an iron reg-

ularity, especially if a girl is at all delicate. I

would give more flexible rules, though it is harder

to keep flexible rules than iron ones.

I have said before that when you are tired you

should rest at once, if you can. Rest completely,

but not long. Half an hour on the sofa is gen-
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erally enough. Rise early, because an extra hour

in the morning can be better used than one later

in the day, and if duties crowd you get tired in

remembering what you cannot do. But if you are

not fresh in the morning, go to bed earlier. If

that does not meet the case, your weariness prob-

ably comes from some other cause than insuffi-

cient rest. Perhaps your room is not well venti-

lated, or you may suffer from indigestion, or you

may exercise your brain too much and your body

too little. If you sit over books or sewing all day,

you will always be tired however many hours you

sleep. Most girls from fifteen to twenty need

about nine hours sleep. If you wish to rise at

six, you ought to be in bed at nine.

A few, a very few, of you must be invalids.

You may have inherited a wasting disease, an

accident may have crippled you, or something else

beyond your control may have brought this mis-

fortune upon you. But most of you have it in

your power to be well, and remember you will be

doing something morally wrong if you become

feeble women.



III.

A PRACTICAL EDUCATION.

What is a practical education for a girl ?

Whatever will fit her for life. The question and

answer are trite. What will best fit a girl for

life ? First of all a well-balanced character. I

knew a girl who was a good cook before she was

ten years old ; she had a genius for sewing ; she

was an excellent scholar in school, and had mu-

sical talent, and yet because of her capriciousness

she never filled any place she was called upon to

fill in life, and her home was a place of discom-

fort to her husband and children. Another girl,

one of the noblest I ever knew, also found the

practical details of life easy, but she was always

tossed about from one occupation to another, and

from one home to another, because when she

found every reality fall short of her ideal she

had not the good sense to work quietly to im-

prove the matter, but went about proclaiming her

disgust. The first thing we all need is to have

our wills so trained that when we see the right,

we may instantly do it, and after that we need

to be taught to see clearly what is right.

But as character may be formed in many ways
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why not form it by teaching practical things?

What, then, does a girl most need to learn ?

To read, to cook, and to sew.

I put reading first, for though no civilized

beings can live without cooking and sewing, and

we occasionally find good and gentle women who
cannot read, yet a woman of real character who
can read can teach herself any branch of house-

keeping which she is convinced she ought to

know, while a cook cannot teach herself to read

in any broad sense ; for by reading I do not mean
pronouncing words. I want a girl to have a taste

for good reading. She may study the whole circle

of the sciences without reaching this end, or she

may not have more than half a dozen books in

her library and yet learn the lesson. The prac-

tical advantage of most of her studies in school

depends on whether or no they lead to this result.

How many girls ever use chemistry, or physics,

or geology, or zoology in any practical way ? Yet
what a difference the study of all these things

makes in the kind of reading women enjoy

!

Who can learn enough history in school to be

equipped even to teach history ? Every teacher

knows that to be impossible. But a girl who has

studied history properly in school, who has been

taught to think about the influence of men on

nations and of nations on men, has open to her

a vast treasure-house of books which will add both

to her usefulness and happiness.
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Some of you may think it is artful in me to

propose this broad education under the pretense

of requiring that one learn to read, but it is not

so. I do believe in a very broad education for

girls ; but if I had to choose between a broad

education which had crammed a girl with know-

ledge, yet left her without a love for good read-

ing, and a very narrow one which had awakened

that thirst, I should choose the second.

But why do I call this a practical education ?

Before I answer the question, I must say more on

the subject of reading. A girl may enjoy biog-

raphy, history, travels, and science and yet not

have a taste for the best reading, that is, for true

literature. She needs essays, novels, and espe-

cially poetry. She needs to be able to decide

what is best and what is not ; she must learn to

respond to beauty and truth, and to repel what is

false and ugly. This is the practical education,

because it bears upon both happiness and charac-

ter. It is practical as it makes the most of life

not only for the woman herself, but for those

about her. Bear in mind always that we have

supposed her to have a high character and a per-

fectly trained will. Such reading will develop her

judgment as to what is right.

But some women like to read too well. Their

will is not perfectly trained, and they would rather

think out a domestic problem than act it out.

The education of books alone is so one-sided that
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we cannot consider it practical ; it must be sup-

plemented by cooking and sewing.

At our present stage of progress cooking is

more important than sewing. Sewing can be more

easily put out of the house than cooking ; and in

any emergency sewing may be neglected from

week to week without serious consequences, while

cooking must go on every day. Moreover, cook-

ing is by far the more healthful occupation, and

one of the aims of a practical education is to make
healthy women.

I do not glorify cooking. I do not think a

good cook is the highest type of woman. I do

not even think it is the duty of every woman to

cook. But cooking is certainly practical, ninety-

nine women in a hundred have occasion some time

in their lives for this accomplishment, and if they

are married it is nearly indispensable for them to

have a knowledge of it for the comfort of their

families.

Few women are born to be cooks, but most in-

telligent women can learn to cook. It saves im-

mense labor, however, if as girls they learn the

art. It is singular that so many who fancy they

want to be chemists hate the idea of going into

their own kitchens to work. It is possibly because

they cannot choose their own hours for cooking.

Cooking certainly develops the mind as much as

chemical experiments, and at the end of the pro-

cess you have something of direct service to man-
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kind, whicli may or may not be the case witli work

done in the laboratory.

Cooking, sewing, and housekeeping are essen-

tial for any woman, married or unmarried, who

wishes to make a home, and a home is the prac-

tical goal of the majority of women. A woman

who is neat and intelligent generally proves to be

a good housekeeper without special instruction;

but with cooking and sewing, " Who wishes to be

a master must begin betimes."

Arithmetic is a science which a girl needs to

understand thoroughly— not necessarily business

arithmetic, which she can learn if occasion re-

quires, but the principles of arithmetic, and she

should be able to work in numbers quickly and

accurately.

The tide of opinion is against me here. A boy

must know arithmetic of course, or how can he

fulfill his destiny and make money ? But a girl

!

Nevertheless, no woman can manage a household

properly, or even guide her own affairs as a single

woman, without a good knowledge of arithmetic.

Her money will be wasted, her servants will cheat

her, tradespeople will be demoralized by her.

There may be so much money at her command

that she goes on serenely unaware of harm. She

may perform feats of charity, but what was meant

to be a blessing becomes a curse through her igno-

rance.

A millionaire who meant to give his daughter
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every advantage began as usual with a French

nurse and a German maid and a music master

who could command a fabulous price, while he

engaged an artist of distinction to oversee her

untidy attempts at drawing. At last he remem-

bered that she ous^ht to have a teacher in Eng:-

lish, and a lady was engaged to teach grammar
and literature and history. "And arithmetic?"

she asked. " A little, perhaps. Girls need very

little."

The millionaire's daughter came to take her

lesson— a bright, handsome girl, full of good

nature. " I hate arithmetic, you know," she said

confidingly, shrugging her shoulders and pucker-

ing her brows. " And then, what 's the good of

it for a girl ?
"

The teacher did not argue the question, but be-

gan her task. " If thirteen yards of ribbon cost

$3.25, how much will one yard cost? " As doing

this problem in her mind was quite out of Miss

Malvina's power, she was allowed paper and pen-

cil. She wrinkled her forehead, curled her lip,

looked uj) and laughed, " I have n't the faintest

idea, don't you know?" A few judicious ques-

tions led her to see the necessity of dividing 13.25

by 13, and she went to work. After a season of

struggle her countenance cleared. " Upon my
word, I 've got the answer— 25 !

" " Twenty-five

what ? " " Twenty-five— why— twenty-five dol-

lars !
" " Would n't that be rather high for rib-
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bon?" asked tlie teacher. " Oh, I don't know,"

replied Miss Malvina carelessly. " I '11 tell you,"

she added triumphantly ;
" I should tell them to

give me the best, and I suppose they would know

what I ought to pa}'." This is hardly an ex-

treme case. In the public schools the girls still

learn arithmetic.— perhaps they spend too much

strength upon it for the practical mastery they

get ; but in private schools the best of teachers

find it almost impossible to give girls a working

knowledge of the subject, because the tide of feel-

ing is so strong against it.

By and by Miss ^lalvina's father found him-

self having trouble with his workmen. There

were strikes. The famih^ received threatening let-

ters. Malvina's rosy cheeks grew pale. " I don't

know what they want.'* she said forlornly. '' They

say we are all so extravagant. I don't know what

difference that makes to them if we pay for what

w^e buy. We never hurt them. I wish we were

not rich at all. It would be much nicer to be

poor. I should like to be a— what is it ?— a

commoner — or a communist or something. Then

nobody would be envious."

Now there was not a more generous girl in the

world than Malvina. If she had been afloat on

a raft after a shipwreck she would have been the

one to give up her last ration of water to any one

who needed it more. She was ready to pour out

money in any case of distress, but slie had no idea
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of its value, and none of her charities prospered,

except so far as her rosy, good-natured face could

be seen, for that, to be sure, did good like a med-

icine.

And she was not a stupid girl, though certainly

not brilliant in mathematics. If she had been

taught that arithmetic is positively needed by

every girl, rich or poor, she could have learned

all she needed to know of figures to make her life

a blessing to hundreds of people whom she only

injured for lack of such knowledge.

A vast amount of the daily comfort of people

of narrow means depends on the understanding

the mother of a family has of accounts, so that the

real needs and pleasures may be provided for with-

out the contraction of debt. In a rich family the

burden of the mother's incapacity for figures does

not fall directly on those dearest to her, but it

has unconsciously a far greater weight in the

world at large, and is one of the chief among the

unrecognized elements causing the increasing bit-

terness between the rich and the poor.

Let every girl, rich or poor, be required to keep

her own accounts accurately from the time she is

old enough to have an allowance of even ten cents

a month, and there would be a perceptible amel-

ioration in some of the hardest of present condi-

tions.

I believe that some music should be included in

a practical education, — certainly if a girl has a
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taste for it. The ability to sing hymns and bal-

lads, and to play accompaniments well, adds so

much to the happiness of a woman herself, and

usually to that of her family, that it ought to be

considered as something more than an accomplish-

ment. I should not wish to be understood as lim-

iting a musical education to these requirements.

I should like to have every girl carry her educa-

tion as far as she can without neglecting duties

she feels more important. Even when she has no

musical talent, but merely a love for music, though

she cannot give much pleasure to others, I think

she may get an elevation of mind from stumbling

through Beethoven and Wagner which is worth

the time she spends. Still, I think singing is of

more practical use than instrumental music, and

the power to play simple things well which is so

rare is in most cases more to the purpose than to

stumble through Beethoven and Wagner.

Drawing is practical as it trains the eye and

hand, but unpractical if it leads a girl to think

her commonplace pictures are works of art. It

seems to me that a good way for girls to study

art is for them to look at good pictures with older

people who have taste and judgment, because this

gives them new resources of enjoyment. Of

course when a girl has special talent she needs

the training which will give her the power to pro-

duce, but this chapter is devoted to the general

education of girls.
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Every girl should study at least one science.

Science trains the mind in a different way from

other studies. And one science sheds light on all

the rest. Then, anything which puts cheap pleas-

ures within our reach is a safeguard and a bless-

ing. The happiness of life is no light thing, and

those who have tested it know how much simple

happiness comes from the pursuit of botany or

ornithology or mineralogy.

It would be a great thing if every woman could

be so well educated that she could teach her own

children, at least the main branches, up to the

time when they are twelve years old. This is by

no means saying that it is not well for many chil-

dren to be sent to school, but it is calling atten-

tion to a great privilege which some mothers and

some children may enjoy. What ought a woman
to be able to teach her children? To read, in

the broad sense, to write a legible hand, and to

speak correctly. She ought to be able to teach

them arithmetic, and also the rudiments of one

science, to give them in early life the right out-

look upon the world around them. She ought

particularly to be able to give them fine man-

ners, but these belong to the moral training

which was spoken of at the beginning of the

chapter. They do bear, however, on that part of

the social life which may not be distinctly moral,

but which is of high practical importance to one's

success in life, as well as to one's happiness.
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Many of the noblest women are shy and awk-

ward except with their special friends, and so are

unfitted for practical life. Mothers should re-

member this and make a determined effort to give

children the practice of meeting many people,

though, of course, the kind of people and the con-

ditions under which they are to be met require

careful consideration.

As for the entirely moral qualities which con-

tribute most to what is usually called success in

the world, they are probably courage, good tem-

per, thoughtfulness for others, perseverance, and

trustworthiness.

And all this time I have said nothing of any

use to be made of education in earning a living.

Yet is not that just what our education must do

if it is to be practical ? I do not ignore this, and

shall have more to say of self-support elsewhere.

But on the principle that we eat to live rather

than live to eat, I think even from a practical

standpoint the full development of a woman is of

more consequence than the amount of money she

can earn. As far as the mere living goes, a prac-

tical woman can live better on a little money than

an unpractical one on much. When her practi-

cality comes from the high quality of her charac-

ter, she will lead the best possible life whether

she be rich or poor, and I believe the kind of cul-

ture I have outlined in this chapter will do some-

thing to add happiness to goodness and useful-

ness.



IV.

SELF-SUPPORT.— SHALL GIRLS SUPPORT THEM-
SELVES ?

I ONCE knew an agreeable girl whose great fail-

ing was lier self-conceit. She was sure she could

do everything anybody could do. As she did

not look down on other people's efforts, she was

amusing rather than annoying. She was always

ready to write a poem, or sing a song, or paint a

picture, and as she was a society girl and lived in

a grand house, her little doings were often favor-

ably mentioned in the local papers, so she may be

pardoned for believing she had a variety of tal-

ents, though nobody who read her poems or heard

her songs agreed with her.

Then came a crisis in her affairs. She was

thrown on her resources without a moment's warn-

ing. She had to earn her living or starve. She

had plenty of energy, and was willing to work.

She took a rapid review of her powers. Then the

scales fell from her eyes. She felt very doubt-

ful if there was one among her accomplishments

which would furnish bread for her. She would

have said that all her conceit was gone. But
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it was not so. As her need was so urgpnt, she

tried to find work first in one way and then in

another. She was prepared to have the editors

reject her manuscripts, and she was not surprised

that she could not sell her pictures ; but it was

amazing to be told that her grammar and spelling

were faulty, and it was hard to see the amuse-

ment in the faces of the art-dealers when they

regarded her most cherished paintings.

No woman can earn a living without some mor-

tifying experiences, but the more conceited she is

the more such experiences she meets, because she

^is inclined to attempt things preposterously be-

yond her. So this poor girl who had always held

her head high was snubbed by everybody ; she was

told the truth with brutal frankness, and in time

she learned her lesson. She was not a dull girl

nor a weak girl. There was one thing she could

do well at the outset, though she had so little dis-

crimination in regard to herself that it did not

occur to her that this would be her lever for mov-

ing the world. She was a beautiful housekeeper.

She remembered this finally and acted accord-

ingly. I cannot say that she enjoyed her ex-

perience with a series of widowers, but she did

her work well and was paid for it. She also had

a talent— strange to say it was for drawing. She

did not realize this either, for she could not dis-

criminate enough to see that her amateur work as

an artist was at all different from her amateur
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singing and playing. At first she had thought

she could do everything well, and then she thought

she could do nothing well. But by slow degrees,

and through much tribulation, she began to set

her faculties in order, and when she found her

germ of a talent she cultivated it. Ten years

later she was able to support herself as an en-

graver.

By this time her one fault had vanished. She

was simple and modest and self-respecting, while

she retained the courage and cheerfulness which

had made her attractive as a girl. " If yon wish

to cure a girl of conceit," she once said to a

friend, " let her try to earn her living. As long

as she does not ask to be paid, everybod}^ will

praise her work, but let her offer to sell her ser-

vices and then see !

"

I have not told this story to discourage girls

who wish to be independent, but to show them

the difficulties in their way. There is no doubt

that every girl should be able to support herself.

This very case makes it clear. But it does not

seem to me equally clear that every girl should

support herself, and certainly, if she does, it re-

quires great judgment to select the way.

Fifty years ago women were very dependent,

but now many avenues are open to them, and per-

haps they have been urged almost too much to

earn their own living. I will therefore speak of

some circumstances in which it seems to me a girl

is to be excused from that.
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1. If she is rich, I think there are two objec-

tions to her earning money. One is trite and has

been often answered. She should not take the

bread out of the mouths of those who need it. I

do not think this a very strong objection, because

every one who works and produces anything adds

to the wealth of the world, and sets others free to

work for new ends. But one can do good service,

without working for money, and, in point of fact,

a woman who chooses any of the common ways of

earning money usually does shut out some one else.

To illustrate : I knew two school-girls who were

classmates, both excellent girls. Martha was the

best scholar in school. Lucy was rather dull,

though not conspicuously so. Martha wished to

teach, as her mother was a widoAV and poor. She

applied for a situation in a neighboring town, but

was told that some one had been before her, and

though the matter was not then decided, the school

was at last given to the first-comer, who proved to

be Lucy. Lucy's father was a well-to-do merchant

whose name was known to the committee, and this

settled the question. Lucy herself was quite in-

nocent. She had no wish to interfere with Mar-

tha. Nor had she any special w^ish to teach. But

she wanted a new silk dress, and she thought

she should like to earn it. Her friends said she

showed the right spirit and encouraged her. Mar-

tha and her mother suffered the most pinching

poverty while Lucy was earning her dress, and
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when Martha at last found a place she proved to

be a wonderful teacher,while Lucy was a common-

place one. It might, of course, have been the other

way. If Lucy had been the gifted girl, then she

certainly ought to have used her gifts, but not

necessarily for money.

This is one of many instances which lead me to

think that if girls who are rich try to earn money
they crowd out those who are poorer. They do,

however, gain some things so valuable as almost

to offset this objection; for instance, they are

cured of conceit. I shall return to this subject.

The other objection to the earning of money by

the rich is, that there is so much work to be done

in the world which cannot in the nature of things

be done by those who have to earn their living,

that the rich cannot be spared for ordinary oc-

cupations. I shall give a special chapter to the

work of the leisure classes.

2. There are many families of moderate means

where one daughter, at least, can be supported at

home without great sacrifices on the part of any

one. This is true of almost every family where

a servant is kept, for a mother and daughter to-

gether can usually do the work of a family more

quickly and better than the mother and a servant.

Now, if a girl has domestic tastes and is willing

to work at home, it seems to me better for her to

stay there, even with very little money, than to try

to make herself independent elsewhere. If her
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tastes are not domestic, it changes the case en-

tir-riy. Then let her go out and use the powers

which have been given her.

3. A girl is sometimes needed at home bv an

invalid father or mother, or she can help the

chndren or make them happy. No general rule

can be laid do\vn. because no two cases are alike,

but it is often true that a girl ought to give up

not onlv earning money, but even using some of

her powers, for the sake of doing still better work

at home. And there are multitudes of instances

in whicli she should not be urged to leave home

unless she wishes it.

Practically a home life is a good preparation

for marriage, which will be the lot of most girls.

But though it is a good preparation, it is not the

best. Every girl needs a broader outlook on

life than she can get in her own home. If she

is ii:L -l;e can choose her way of getting it, by

t:
' charities, or even through society.

L ^ knowledse of the world is grained

through the attempt to support herself. If her

occupation takes her into new sectionns of country,

it also develops her just as travel might do.

I am iuclined to think that the ideal prepar-

ation for marriage would demand half a dozen

years between school and the wedding-day, diA'ided

into three parts, given in order to a home life, to

self-support, and to travel.

It is often said that a girl ought actually to
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support herself before she can be fitted to do

so in case of an emergency. I remember the

daughter of a wea'thy man who went into a count-

ing-room and worked several years for this rea-

son. Her father said that as soon as she could

live on the income she earned he thought the ex-

periment would have succeeded and she mio-ht

return home. At first it seemed as if it never

would succeed. She was a good accountant and

earned a fair salary. But she had been accus-

tomed to spend more than most girls can earn, and

she was loth to reduce her expenses just when she

w^as working for money. By the end of the sec-

ond year, however, she be^'an to be tired of her

work, so she rigorou-ly kept within her salary for

the third year, and then r<^tired. Her experiment

had been infinitely easier than if she had been

obliged to make it ^^dthottt having other resotirces,

but she had learned valuable lessons.

It seems to me that if a girl who need not

work for money does so she will do well to live

on what she earns, at least for a time. To earn

an extra silk dress does uot seem an adeqtiate

object. I think if our accountant had gone on

many years as she began she woidd not only

have taken the place needed by some one else,

but she would have made other accountants dis-

contented because they could not dress as she did.

She would have raised the standard of luxury

among them without adding anything to their

power to reach it.
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I knew a young lady wdth a narrow income

who for that reason chose to teach in a large

school where several other teachers were employed

at the same salary, namely, six hundred dollars.

Everybody praised her judgment and taste, for

she appeared to be able to do so much more than

the rest with her money. Everybody said that

six hundred dollars was a fine salary for anybody

who had the wit to use it. Some thought a gen-

eral reduction of salaries would not be amiss.

Xobody knew" of her reserve. The other teachers

tried their best to do as well, but they grew dis-

couraged and envious. Of course she was not to

blame, but I think that in general the common
welfare is best served when the wage-workers live

on what they earn, at least while they are earn-

ing it. The sui'plus can be laid aside for the

time when they are at leism^e.

But although I do not think that all girls should

be urged to support themselves, the majority must

do so, or they will burden others. There is also a

large class of women who do not absolutely need

to earn money, who nevertheless will be better

and happier to do so. Independence is very sweet,

and even if for love's sake a woman chooses to

give it uj), it is more inspiring to make a deliber-

ate sacrifice of it than to be dej^endent because

she must be. All homes are not hap^Dy, even

where the members of the family love each other
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and have a general purpose to clo right. Perhaps

it may be said that few young people are satisfied

thoroughly with their homes. Would it not mean

the destruction o£ the ideal if they were ? It would

be terrible to them to have the home broken up,

and they do love their parents, but they think

they could manage better, and may be right in

thinking so.

Now, if a girl at home has this feeling of un-

rest, she may be too ready to marry the first

suitor, because she thinks more about the ideal

home she can make than about the husband. If,

on the contrary, she goes away and earns her

living, she will look around her with less preju-

diced eyes. If her home is really unhappy, she

will be free from it. If its troubles are merely

superficial, she will find this out as soon as she

compares it with other homes. If she has not

been willing to meet her share of trial and re-

siDonsibility, she will now find that a change of

place has not set her free, for the trouble was in

herself. When she does go back to her home it

will be w^ith very different appreciation of it.

When a girl has become a woman her instinct

leads her to long to be at the head of her own

home, whether she is married or unmarried. To
be absolute mistress even of one room in a lodg-

ing-house at the end of a day's labor is often bet-

ter to her than to be at the call of everybody in

her father's beautiful home where she is supposed
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to be at leisure all day. And this is right. If a

girl has been badly trained, how can she help

thinking she may do better than her mother does ?

If she has been well trained, she ought to be able

to do better than her mother, for every genera-

tion begins at a higher point than the preceding.

She has much of her mother's experience to help

her while she is still fresh and strong and enthu-

siastic. There are very few women between the

ages of twenty-five and forty who can be thor-

oughly contented in any home of which they are

not the mistress, however j^atiently and nobly they

may conceal their feelings. After forty they are

often so tired as to be glad of any kind of a

home.

Then there are women with special gifts. I am
thinking now of one who had a fortune, and yet

chose to do the hard work of a pln'sician. She

had the aptitude for the work and the means

for thorough study. She was among the most

skillful physicians of her native city. She saved

many lives, and relieved much suffering. She

gave her priceless services to hundreds of poor

people, but she did not give to those who could

pay for them. I think she was altogether right.

The world was better because she used her gift,

and she was happier, as all are who exercise their

powers.

Perhaps she blocked the way of less fortunate

physicians. But this was because she gave a bet-
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ter gift than they could give. Certainly she had

a right to give it even to the rich whose money

could only buy a part of it. If she had served

the rich without taking their money, she would

not only have sapjDed their self-respect, but she

would have been a more formidable obstacle in

the way of poorer physicians. She would have

been offering a premium in money to those who

emploj^ed her, whereas the only premium she had

a right to offer was her superior skill. It was

because she could give priceless services that she

had so clear a right to fix a price which she did

not need.

Suppose another woman her equal by nature,

but who had not had the means for so complete

an education, was set aside because she could not

compete with one who had both the nature and

the education, — even then the case would not be

altered, for still the richer woman had a higher

gift to give than the poorer one. It would be a

bitter trial to the poorer woman to be met only

by philosophy and religion ; but if she were a

just woman, she could not say that her rich rival

had not done right.

When a beautiful young society woman of Bos-

ton consents to play at a concert every one feels

it to be right, because few people can play so ex-

quisitely. When she gives her services for some

charity there is an esjjecial fitness in it, since those

who go to hear her wish to pay the high prices for
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the rare treat, and would still wish to do so if she

were to keep the money for herself. But if she

pla3^s at a symphony concert, she certainly has a

right to be paid as others are. That is a matter

of self-respect. Why should she compete with

other musicians on any unnatural basis ?

These instances will show what I mean by say-

ing that a rich woman who has a great gift has a

right to use it in earning money, when if the gift

were smaller she might not be justified.

There are some qualities which are gained by

self-support better than in any other way. By
receiving money in return for service, we learn

what our service is worth to others. "We learn

what we can do and what we cannot do. We ex-

change self-conceit for self-respect. With a true

estimate of ourselves we learn how to estimate

others more correctly. We learn the real needs

of the world and the way to meet them. In a

word, we learn justice.

It is generally supposed that the qualities in

which men are superior to women are justice and

courage. Courage, too, is cultivated by self-sup-

port. A woman who daily faces the outside world

may not be braver than one who faces the little

world at home, but she probably will be. At the

last moment the woman at home may sometimes

shirk a task which seems formidable to her, though

she may be ashamed of her cowardice ; but a wo-

man who has ao-reed to do a certain thino: for a
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certain sum of money cannot sliirk, however

frightened she may be, and by degrees she learns

to subdue her terror and go cheerfully and calmly

to her work.

Furthermore, a woman who earns her money
generally spends it more wisely than when it is

given to her. She may not be as economical in

all ways perhaps ; but if she chooses to spend

three dollars for a Wagner opera ticket when she

has a shabby bonnet, because she loves music, she

may be putting the true emphasis on her pur-

chase, which she might not dare to do if some one

else supplied the money.

On the whole, I am inclined to think that most

unmarried women, as well as many who are mar-

ried, should support themselves. Where the ne-

cessity exists, it is base to shrink from doing one's

part. When others of the family must endure

privation to keep her at home, it is seldom that

home is a girl's place. But I would not have a

girl too eager to support herself. And I would

not have her urged unless there is necessity.

Above all, I would guard her from illusions.

It is not easy to earn one's living. It is true

there are some delightful modes of making money

open to the fortunate few. But if one earns all

one spends, — which is the meaning of earning

a living, — there will always be hardships to

meet. It is not best to anticipate trouble, but it

is cruel to let any girl try to make her way in
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the world with the fancy that it will be easy.

Yet most must make their own way, and perhaps

most of these have a fair share of happiness, for

there are compensations in all work done in the

right spirit.



SELF-SUPPORT — HOW SHALL GIELS SUPPORT

THEMSELVES ?

And now how shall a girl choose her occupa-

tion ? And how shall she be fitted for it ?

If she has a superb voice she may sing. If

she has undoubted genius in any direction her

decision is easy, whatever difficulty there may be

in getting her education. Most i^eople, however,

have not genius. They can do some things better

than others, and it is of great importance to their

success and happiness that they should be able to

use their natural powers to the best advantage.

Still their gifts are not great enough to be per-

fectly clear at sight. It is only by careful culti-

vation that they become really available, and if a

mistake is made in the line of one's education it

is hard to repair it.

I think the course I have already described as

practical for girls should be the foundation for the

education of all girls, save in a few exceptional

cases. If, in the end, a girl marries, her reading

and cooking and housekeeping are all necessary.

How can she use these homely accomplishments

in earnino^ a livino^ ?
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They will not, to be sure, bring her a large in-

come, but there is a steadier demand for good

work in these directions than in any others. So

a woman who has them is almost sure of a modest

support. She need not go out to service to be

a cook. Who has seen the dignified and refined

Mrs. Lincoln giving lessons at the cooking-school

without realizing that cooking may be a fine art,

or who has read the cook-book of Mrs. Richards

without perceiving that cooking may be an intel-

lectual pursuit ?

But these women are exceptions. I will take

a humbler example. I knew at school a st3^1ish,

energetic girl who was too dull to learn her les-

sons, but who had the air of polish which comes

from association with educated people. Half a

dozen years later she found herself obliged to

earn her living. She had a little money, and

she risked it in leasing a good house on a good

city street which slie filled with boarders. She

worked very hard, and she had much to discourage

and dissfust her. But she knew how such a house

ought to be kept, and she had the determination to

keep it in that way. It will be seen that she was

a rare landlady. Some landladies do not know

how a house ought to be kept, and some have no

clear purpose of keeping it as it ought to be kept

when they do know the way. Therefore she had

great success. There were always two applicants

for every vacant room. Higher and higher prices
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were offered her. At last she bought her house.

Then she laid aside money. By and by she had

a comfortable fortune. She might then have re-

tired from business, but she chose to go on. Dur-

ing the first five years of her career her experi-

ence had been so bitter that only necessity kept

her at her post. But now she had learned how

to meet her difficulties, and it was a real pleasure

to her to see how well she could do her work. It

was the work she was born to do, as certainly as

Raphael was born to paint pictures.

Few women are so successful ; but at the pres-

ent stage of the world I think it is true that no

woman who thoroughly understands cooking and

housekeeping need fear that she cannot support

herself if she must. I knew a lady who excelled

in these arts who was able to help her husband in

establishing a school. He was a fine teacher, but

too individual to work well in most schools. She

took a dozen young people into the house and

gave them a delightful home. Her husband

earned the living of the family, and a very good

living, too. She did little work with her hands,

and an assistant teacher was employed to care for

the pupils out of school. The housekeeping took

but little time, and the lady was apparently almost

as free as when her husband had been struggling

along in a high school. But she understood so

well what was needed that a word here and a look

there kept all things smooth, and her husband
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who had seemed on the brink of ruin came out a

successful man.

But all who can manage their own homes can-

not manage those of others, even if they are will-

ing to do so. Suppose with all her practical

education our girl never shines as a cook or a

housekeeper ! I have suggested that she should

be so thoroughly grounded in primary school work

that she could teach her own children till they are

twelve years old. Then, if she has the natural

power to discipline, she can, if need be, teach

a primary school. Now the number of primary

schools to be taught is vastly greater than in any

other grade, because all pupils must begin at the

foot of the ladder, though most of them do not

climb to the top. And it is doubtful whether

competition among teachers of primary grades is

proportionately great. I have heard of a leading

normal school principal who decided to train his

own daughter for primary work, because his expe-

rience showed him there was alwaj^s a demand for

such work. He said truly, " There are few schools

which will pay much for unusual learning. Exec-

utive ability and tact in imparting knowledge are

most wanted, together, of course, with thorough

grounding in the rudimentary branches."

His daughter had both taste and talent for

higher studies. He wished her to indulge her

taste. " But," he added, " she must buy this

higher knowledge as she would any other luxury,
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and not delude herself with the idea that it will

make much difference with her power o£ earning

money. If she earns her living by primary work,

which requires little study out of school, she will

have leisure to pursue her own tastes. Of course

she may thus in time be fitted for higher work,

and she may prefer to do it, and may even earn

more money by it, but she will then do the work

because it is her natural choice and not for the

sake of the money." So altogether I believe that

any girl who has the foundation education which

will fit her for a home life will also be able to

earn a respectable living if the need arises.

I would not, however, have her stop there. A
woman who has to work wishes to work to the

best advantage, both as to the amount of money

she earns, and the quality of the work she does.

I believe every girl should have the simple solid

foundation I have indicated, but I also think that

in most cases a superstructure should be reared

upon it, and that there should be almost as many

forms of superstructure as there are individuals.

Therefore, in choosing your occupation I will sug-

gest this rule : Do not despise the lowest drudgery

which comes plainly in your way ; but always

choose the highest work you are able to do.

For example, I knew a highly educated young

lady who found it necessary to teach. She hated

the work, as many teachers do, and yet she had a

fine, forcible character, so that she did her work
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well. One day in a moment of vexation she was

heard to exclaim, " I would rather be a waiter in a

restaurant than teach school !
" Now it happened

that one of her pupils did become a waiter in the

very restaurant which had called out the remark.

And she made an excellent waiter. Her apron

was always clean and her hair was always smooth.

She was quick and quiet in filling an order, and

modest and self-possessed and sweet-tempered.

She did her work well and used her leisure well,

and she deserved great praise. But in her case

this was the best work open to her. She was a

hopelessly dull scholar, and she was awkward

with her needle. Nor did she have the kind of

mind necessary to direct others. She could not

have conducted a boarding-house. She could,

however, do her owu little bit of work well. Now
what was fine in her would not have been fine in

the teacher. To be sure, it is a pity to teach if

one hates it, more of a pity than to do some me-

chanical work, because there is danger that the

feeling may react upon the scholars. Still, this

woman had the necessary self-control to do this

good work. On the other hand, she was not at-

tracted to any inferior work for its own sake.

She would have made an excellent duchess. Her

talents as well as her tastes fitted her for such a

life. But she had to earn her living, and so far

as she or her friends could see there was no direc-

tion in which she could work without findin<T it
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intolerable. And so it seems to me she did right

to choose the best work open to her and do it as

well as she could, and I think if she had forsaken

the school-room for the restaurant she would not

have done what was best either for herself or for

others.

I have known an ignorant woman who kept

a lodging-house with such devotion that it was

like a work of art. Its purity and freshness, its

warmth and light had a charm beyond that of

comfort. Such work is to be done, and it is not

often done well, because the woman who does it is

below rather than above her task. " Let the great

soul incarnated in some woman's form, poor and

sad and single, in some Dolly or Joan, go out to

service, and sweep chambers and scour floors, and

its effulgent day beams cannot be muffled or hid,

but to sweep and scour will instantly appear su-

preme and beautiful actions, the top and radiance

of human life, and all people will get mops and

brooms ; until lo, suddenly the great soul has en-

shrined itself in some other form and done some

other deed, and that is now the flower and head

of all living nature."

The lower work must be done, and often by the

highest natures. It must then be done willingly

and with a recognition that it can be made a work

of art. But it should be deliberately chosen only

by those to whom it is the highest work. I have

in mind a young man who might have been a
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musician, but he would not practice, so lie became

a shoemaker. lie had to work harder as a shoe-

maker than he would have done as a musician,

but it was from hand to mouth. He did not have

to work steadily towards a future good. He had

no gift but that of music, so that even if he had

been a musician he would have ranked far lower

in the scale of manhood than the shoemakers of

the village ; but he would have done the best he

could do, while as a shoemaker he was despicable.

I knew a good teacher, capable of taking re-

sponsibility, who hated it so that she gave up

work the moment she had acquired a miserable

pittance. She lived ever after a pinched life,

whose chief source of happiness to herself was the

negative satisfaction of escaping responsibility

;

for she was too poor to gratify any of her many
beautiful tastes. She had the power to lead a

large, full life, but she had not the will and cour-

age to meet the obstacles in her way. She chose

instead to stunt herself and be a drudge. She

swept her poor rooms clean, and she was willing

to sweep them, but I do not think she " swept

them as to God's law," for though she often made
them " fine," I do not think she made " the action

fine."

But such a case is rare. More joeople choose

work too high for them. "We all like to think we
have some touch of genius, though we may be dis-

creet enough not to say so. But few of us have
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talents at all equal to our tastes, and we must

beware o£ trying to get our livelihood in the direc-

tion of our tastes rather than of our talents.

One girl in ten thousand has the voice of a

lorima donna. Ten other girls in ten thousand

have voices so good that they believe them to be

like that of a prima donna. The first will succeed

beyond her wildest dreams. She will have fame

and fortune. The other ten will have some suc-

cess, success which will seem great to the lookers

on, but they will have heart-breaking disappoint-

ments within their own breasts. A hundred girls

in the ten thousand have more talent for music

than for most other things, and if they are well

educated, they may perhaps make a good living

as teachers, church singers, organists, or accom-

panists. This is not what tliey hoped, but they

do the work tliat belongs to them, and on the

whole may be counted successful. Another hun-

dred like music, and can learn enough to add to

their enjoyment and to that of those about them.

They might even teach music, if the demand for

teachers were not already filled by those who have

a greater gift. But now it is clear their bread

must depend on other work for which they have

less taste. These are the "betwixt and between
"

who are always fighting a battle between taste

and talent. They have a compensation, — they

are less one-sidedly developed than if all their

talents were concentrated in one ; but they hardly

realize this.
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Now, how is tlie line to be drawn among the

musical ? Who are to earn their living by music

and who are to be amateurs ? Especially as fifty

of our second hundred can with proper education

easily excel fifty of the first hundred who have

less education. Who is to decide whether it is

prudent for a girl to spend all she has on a mu-

sical education with the hope of making herself

independent in the end? No one can decide

positively, but at least do not let any girl fancy

that she is the one of ten thousand or even one

of the ten. And let her ask for the judgment of

more than one good musician before she is sure

she belono's to the first hundred. If she loves

music supremely, it may be worth while for her

to spend everything on her education, even if she

finally has to support herself with her needle, for

it will be its own reward, and having tried to do

what she believed to be her best, even her failure

will not be a failure of character.

If there is any occupation delightful in itself,

there will always be many people who will hope

that they have talent enough to make it a source

of livelihood. We all wish to be musicians and

artists and poets. The most bitter disappoint-

ments come to those who try these paths and

fail. It has always seemed to me that where

bread-winning is a necessity, we ought first to

secure the means of living in some humbler way,

and then there may be a chance to pursue these
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higher occupations for their own sake, and not to

degrade them by false methods which w^e think

will bring ns money.

I have heard of a poor girl who had a genius

for acting. She went out to service while she was

studjdng, she learned how to do housework well,

and she had that resource always left to her in

case she should fail on the stage. She succeeded,

but she could not bave succeeded if she had in-

sisted on acting at the outset.

I knew a girl w^ho had ability as a story vv^riter.

Two positions were open to her at the same time,

one as a book-keeper, the other as writer for a

certain department in a third-rate magazine. She

chose to be a book-keeper, for she knew that if she

took the magazine work she must write wdiether

in the spirit or not, and that the rank of the

magazine was such that she would have little

encouragement to do her best. Of course, as

book-keeper she had very little leisure. Stories

germinated in her brain which she had no time to

write ; but when she was thoroughly possessed by

a story, she did find time to write it, and ber

work was good. She chose to do the second best

w^ork for money, so that her best work might not

be degraded by the need of money.

Few persons have genius enough to undertake

any artistic work if they have a pressing need for

the money they are to receive from it. With ever

so small an income from other sources, they may
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cheerfully try their best and prove what they can

do. But with no income at all, they will be too

greatly tempted to prostitute the talent they have.

Yet " if you cannot paint, you may grind the

colors." Occasionally our cravings for artistic

work may partially be gratified by doing lower

work in the same line, and this may sometimes

be a foundation for the higher work.

A young girl had an ardent desire to be an elo-

cutionist. She had a good voice, a flexible body,

and some intelligence. She was willing to spend

every penny on her education. Fortunately she

had an unusually fine teacher, who told her the

truth. He said, " You could easily learn the lit-

tle tricks of voice and gesture which bring ap-

plause from ignorant people, and make one blush

to be called an elocutionist, but you have not the

dramatic sense and can never be a great reader.

What you need to do is to study some literary

masterpiece till you thoroughly appreciate it, and

then read it as simply and clearly as possible."

" But would anybody come to hear me read ?
"

she asked.

" I am afraid not," he said ;
" but you could

teach reading."

This had not been her ambition, but she had an

earnest character and was willing to read in the

right way. She did take a place in a school and

became a power there. She taught her scholars

how to use the breath, to sit and stand easily
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and gracefully while reading, to enunciate clearly,

and pronounce correctly. Moreover, she taught

them to read noble poems instead of the flimsy

showy jingles which had at first attracted her.

She never made any figure as a public reader, but

she did not regret serving the art she had learned

to reverence on a lower plane.

But, some one may say, suppose she had not

been able to teach ! She might not have under-

stood the art of controlling scholars even if she

understood what to teach them. In that case she

might have been a private reader to some elderly

or infirm person. There is a demand for private

readers, but few can fill such a place, though we

fancy everybody can read. Even where there is

intelligence so that one is a pleasant reader, there

are few who can manage the voice well enough to

read several hours in succession as is often desired.

A woman with artistic tastes will probably do

better service in studying ways of making beauti-

ful homes or in lines of decorative work than by

striving to paint great pictures. Let her paint

the pictures if she is moved to do it and has

time, and if they turn out to be great pictures

that will be well ; but until her greatness has been

proved, would it not be better for her to depend

for her support on the less ambitious departments

of her art, especially as a beautifully planned

home gives a higher artistic pleasure than second-

rate painting?
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It is strange that so few women are architects.

Architecture is the sublimest of arts, and yet it

has room to employ humble talents. A practical

woman with a love of beauty, a mathematical

mind, and a knowledge of mechanical drawing

would undoubtedly be a great help to an architect

in planning dwelling-houses. At any rate, as the

matter stands at present, very few interiors are

either convenient or beautiful in proportion to

the money spent on them. A woman might not

plan a public building well, but her help is needed

in all our homes, and especially in tenement

houses.

I once knew a woman who was a poet. Her

songs were full of beauty and helpfulness, but po-

etry is not lucrative. She took a position as

teacher of literature in a girls' school. There

never had been such teaching as hers in the school

before. She showed the girls the poetic meaning

of the great writers, and gave them a moral and

intellectual impulse which lasted through life.

Sometimes in an hour of inspiration she still wrote

poems. Her teaching w^as so excellent that she

was souirht after in other schools. But she found

that when she undertook too much her spirit

flagged. She could still teach, but she could not

write. So she went back to her first plan. Of

course it was hard work. The girls were often

dull and unsympathetic. Yet her study of litera-

ture helped her in her own great purpose of life,
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and the contact with youth was sometimes an in-

spiration in itself. Usually, however, teaching is

an injury to a writer, because of the need of con-

stantly adapting one's self to inferior minds.

There are few women who can devote themselves

to pure literature, and few of these can earn a

living by it ; so, delightful as it is, it can hardly

be counted among the bread-winning occupations.

But if a woman thinks she can be satisfied to

work regularly on a newspaper or a magazine she

may often earn a large income. If money or

fame is her object she must always sign her own

name to everything she writes, as it takes genius

to coerce the public into admiration of anonymous

work.

A great many women have found it well to be

teachers, and most of their work is conscientiously

done, though few have the highest ideal so con-

stantly before them as to find pleasure in the work

when their own faults are of such a nature that

success depends on overcoming them. A firm,

quick-witted woman, with sufficient self-reliance

to relish responsibility, is the only one who can

be happy in a large school or at the head of a

small one. Now, those are the lucrative positions

for teachers, and, indeed, the positions in which

the largest results can be accomplished, and they

ought to be filled by the finest women. But the

finest women must have certain other qualities.

They need to be thoughtful even more than
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quick witted ; they must be able to balance con-

flicting interests, and that is hard to reconcile with

firmness ; and if they are modest and conscien-

tious they rarely have the self-reliance which

makes resi3onsibility anything but a grievous bur-

den. Yet there are teachers who have enough

of all these contradictory qualities to succeed in

doing the difficult and admirable work if they are

only willing to be unhaj^py for the sake of doing

something noble.

But some can never be disciplinarians, however

determined their character may be, principally, I

think, because the true student must usually be

occupied with a train of thought which cannot

be interrupted from moment to moment to detect

the petty tricks of insubordinate pupils. So if

you mean to be a teacher, think first whether you

have quick observation : then, are you firm, and

are you willing to give your whole heart to your

work ? If you can answer these questions favor-

ably, you may persevere in your attempt to make

your way to the head of a school, even if your

first trial does not succeed. If you have not the

executive ability, then turn all your energy in

other directions. There are positions as assist-

ants in grammar schools where any woman of

good education who is conscientious and persever-

ing may in time work to advantage, and though

such positions are probably more mechanical than

any others, yet they often leave the teacher con-
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siderable freedom to j)ursue her own tastes outside

of scliool.

But if you feel tliat your teniperament is es-

sentially that of the student, so that you could

fill the place of assistant in some advanced school,

then give yourself to special studies. I would

not say study history exclusively for ten years,

even if you have a taste for history, because there

are few schools where a teacher can be em-

ployed for history alone. But suppose you spent

half your time for twenty years on history, and

the other half on literature, languages, etc., you

would probably find some place open to you all

the time, and at the end of twenty years jou.

might be fit for a college position, and much more

fit than if you had narrowed yourself to one

study. In most cases the bent in one direction is

not so strong tbat the student cannot do many
things fairly well. The half dozen best scholars

in most secondary schools are usually the best

in mathematics, in the sciences, in literature,

and in language. It is a good plan for such

scholars to " level up " in every direction. Two
years' study in each line after leaving school will

carry them beyond the requirements of most

schools,— though of course no teacher can hope

to succeed who does not study daily the branches

she teaches, to keep abreast of the times, and to

make her teaching fresh,— and if she is able to

teach a variety of subjects she is pretty sure to
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find an engagement in some of the many schools

where only a few assistants can be employed.

And it is no small additional advantage that her

own mind is more evenly developed than that of

a specialist.

Just now the demand for women to teach the

sciences seems to be greater in proj)ortion to the

supply than in any other direction. If a girl has

a natural taste for chemistry, zoology, or mineral-

ogy, and cultivates it, she is very sure to "put

money in her purse." But the supply is increas-

ing, so this state of things may not last long.

No one thinks sewing an attractive means of

livelihood, but where a girl has a decided taste

for the needle there are openings for her gifts.

I know a mother and daughter who support them-

selves in comfort by embroidering dresses for the

stage, and by giving lessons in the making of fine

laces. And I heard the other day of a farmer's

daughter who came to the city to work as a dress-

maker, and who showed such taste and skill that

she soon commanded a salary of two thousand

dollars for overseeing an establishment. It is

pleasant to add that she married a rich man of

refined tastes, and that she made a beautiful home

for him, a centre for all lovers of the fine arts.

A thousand occupations are now open to women.

You can be a type-writer, or a stenographer, or a

private secretary, or saleswoman. You can keep

a bakery, or do city shopping for country ladies.
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But whatever you do, keep these principles in

mind :
—

1. Do not drift into any work. Circumstances

may force you to do something unsuited to you,

and then you must do your best ; but where

even a narrow choice is left, try to weigh your

own tastes and talents truly, and choose some-

thing to which you are willing to give your ener-

gies, and in which, if you work hard, there is

reasonable hope you will succeed.

2. Whether you like your work or not, make

it something more than a means of self-support.

We all want " a broad margin to our lives," and

we may do our great life-work entirely outside of

our work for bread. But most of us necessarily

put so much of our strength as well as our time

into earning our livelihood, that, if we are the

women we ought to be, that too must express our

nobleness. We may not like our work, but we

can make it worth doing, even if we never gain a

penny from it. Milton was no doubt sorry to re-

ceive only £15 for " Paradise Lost," but we should

all be willing to starve in a garret to do work like

that. It ought to be the same with the humblest

occupation. We should like to earn something by

it, but first we wish to have it worth more than

money, and it will be so if we work in the right

spirit.
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Ln' one of George Eliot's letters she says that

her chief hope from the higher education of

women is that they will do much unproductive

labor which at present is either badly done or not

done at all. But she thought it would be unbe-

coming in her to say much publicly on that sub-

ject, for she could not fail to know that her own
genius set her apart from other women and gave

her a definite work to do.

For those who have simply many good powers

without any dominating one the case is different.

The poor must use their gifts to gain bread ; but

if they do not make their occupation the medium
of higher work, they are no better than the idle

rich. The rich, instead of being excused from

work by circumstances, are the more bound to

work, because they can choose what is best in

itself.

Where a girl has many equal gifts it may be

well sometimes to have several occupations ; but

it is usually best to choose some one form of daily

employment as the nucleus of her life, and to

persevere with that till she accomplishes some-

thing.
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Most girls would choose to devote themselves

to some charity. I will speak of that in another

chajDter. Here I wish to say something of occu-

pations which can be followed only by those who

are rich enough to dispose of their own time, and

which, though at first they may not seem to be of

much use to others, are indirectly among the most

powerful factors in the progress of the world.

In New England, at least, girls often stay in

school till they are twenty, and by that time they

have learned the elements of chemistry, physics,

botany, zoology, physiology, geology, and astron-

omy. If they have learned these thoroughly, the

variety of studies is an advantage, as one sci-

ence throws light on all the rest. Yet of course

they have learned only the rudiments of any of

these subjects, and if they try to carry them all

on after leaving school they can hardly do very

good work in any.

Suppose a girl decides that chemistry is the

most fascinating of the group. Then let her make

a special study of that. She will know enough

of the other sciences to use them when she needs

their help, or she may wish to study minerals or

plants or animals chemically. If she is rich, she

ought to carry on her study with special teachers

till she reaches a point where she can do original

work. Then, let her have her own little labora-

tory, and give some hours every day regularly to

experiments. " Original work " sounds terrifying
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to most girls ; they think it requires genius. It

does take genius to gather the results of exper-

iments into laws. But as I have elsewhere sug:-

gested, the experiments must all be first tried

;

and many a girl is neat and skillful and accurate

enough to do all the drudgery necessary, leaving

the man,— or woman,— of genius free for the

higher work. True, it takes genius to know what

experiments to try. But a girl who has had special

teachers is sure to know one among them who is

doing original w^ork, and who wishes the days

were twice as long that he might try more exper-

iments. Let her ask him to trust some work to

her. She may make some discoveries herself,

but at any rate she will do work which is needed.

I call to mind a case in point. A young lady

had a great taste for drawing, as Well as a good

scientific mind. She became acquainted with a

physician who was making original studies in

the microscopic germs of disease. They worked

side by side. The physician detected the animal-

cules and plants and crystals with the microscope,

and explained to her how he wanted them repre-

sented. She was intellifrent enoucrh to understand

his exjDlanations and skillful enough to make the

drawings. His own drawings w^ere too clumsy

to conve}' his idea, but with her help his observa-

tions were made available for others.

SujDpose a girl enjoys botany. I know a woman
who has made lichens the study of a life-time.
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This has been a source of high culture as well as

of pleasure to herself, for, as she says, this is the

most intellectual family of plants, and no one can

study their structure without being brought face

to face with profound questions. Moreover, this

study has opened her eyes and those of her friends

to much beauty ; for until we begin to look at

lichens we are often conscious of hardly more

than a dull wall of rock or the dead gray wood of

old buildings, when in truth every inch of their

surface is decorated with rich forms and delicate

colors. She won a certain measure of fame by

the discovery of a new lichen, but she did better

than that, she made one of the finest collections

in the United States for a local city museum, so

that the fruits of her labor were thus accessible to

future lichenists ; and she gave much needed help

to geologists in investigating fossil lichens.

Local collections of any kind are valuable. A
young lady who superintends the making of one

in the town or village where she lives wdll learn

much herself, and she will attract many other

young people to pursue an innocent and healthful

pleasure, so becoming a powder in the community.

There are few such collections now in existence,

and any girl living in a small place who has a

taste for science may act as a pioneer. She can

begin modestly with a single case at her own

house, or, better still, at the public library, and

she will be surprised to see how fast the mu-
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seum will grow, and how useful and delightful it

will be.

If a woman likes to experiment with plants, let

her study botany at the Harvard Annex. There

she will learn how many questions in vegetable

physiology are awaiting investigation. Darwin

studied one twining plant after another till he

discovered the rate of motion for each. Dr.

Goodale tells us how to trace the motion of ordi-

nary growth. But think of the myriads of plants

which have not yet been examined, any one of

which is likely to yield suggestive results.

If a woman loves flowers and does not care for

botany, she has the w4iole beautiful domain of

horticulture open to her. Naturally she will have

a garden of her own and be connected with some

flower mission. But she might do more. A rich

woman in the country who determined to make

that her principal work could easily interest

every child in the community in a garden, and

by perseverance she might make the whole vil-

lage blossom with new beauty. In the city she

might be the means of making the balconies in

whole streets lovely with growth. '

I heard of a 3'oung lady not long ago who was

raising spiders for the purpose of studying their

habits. If she is in earnest, and has the intelli-

gence to try experiments, she may some day con-

tribute something substantial to scientific know-

ledge. I have heard of another who is raising
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snails, and of still another who makes a specialty

of caclclis-flies. Most people consider such work
innocent and amusing, but it may easily be made
more. Take the question of the antennae of in-

sects. It took the combined experiments of a

German and an American to discover that the

plumed antennae of the male mosquito vibrated

differently to different parts of the female's song,

thus representing an outward ear. Now, of the

two hundred thousand known species of insects,

all of which have antennas, probably less than

fifty have been examined with anything like pa-

tience. These organs apparently serve in some

cases for touch, and sometimes for smell. It will

take years of study by hundreds of people to

make the experiments necessary to decide on

their relations to the senses and the brains of in-

sects. When they are thoroughly understood,

some light may be thrown on our own brain and

senses.

Who but the rich can have leisure for such im-

portant experiments ? Yet any girl with a school

knowledge of zoology could begin to work with

some common insect, and be all the better for

spending several hours every day in such a pur-

suit.

I know a lady devoted to zoology who has

many opportunities to travel. She comes home
laden with rare specimens which she distributes

to all the people she knows who can appreciate
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them ; and another who has given several years

past to the study of geology. She has now be-

come so accomplished as to have made an ex-

cellent geological map of the town she lives in.

Such a map is greatly needed in any town, but

how few are to be found !

Another lady who has a taste for mineralogy

has unconsciously done good in her own village

by means of it. All the boys and girls in town

are ready to help her and have learned something

from her. Her collection is open to everybody.

She has formed a club of ladies for the study of

the science in the winter evenings. There is a

higher intellectual and moral tone in the j^lace

because of this new interest.

Goethe makes one of his heroines a lover of

astronomy ; he represents her as living quietly

with her telescope, and passing night after night

in close study of the stars. There is something

ideally beautiful in his description of her.

One of my friends chose to give most of her

time to music. Without being a genius, she

played remarkably well, and she made her work

available for others by playing the organ in a

church which was rich in everj^thing but money.

I knew another fine pianist who gave lessons to

children who could not otherwise have had them.

In both these cases the ladies were as much bound

by their self-imposed tasks as if they had been

earning their living, and their characters received
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almost as great benefit; but it would not have

been well that they should be paid for their work.

Why should they compete with those w^ho needed

the money ?

Harriet Martineau was not rich, but when she

settled down in her own little country-house she

had a competence. She made her study useful to

the people around her, as well as to the world.

She was skilled in political economy, and she

took pains to present its knotty problems in a

clear and simple form to the untrained minds of

her poor neighbors.

All women are not born to lecture even in this

small way. But the study of history, and still

more of philosophy, does something more than to

broaden the mind of the student. A woman
with a clear mind looks at every subject more

wisely than if she were haK educated. Her judg-

ment has weight with every one she comes into

contact with ; but however little her influence

may be, it is likely to be on the right side. What
we are is so much more than what we do ! Girls

who are longing to do some great thing are im-

patient when they are told this. It is so much

easier to measure what we do than what we are.

I know a girl with a fine intellect who loves to

study, but who cannot quite give herself up to

study because she is haunted by the feeling that

in this way she is concentrating her life on her-

self. It is true there are learned women who are
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very selfish, but it is not true tliat their learning

makes them so, certainly it is not, if they think

and judge as well as learn. This girl believes

she ought to visit the poor, and some time she

may do some good in that way ; but her natural

aj)titude is in another direction. If she ever suc-

ceeds in so disciplining her intellect that she has

just views of life, she will have it in her power

to exert a wide influence. If she could, for in-

stance, convince her imperious father and brothers

that there was something to be said on the side

of their striking workmen, she would indirectly

do the poor more good than she could ever do

directly. Perhaps she could convince them. One
reason that her father is so eager to grind men
down is because her mother is frivolous and ex-

travagant.

I call to mind a girl who has been studying art

abroad for some years. She has talent enough to

earn her living by her work, if that were neces-

sary. As it is not, she has chosen to do a fine

thing. She has made copies of many of the great

paintings of the world, and she has given these to

the quiet boarding-school where she v/as educated.

The copies are good enough to be a factor in the

education of the girls who have not yet seen the

originals. She has also used her skill and taste

in selecting almost a thousand unmounted photo-

graphs from the great masters for the same school.

These she has arranged herself, mounting them
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and writing out plainly on each card the name of

the picture with that of the artist and a few words

referring to the time and place of the painting.

As arranged, these photographs form an illus-

trated history of art.

Another girl perhaps chooses to study Ian

o:uao:es. When this leads to the foreio:n litera

tures, it is one of the highest intellectual occu-

pations possible. But there are ways of making

languages outwardly available. I remember a

friend at a custom-house who successively helped

three steerage passengers out of unknown troubles

by speaking French, German, and Italian with

them, and interpreting to the officers, one of

whom at last turned with a laugh, saying, " I

wonder if there are not any Chinese about. This

lady would be sure to help them."

Translation, as everybody knows, does not pay.

A few very famous books are brought out by the

half dozen leading translators, and all others must

either lie unread or be translated by those who do

not need any money for their work. Yet there

are books which ought to be translated, though

they will not pay. And how rare it is to trans-

late well ! Even rarer than to write English well.

If a woman is aware that she has grace in ex-

pressing herself, and a delicate perception of the

meaning of words, and the power to comprehend

the thought of a writer, then can she do better

with time and money than to perfect her know-
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ledge of a language so that she can make a good

translation of some fine book which would other-

wise be neglected ? If she should also have some

poetic gift, she might even translate poems which

ought to be known. Probably no poem was ever

poetically translated for money.

There is another occupation for rich women
more exclusively womanly— the care of children.

I remember a rich mother who did this work well.

She had a nurse, indeed, to relieve her of some

of the drudgery, though she did not shrink from

this, too, when it was needed ; but the greater

part of the day was passed with her children.

She knew what words they heard and what actions

they saw. She identified herself thoroughly with

them. I will not say that she knew all their

thoughts, but I think she knew all they were will-

ing to express to any one. She entered into their

games and taught them to play. But though she

was so much with them she did not let them feel

that she had no other uses for her time. She

read or wrote or sewed at one end of the long

nursery, while they played at the other. She

tried to develop their independence, and she

trusted them little by little, more and more, as

she saw they had strength to take care of them-

selves. She studied their characters, and gave

much thought to the way to correct their faults.

Sometimes a single word of reproof or command
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was the result of hours of thought, but they could

not know that. At last they seemed to be thor-

oughly self-governing. They did the right thing

instinctively, whether she was there to see them

or not. If they were in doubt they came of their

own accord to ask her advice, not requiring her

command.

By degrees she separated herself from them for

most of the day simply to teach them self-reliance,

not because she was tired of her task. The hours

of separation were still given to them. She

thought of them and studied for them, and

planned ways of making herself most charming to

them when they were together again. In the end

they were free strong men and women, able to

stand alone, and yet enthusiastically attached to

their mother, so that every pleasure was the

dearer if she shared it.

If a woman has no children of her own, it often

happens that she may do this good work for her

little brothers and sisters, or for her nieces and

nephews. Or, if there is no one among her kin-

dred who needs her care, there are always the

orphan children.

If a woman of wealth and leisure adopts a child

the experiment usually fails. I have often won-

dered why, and I think I can see the reason. A
rich and cultivated woman who has also the large

heart which leads her to take a child belongs to

the very highest development of the race. The
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destitute waif is often from the dregs of the peo-

ple. The distance between them is too wide for

sympathy. She trains this child as she would

train her own, and the child feels oppressed. Its

faults are so different from those of her own child-

hood that she is overwhelmed by them and quite

at a loss how to meet them. And yet, it would

be a pity for her to repress the generous wish to

help a child. I think such a woman may some-

times find the child of educated parents, perhaps

from among her own circle of friends whom she

can naturally help ; and if she will take two chil-

dren instead of one, her task will be lightened for

they will help each other.

But if she finds it best to adopt one of the low-

est class, she may still succeed by remembering

several things. 1. It is too much to expect to

train such a child to be a real companion, though

in some rare cases this may follow. Her main

effort should be to awaken and guide the moral

nature, and to do this she must learn to look at

the child from another standpoint than her own

prejudices. 2. She must give the child an abun-

dance of simple physical pleasures, and, if pos-

sible, companions of about its own intellectual

grade. 3. She must enter heartily into all the

child does, and endeavor to understand the work-

ings of its mind.

Many young women who would hesitate to take

the whole responsibility of one child may find
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useful and pleasant employment for themselves

by teaching a class of children of the poor. They

can teach them to sew or to read, they can pro-

vide simple pleasures for them, and supplement

the work of the public schools in a hundred ways

necessary in cases where there is no adequate

home life.

There is another great work to be done by rich

women— that of giving a higher tone to society.

I knew a delicate woman who went to live in a

large and rapidly growing Western city. On ac-

count of her wealth and connections all the leading

people in the place called upon her at once, and

her house became a centre of society. She used

her good taste in making her home really beauti-

ful— not showy or fashionable. Then she opened

it freely to congenial friends. Some of her visitors

were society people, but many were not. There

were thoughtful teachers, clever young collegians

who had gone West to seek a fortune and had

found drudgery awaiting them instead, half a

dozen unknown musicians and artists, and a few

educated Germans and Swedes whom fate had

stranded far from home. These people were wel-

come every day and at all hours. For this lady,

who had intellectual tastes, had been forced by

the weakness of her eyes to get her education

from people rather than from books. So a per-

petual salon was a pleasant thing to her. All

who were invited to her home had some moral or
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intellectual gift whicli made their company desir-

able, not only to the hostess but to the other

guests. The rich and poor met together there,

but not the cultivated rich and the uncultivated

pooij, or the uncultivated rich and the cultivated

poor. Consequently, the conversation was real.

A young professor would come in with the " At-

lantic Monthly," begging leave to read an article

to her, and the reading would begin without any

superfluous remarks about the weather. Others

would come in, but the reading would go on and

the discussion it suggested. An artist would bring

a new picture, and the conversation would turn

in a new direction. A musician would sing an air,

and a quiet German would be led to speak of his

life in the Fatherland.

But with all her leisure, my friend found it a

burden to keep up the round of merely formal

calls required of her. She did not wish to hurt

the feelings of any one, so she persevered for a

while. She set apart one day in a fortnight for

a reception day. (You may be sure none of her

bright and interesting friends came then.) And
once a fortnight she took her card-case in hand

and drove rapidly about the city, returning calls.

But she seldom called formally on anybody who

had once been asked to her salon. These were

the people, she said to herself, who could under-

stands

Her delicate health excused her from giving
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parties. Coffee and cakes were always at hand

for refreshment, and any caller was welcomed to

lunch or dinner if he happened to be at the house

when the bell rang. The dinners were always

good, but no change was made for a visitor. She

always refused to go to parties or receptions,

which she thought insufferable except when there

was dancing. But she could not escape the bur-

den of party calls. The difficulty in carrying out

her plans was that there was no definite line be-

tween her sheep and goats. There were some

with whom she had to be both formal and infor-

mal, and she knew it could not be right for her to

drop totally everybody whom she did not fancy.

Many other women had felt the same burdens too

heavy to be borne, but had seen no escape. She

suggested a club-house for ladies in some central

part of the city which they all often passed in

shopping. It should be a comfortable resting-

place, with restaurant, reading-room, etc. It

should always be open, but one afternoon in the

week should be considered a special recejition day.

That would give ladies a chance to see each other

with very little trouble. When a stranger came

into town, if it was thought she would be a con-

genial acquaintance, two members were to call

upon her and invite her to the club, and see that

she was properly introduced. Then she was con-

sidered one of their number, and v\^as free from

the bondage of calls ever after. There were many
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other regulations emancipating the members from

the tyranny of unsocial society. Of course many
ladies objected to all tliis. Their idea of society

was the conventional one, and they continued to

live on that basis. Most of them were welcomed

at the club, but its members did not call upon

them, or go to their parties, or give them parties

in return, always excepting parties vrith an object

like music and dancing. Parties had given place

to informal gatherings like my friend's saIo?i,

where something real could be said.

Now in an old city such a change could not be

brought about so quickly. It could only be made
by a large number of leaders of society joining to

make it. No stranger nor young person could do

much except to make her own part of any conver-

sation as worthy as possible. But the mothers

can lead the daughters, and the daughters, start-

ing from a higher point, can go on in the same

way.

These are some of the many unproductive occu-

pations in which rich women may use their time

well, without finding it necessary to compete with

their poorer sisters in earning money.



VII.

CULTUKE.

" Culture comes from tlie constant choice of

the best within our reach. It belongs to charac-

ter more than to acquirements, though a person of

culture usually has certain acquirements, for these

are generally within the reach of all those who

earnestly wish for the best things."

A woman, for instance, may be a cultivated

musician, and have a weak character in some

directions ; but just so far as her music is of high

quality she must have chosen the best. She must

have been patient and energetic, and she must

have been willing to practice fine music. I knew

a girl so brilliant that she was able to play a

Beethoven sonata almost at sight when she had

studied music less than a year. But she did not

care for Beethoven. She preferred Offenbach,

and she never became a cultivated musician.

But though girls are apt to think of culture as

something distinct from character, they do after

all acknowledge its moral side, for beautiful man-

ners are its first test. I see every day a young

girl who seems to have no special gift. Her
delicate health has prevented her from studying
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much, SO altliougli the wealth and position of her

family have made it possible for her to have the

best teachers all her life, her education is not far

advanced. With all her piano lessons she will

stumble over the simplest march if any one is lis-

tening to her ; she replies to her French teacher

in monosyllables ; she has read few books ; and

as for her arithmetic, children in the primary

schools could put her to shame. Nevertheless,

she would everyw^here be recognized at once as

a cultivated young lady. The simplicity, gentle-

ness, and sweetness of her manners, her truthful-

ness, modesty, and dignity count for far more

than French or music or literature even with those

who lay most stress on accomplishments. Such

manners as hers are rare, and yet they are likely

to be found running through whole families. Her

mother and her sister, both of whom are cleverer

than she, have almost equally fine manners,

though they miss the last touch of grace. Such

manners come from the choice of generation after

generation. One woman after another has chosen

to be sincere, good-tempered, kind, and noble.

The women who so choose also choose the best in

other ways. They read good books instead of

bad ones, they prefer a beautiful picture to a

showy one, and Beethoven to Offenbach. You
may say that a girl of such a family cannot help

being cultivated : culture is inborn. So it is, be-

cause generation after generation has chosen
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ariglifc. Her own positive contribution to the

family is that last touch of grace. I think that

comes from the fact that she could not succeed

in other directions as her mother and sister did.

The best within her reach was in the direction of

manners, though I think she did not decide that

consciously. It was the determination to meet

mortification with heroism, to turn aside from

feelings of envy and wounded vanity, which added

the last exquisite charm to her manners.

That such manners are often found among peo-

ple of some wealth may, I think, be accounted for

by choice. Though many poor people are not at

all responsible for their poverty, yet when gen°

eration after generation choose the best things,

including the best husbands and wives, some of

the sources of poverty are removed, and although

such families are seldom very rich, they are often

in comfortable circumstances, and as they use

money as well as other things in the best way, and

do not live for show, they are really richer than

others with the same means.

I think, on the whole, good breeding is found

oftenest in families where the fathers have been

professional men for generations. A line of minis-

ters where each has chosen to do the hijihest work

he knew, careless of money, or a line of physicians

where each has chosen to help his fellow-men,

leads down to a beautiful blossoming time.

But no class monopolizes fine manners. Some-
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times they seem to belong- entirely to the woman
herself, and no trace of them can be found in an

earlier generation. She chooses alone, and she

accomplishes all that has been accomplished for

others by cultivated ancestors.

Truthfulness is essential to culture, which, with-

out it, will be only a veneer. I have had an

opportunity to know well a large class of girls

selected from the most highly cultivated families

in one of our cities. Comparing them with other

sets of less highly cultivated girls, I think, on the

whole, the standard of truth is higher among the

first, though it has never been my misfortune to

find a low standard among girls. Unhappily,

however, these girls have been so encouraged to

shirk mathematics that they have little power to

think justly and accurately on many questions.

Mathematics may be called narrow, but no one

can have sound intellectual culture without these

mental gymnastics.

I believe, too, that science must have a larger

place in the education of girls if they are to be

able to look at things in a broad way, and if I am
right in calling culture the result of choice, the

fairness of judgment which comes from broad

views is more essential to it than any special ac-

complishment.

A specialist is seldom really cultivated, just

because he is a specialist. Darwin when young

was an enthusiast in music and poetry. But after
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a life given exclusively to science, he was amazed

to find that Shakespeare was tedious to him. His

services to the world were so great, and the spirit

in which he worked was so noble, that we can

hardly regret his course ; but he said himself that

if he could begin life again he would read some

poetry and hear some music every day, so that he

might not lose the power of appreciating these

things. Goethe, who stands at the opposite ex-

treme, as the " many-sided," adds that one must

see something beautiful every day.

Women are seldom specialists however. Their

danger is superficiality through trying to do too

many things. How can we be broad without

being superficial? I have elsewhere said that I

believe the school education should include the

rudiments of many branches, and that these rudi-

ments should be so thoroughly mastered that the

girl should be able to go on with any study by

herself. I think the education should be con-

tinued along several lines, if possible. These will

differ with different women ; but whatever they

are, it is essential that a balance should be kept

between beauty and truth. Music, art, or poetry

on the one hand, and science or history on the

other, seem to me to give what is most needed.

In Elizabeth Shepherd's books the formula To?i-

Jcunst und Arznei — music and medicine — is

often quoted, and so we should get the proper

balance. I do not think that an ardent girl who
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loves music art, and poetry, and who hates his-

tory and science and mathematics, will ever quite

do herself justice if she carries on all three of

her favorite studies and ignores the others, even

though her favorites are most essential to culture.

I think, however, that though mathematics cannot

be spared from the foundation of an education, it

yields less culture on the whole to students w^ho

have no taste for it than any other study, so I do

not advocate carrying it far, but history or some

science would be a good counterpoise for a mind

given to the study of beauty alone.

A friend says we must all be one-sided, so that

perhaps our best chance is to have one hobby at a

time and ride that to death, and then try another,

becoming at last two, three, or four-sided, though

never completely rounded. If that be the case, it

seems to me a c»ood thino^ to choose some of our

hobbies at least from among the subjects for

which we have most taste and talent. Now where

the opportunities for culture have been great, it

often happens that girls grow discouraged. They

see how far away they are from perfection, and

they conclude they are good for nothing. Do not

yield to such morbid feelings. Make your own es-

timate of yourseK, without regard to your wishes.

You do in your heart know what you can do well

if you are willing to work.

Make 5^our estimate silently. It will 2)robably

be too high, but you will w^ork in the right line.
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Then let half your work be in the direction in

which you think you may make your life out-

wardly effective ; for instance, if you are a Dar-

v/in let it be in the line of natural science. Let

the other half of your work be constantly varied.

Suppose you have chosen history as the study for

a life-time, take as a companion study something

new every year,— first a science, then art, then

literature, then mathematics, then a language,

etc., etc. For the fruit of culture is to be and

not to do ; and what we are, intellectually at least,

depends even more on the breadth of knowledge

which helps us to balance conflicting judgments

than on special knowledge which gives us accurate

judgment in details. Even in the moral world,

are not the finest characters those in whom many
virtues are balanced ratlier than those in which

one virtue is distorted by being allowed exclusive

sway ? It is a great thing to be generous, but not

to be wasteful ; it is great to be gentle, but not to

be weak.

The philosophers tell us, however, that all things

move in an ascending spiral. We do in order to

be. What we are bears unconscious fruit in what

we do. A woman who is cultivated in the true

sense exerts a constant influence for good. One
rich woman says, " I will not live to myself," and

gives clothing to ragged children. Another rich

woman says the same thing, and studies history

and poetry and comes silently to just conclusions
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about tlie relative value of clothes and thought.

She cannot be unjust to her smartly dressed maid,

and her daily life lifts her maid into a new moral

atmosphere ; or her gently expressed judgments

on all things are so unswervingly on the side of

truth and love that her father and brother become

ashamed of their little tricks in business or politics

which they had once thought trifles. True culture

does always react on life.

And yet in one direction culture seems to

weaken the moral fibre. The kind of courage

which leads to quick heroic action in great emer-

gencies is apt to be lost by the habit of balancing

arguments for and against action. The gentleness

which comes from quiet study often makes one

incapable of decision when severity is necessary.

I was shocked not long ago by hearing a group

of sweet, high-bred girls discussing the scene in

" William Tell " where the wife of the hero tries

to prevent him from going out with Ms bow

and arrow while Gessler is in the neighborhood.

With one accord the girls thought Tell should

have yielded to his wife's -wash. It is true she

was right in regard to the danger, but TelFs care-

lessness about it was so clearly the result of his

high-minded freedom from suspicion that it seemed

as though every heart should beat quicker at his

nobleness. These girls have moral courage. I

dare say some of them would die at the stake

ratlier than tell a lie. But it would take a sharply
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defined test like that to rouse them. Too much
thought has made it difficult for them to take any

risk through unconsciousness of danger. They

could not act freely and spontaneously, and they

could not even admire such action in others.

How shall we train our girls so that they may
have just judgments and yet not make them so

introspective that the bloom shall be brushed off

the beauty of every action ? Perhaps Emerson's

suggestion, that every young person should be en-

couraged to do what he is afraid to do, would meet

the case.

In a city like Boston there is a great tempta-

tion to undertake too many lines of study at once.

There are free lectures every day in the week

from men who have mastered their subjects, and

it seems as if one might lie still and drink in all

knowledge without effort. There are lectures in

private parlors for those who are too delicate to

go to a public hall— elementary lectures, and ad-

vanced lectures and readings. But no one ever

became cultivated by going to lectures. If a girl

would choose a single course and study the sub-

ject between times by herself, then she would

really be the better for the instruction. I think

the difficulty of choice among many good things

in the city is the reason that so many earnest

girls have dissipated minds. A woman in the

city must be constantly on her guard against

this peculiar temptation.
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Perhaps at this point it will do no harm to

insert a few commonplace rules for study.

Do not try to study too many things at once.

Try to do all your work thoroughly, even if

you do not get beyond the rudiments in any-

thing.

Do not be in a hurry.

It is said that eagerness to finish things shows

weakness. It certainly leads to shallow^ness,

" Without haste, without rest '' was Goethe's motto.

I have heard of a woman who began to study

botany at ninety. That shows a mind so trained

and cultivated that the soil could not be exhausted

with age. How good it was that she was still

fresh enough to respond to new thoughts ! She

might have learned as much botany in a course of

lectures when she was twenty, and have listened

to a dozen other courses at the same time, without

half the delight and inspiration she had at ninety ;

that is, receiving so many new ideas at once at

twenty might have made her mind more jaded

than the gradual, steady unfolding of many more

ideas during a lifetime.

I know a lady of forty-five who within the last

month has taken her first piano lesson. She did

not even know the meaning of the letters, and yet

she has already made wonderful progress. She

will probably never become a great player, though

her fingers are unusually supple and she has some

musical ability. But even if she does not, a new

world of thought and beauty is opening to her.
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I have just heard of another lady of seventy

who went abroad for the sake of learning the

French language.

It is a great mistake to think that all we are to

learn must be begun before we are thirty lest we

may not have a chance to make a practical use of

it. Culture is within and not without.

I hope that I shall have as many readers in the

country as in the city, and country people are not

distracted with opportunities for culture. Indeed,

they often think they have none. I will tell you

the stories of three cultivated country women.

One lived on a farm a mile from the post-

office, and there was not much money for her to

spend. There were half a dozen cultivated fam-

ilies in the village including that ©f the minister,

and among them were to be found most of the

books which make the best literature. She knew
how to use both these friends and these books,

and at twenty she was better read than her Bos-

ton cousins. As she did not see her friends often,

she was more careful to make every call tell, and

her visitors said it was delightful to go to see her,

she had such fresh things to say to them and such

interesting questions to ask. She studied botany

by herself and became expert. She learned math-

ematics so well in the public school that when

she began to think she would like to see some-

thing of the world outside her corner, she was
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able to get good places to teach. First, she went to

a seaside village and there she learned a thousand

new things. Then she sj^ent a few years at the

West, varying her route in going and coining till

she had seen a large part of her own country.

By this time she had saved enough money to go

abroad and study quietly for a year. Now, she

had her French and German, and she saw pic-

tures and heard music and visited cathedrals and

discovered how other people lived. But by and

by her sisters died, and she was needed at home.

Of course she was a great acquisition in the vil-

lage, and she had many sources of enjoyment in

pursuing the studies she had begun. But she

wanted new thoughts too. She invited a friend

to spend a month with her, and when she found

that her friend had made a study of chemistry

she sent for a few dollars' worth of chemicals and

set up a satisfactory laboratory in the barn. Nat-

urally she made the acquaintance of every desir-

able person who visited the village, and moreover

her Boston relatives were always eager to have

her for a guest, as she was interested in all their

favorite pursuits in an entirely original way.

Another girl lived in one little town till she

was thirty, and then married a man of culture

whose home was in the city. His sisters said she

was a beauty and had good taste in dress ; and

they thought these things had captivated their

brother. But first they had to own that she was
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a woman of fine character, good-tempered, digni-

fied, truthful and modest, for these virtues flourish

in the country quite as often as in the city. But

still, they knew that she had had no education,

and they expected no intellectual companionship.

Then it proved that she had read more thought-

fidly than they had. They belonged to a dozen

literary societies, but the one little village Shake-

speare Club had done good work. The sisters

always went to the theatre every week in the win-

ter, but the bride who could count on her fingers

the plays she had heard, had selected these so

carefully that her taste was already well formed.

Then she proved to be musical. Small as the vil-

lage was, there had been one young lady in it who

had had the best musical advantages. Our hero-

ine had not let this opportunity slip. She had not

heard many concerts, but she had practiced the

best music. She had studied Latin, of course, in

the village high school, and French with a French

lady who spent her summers in the neighborhood.

She had treated herself every year to five dollars'

worth of Soule's photographs, and she had studied

these so carefully that she really knew something

of the great artists.

Then she had traveled ! She had begun to

teach in her own village when she was eighteen,

and every summer she had spent a little of her

salary in some interesting trip. As a teacher, she

had taken advantage of excursion rates to the
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great National Teachers' Institutes. In this way

she had visited most sections of the United States.

And she had planned her trips so thoughtfully

that she had been alive to everything which was

to be seen. Once she had even taken the accumu-

lations of several years and spent her summer

abroad. The sisters looked scornful at this. How
could anybody see anything worth seeing with an

excursion party ? Yet they had to own that what

we see depends on the eyes we have as much as

on our surroundings. She could not see every-

thing in three months, but she knew what she

wanted to see, and she had thoroughly assimilated

that by much thought about it before and after

the journey.

She had once spent six weeks at a summer school

of languages, and had devoted herself so energet-

ically to German that she had been able to go on

reading it by herself, and thus in a few years she

had become familiar with some of the master-

pieces of its literature. But the sisters were most

astonished when they found her reading Italian

one day— Dante, too, which was too hard for

them. The explanation of this was that for some

years the Catholic priest in her native village had

been a good-natured Tuscan who had been glad

to exchange Italian for English with her.

You see, she had had no regular education and

no money but what she earned, yet by choosing

the best within reach at all times she had become
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as cultivated as her sisters-in-law who had had

every opportunity.

All women are not so fond of study ; but they

may be cultivated, nevertheless. The finest man-

ners I have ever seen belong to a woman who has

lived all her life in the house where she was born

in a little town in New England. She never went

away to school, and has not the student temper-

ament, though she is gifted in every direction.

She has a love of beauty which has led her to

make everything beautiful around her. She has

had little musical training, yet her playing and

singing have always had the indefinable musical

quality. She has read a good deal, especially of

the best novels and poetry, but " All for love and

nothing for reward." She has traveled from time

to time a little when she could spare the money,

but always for pleasure and not to improve her

mind.

She has had no artistic training, but with

meagre materials she arranges tableaux which

are famed throughout the county, and on every

public occasion in the village she decorates the

Town Hall exquisitely. She has added wonder-

fully to the happiness of the place by always fol-

lowing her love of beauty, making everything she

touches beautiful without any pretense or even

any consciousness of having a mission.

So women may be cultivated in the country as

well as in the city. But some one may say that
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the hard workers have no time for culture. It

does seem to be true that hard workers need to

use more sagacity than others not to let their

work crowd out everything else. They have one

advantage. Nobody can be really cultivated with-

out learning some one thing thoroughly. This

their work compels workers to do. And the build-

ing is more important than its decoration, though

without the decoration it may be a sombre struc-

ture.

Now, hard workers obviously cannot study

French and German and Italian and music and

art, at least all at once, and if they try and so

crowd out all their little leisure, they miss the

better culture which is within their reach. What
must you who are hard workers take time to do ?

1. Take a little time to think. Especially try

to judge fairly in every-day matters. Culture de-

mands balance of mind ; but is not that as good

when it comes from thought as from study ? If

the subject in hand is one of which you do not

know enough to judge, study it, if you have tiaie.

If not, suspend your judgment. That will show

true culture. For instance, do not be a violent

partisan either for or against the tariff unless you

have carefully examined the arguments on both

sides. Few perhaps have time to do that. You
will still have an opinion. The few arguments

you have studied all point in one direction. The

people you trust most believe in one measure.
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Very well, keep your opinion. I£ you were a

voter you might even vote in the way you believe

to be best ; but do not allow yourself to be violent

or to denounce everybody whose judgment differs

from yours.

2. Try to be enough at leisure to observe little

courtesies. Hard workers are in danger of being

irritable and hurried and careless of the trifles

which add so much to the beauty and dignity of

life. Of course my injunction includes some so-

cial life. AVe get much of our best intellectual

as well as moral life from contact with others.

3. Keep open every avenue to beauty. You
have no time to study, but read a few beautiful

and noble sentences every day. You have no

time to practice music ; then it is doubly neces-

sary to hear all you can and the best that you

can. And you can always look at beauty. There

is always a strip of blue sky with its stars at

night. And there are few who could not see a

beautiful sunset almost every day in the year if

they made it a happy duty to look at it. I have

often thought that any one who would persist in

seeing this one vision every day would be lifted

up above most of the turmoil of life.



VIII.

THE ESSENTIALS OF A LADY.

WiTHix the last twenty-five years the wish to

be cousidered a lady has spread so among all

classes of American women as to have become

almost ridiculous, as in the authentic case of the

individual who presented herself at the front door

of a fine house, and describing herself as an ash-

lady^ inquired for the icoman of the house. It

has been so often repeated that :
" The rank is but

the guinea's stamp," and that "A man's a man
for a' that," that all the ash-ladies and wash-ladies

of the land have hastily concluded that the term

" lady " stands for nothing substantial.

I wiU not say that a washer-woman may not be

a lady. It is certainl}^ possible for her to have all

the essentials of a lady. But such a case is so

rare that I think w^e are justified in taking the

contrary for granted till we have proof of the fact.

Yet there are washer-w^omen so truthful, unself-

ish, and noble in character that they are far su-

j^erior as women to many whom we may fairly

call ladies. Such women usually have self-respect

enough to understand that they lose rather than

gain dignity in claiming to be anything they are
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not. The essential point in life is not the being

considered a lady. It is not even to be a lady,

though that is a beautiful thing. A woman is

like a vigorous plant, with strong roots firmly

fixed in the soil and abundant fresh green leaves.

A lady is such a plant crowned by a beautiful

blossom. You have sometimes seen a plant, a

geranium, for instance, which had lost all its

leaves, and yet bore at the top of its crooked

stem a cluster of flowers. Such flo^,vcrs are not

very beautiful. The thrifty plant without a blos-

som is more beautiful. Of course my moral is

this, that while the term " lady" does mean some-

thing different from " woman," it is only as a

crown of womanhood that it is really significant.

Every girl should try to be a lady, however,

and every girl who sincerely tries will have some

measure of success. I remember when I was a

girl, I once said to a high-bred woman, " Do you

think, after all, that Mrs. A. is much of a lady ?
"

She replied so firmly as to crush me for the time,

" One is either a lady or she is not a lady." I

supposed she was right, and that there were no

stages on the perilous upward path which led to

being a lady. I have changed my mind now. I

think each of us may have some virtues without

having all the virtues. I think v/ith Emerson that

in a society of gentlemen and ladies we shall find

no complete gentleman and no complete lady;

and so I say that every girl who tries to be a lady
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will have some measure of success. I do not

mean that she should try to be recognized as a

lady. If she is one she will probably, but not

certainly, be so recognized. In a small commu-

nity, where she can be known personally, she will

be sure of her place, but not in a large town.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, speaking in England,

said something to this effect :
" You think we have

no classes in America because we have no titles

to distinguish them. But a barbed wire fence is

as effectual in keeping out intruders as one of

boards, though you can see the boards and the

barbed wire is invisible."

Why is a barbed wire fence put up in America ?

Because there is a real difference between coarse

peoj^le and refined people, even when both have

the best intentions. To be sure there are other

less valid reasons. There are coarse people whom
accident has put among the higher classes, who

make themselves ridiculous by putting up a fence

between themselves and poorer people even when

the poor are refined. Nevertheless, there is a true

basis for distinction of classes. Only the distinc-

tion is not as sharp as many would have it. The

highly refined and the very coarse have so little

in common that they can never associate with

comfort. But the highly refined do not need

barbed wire between themselves and those with

one degree less of cultivation. We can always

reach one hand to those below us, and if we reach
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the other to those above us, we shall be able to

lift the lower to our plane instead of sinking to

theirs. Such a chain of love, reaching from the

lowest to the highest, is the ideal society, and the

highest man does not need to lift all his fellows

up by his unaided strength, because there is in-

finite help above him.

But in the unideal 23resent most of us will some-

times be called upon to stand outside the charmed

circle of barbed wire which incloses more fortu-

nate mortals, in spite of all we can do for our-

selves. We may be better women than those

within the circle, we may be better-educated, more

careful in our habits, and our manners may be

finer, and yet we may not have the magic word

which would admit us. There is no doubt, for

instance, that blood and breeding do tell power-

fully in refinement. I can think of half a dozen

women, however, of no birth at all in the ordi-

nary sense, and of no home education, who have

blossomed into the loveliest and most refined of

women. In one case, the ancestors had for gen-

erations been earnestly religious, so tha.t the girl

was really of noble birth and predestined to re-

finement, though she had nothing to help her in

the world's estimation. But some of the girls

came from wretched homes, some of them did not

even have good mothers, and one was the illegiti-

mate daughter of a servant girl. But they all

had aspiration and intellect, and their refinement
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was not only wonderful under the circumstances,

but wonderful under any circumstances. They

were suitable associates for the most exclusive

ladies in our cities so far as genuine refinement

goes, only as their exj^erience of life was much

wider than that of these carefully guarded dames,

perhaps they would not have assimilated very well

with them after all.

Of course, the exclusive circles are suspicious

of women whose antecedents are like these, and

perhaps they have a right to be susj^icious, because

these girls were certainly exceptions to the rule.

At all events, none of us can help ourselves by

grasping at a position. We may, to be sure, get

invitations sometimes if we are vulgar enough to

ask for them, but we shall find the barbed wire

fence even in the drawing-room to which we have

been admitted. AVe must be content to stand

outside every circle till we are invited to enter it,

and our self-respect must heal our wounded pride.

One thing, however, we can ,do. We can qui-

etly resist being patronized. We are not often

called upon to accept favors from those who are

not our superiors but who condescend to us be-

cause we are poor or obscure. It is true we must

be humble, and we need not resent such favors,

but we must beware of being flattered by the

notice of any one who is simply rich or powerful.

When we recognize true superiority either in the

rich or the poor, we ought to be glad to acknowl-
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edge it. We can accept a favor from those who

are really above us, though we know we cannot

return it. And we can always be ready to do our

best work for others whether they slight us or

not. That does not show a mean but a noble

spirit.

What are the essentials of a lady ?

A knowledge of the manners of the world is

generally considered necessary if one would be a

lady. Even where customs themselves are trivial,

ignorance of them makes a woman awkward and

self-conscious, so that she does not have the grace

we associate with a perfect lady. Etiquette is

superficial, it is true, but it has a genuine value.

The manners which belong instinctively to a wo-

man of kindness and refinement are a far better

test of her real rank.

I think, on the whole, a lady is most quickly rec-

ognized by her purity. Even a pure enunciation

is a sign of a lady, for it gives a certain beauty of

speech rarely heard except among those not only

carefully educated, but brought up among those

who have the same habits. And nobody is quite

willing to pronounce any one a lady who is not

exquisitely neat in her personal habits. These, to

be sure, are only an outward and visible sign, but

they point clearly to something within. Some-

body is sure to remember a class of New England

housekeepers who spend all their time scrubbing
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floors and have no spirit left for anjthing else,

and ask if they have the visible stamp of a lady.

The idea of neatness is so distorted in them that

we cannot admire it very much, j^et perhaps it is

their one connecting link with refinement. Such

women, however, are, curiously enough, seldom

particularly neat in their personal habits. Their

dress is often untidy, their hair uncombed, they are

careless about bathing, and their teeth are neg-

lected. Personal neatness is far more character-

istic of a lady than neatness of surroundings,

and cleanliness is better than order. The lover

of " Shirley " says, " I have often seen her with a

torn sleeve, but the arm beneath it was white."

Somebody else will say that neatness is, after

all, a luxury beyond the means of poor people.

How can you be clean when you do dirty work ?

It takes either time or money. I know a wealthy

lady who used to be poor, Vv4io says that for years

she could never afford as much washing as she

thought indispensable, and she was too much of

an invalid to do her own washing. Nevertheless,

she was always a lady and always looked like one,

though her dresses were sometimes absurdly old-

fashioned. I should say that her love of neatness

was so strong that she sacrificed less important

things to it, and always did reach a high stand-

ard, though not the standard of luxury.

I know a gentleman whose lot has been to do

the heaviest and dirtiest work on a ranch for
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years, and yet his hands to the tips of his finger-

nails look as if he had just come from a mani-

cure'so I suppose he has been determined that

his hands should be clean and has been willing to

take the trouble to keep them so. Still, we ought

to make some allowance for poverty in our esti-

mate of neatness. " ^"hy are you building an

addition to your house ? " asked one lady of an-

other. '' Oh, for Mr. B.'s tooth-brushes," replied

Mrs. B. carelessly. '* When a man has been

brought up as Mr. B. has been, his tooth-brushes

take up a great deal of room."

I have said all this of outward purity, because

it is easier to speak of this, but it is still more the

purity of mind and character which distinguishes

a lady. In some classes of society even in America

girls are kej)t almost isolated chiefly to preserve

their purity of thought. Purity, even the purity

of ignorance, is beautiful, but such purity has not

deep foundations, and I cannot think that girls

are best guarded in this way. Nevertheless, purity

is so essential to a lady that such girls will always

be counted as ladies.

The love of beauty is characteristic of a real

lady. This is recognized in some measure. Girls

are tauo-ht dancino^ and music and somethins: of

art. They listen to good music even if they are

not musicians, and they look at good pictures if

they cannot paint them. This is partly a matter

of fashion, but it has a genuine root. And so
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with the beauty of dress, and of the home. Both

these ought to be beautiful, but as few women are

artistic enough to design anything, they follow

the fashion. In this way they escape criticism

from their companions who are like them. But

the moment ugiy dress or furniture is out of fash-

ion its ugliness is apparent. I suppose most of

us must be content to be tyrannized over more or

less by fashion, or by fashion and poverty com-

bined, till we develop greater genius in working

out the problem of how to make our surroundings

beautiful. I would simply suggest that we should

resist fashions we know to be hideous, and try to

follow those which commend themselves to our

sense of beauty.

The two forms of beauty which are free to all

of us are, I think, most neglected, and more neg-

lected among those who are surest of their title

as ladies than among those of more modest pre-

tensions. These are poetr}" and nature. To read

beautiful poems constantly and to learn them by

heart, and to^ look out day by day on the glory of

the vrorld— these thino^s ^ive hioher refinement

than can be won by anythiug else merel}^ intellec-

tuaL And such a love of beauty usually has deep

springs in the moral nature.

Education has so much to do with refinement

that we expect a lady to be educated as a matter

of course, at least in some directions, mathematics

and science being thus far not included. George
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Eliot says of Nancy in " Silas Marner," that she

often used ungrammatical language, and was not

higlily educated, but that she was a thorough

lady because she had delicate personal habits and

hio'h rectitude.

This brings us to the deep foundations. A
lady must be truthful. And the outward marks

of truthfulness are sometimes recognized when
their source is misunderstood. The lady wears

real lace instead of a showy imitatiouo If she

cannot afford what is real, she goes without. She

is as careful about neat underclothing as neat

dress. She does not pretend to accomplishments

she has not. Indeed, the modesty essential to a

lady is intimately connected with truthfulness.

When she is wrong she does not think it beneath

her dignity to own it. She never allows blame

which belongs to her to fall on any one else. She

makes no display. She wishes to be loved for her-

self and not because she belongs to the " best set,"

so she does not take pains to introduce the names

of great acquaintances into her conversation. And
of course she always tells the truth. She may ob-

serve all these things simply because it is good

form, but a truthful woman will observe them

without knowing they are good form, and she will

be the real lady.

But one may have all the qualities we have

enumerated and yet miss the charm we associate

with the name " lady." A truthful person may
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not be kind. A woman may love beauty and still

be hard. A perfectly pure woman may be un-

feeling, perhaps all the more because she needs

no cbarity herself. But a woman who does not

show consideration for others cannot be an ideal

lady. If she is considerate in a mechanical way,

because she knows a lady must be so, it does not

amount to much. And some women do all they

can for others from a sense of duty. They study

to make others haj^py in even trivial ways. They

are good women, and on the whole— ladies. But

the woman whose love for others is spontaneous,

who sheds the radiance of kindness about her be-

cause she cannot help it— she is the lovely lady

whose charm we all feel. Truth and love are the

eternal foundations of the character of a real

lady.



IX.

THE PROBLEM OF CHAKITT.

I SUPPOSE every large-hearted girl wishes to do

some work which will add to the happiness of

others, and most girls would like to do a little, at

least, outside of their own immediate circle. It

seems to me that the most beautiful cbarity is

always that which is done within one's own circle.

There is the personal gi\ing, the real denial of

ourselves for others, the doing of the duties which

come to us rather than of those we have fauci-

fuUy chosen. And these duties are done for love.

Do you remember how Mrs. Pardiggie in

" Bleak House " tried to interest Esther and Ada
in some great schemes for doing good by whole-

sale, and how Esther modestly answered that they

hardly felt equal to Such great things, but that

they hoped if they were careful to do all they

could for those immediately about them their

circle would gradually widen ? This is the ideal

way to do good. You help your neighbor simply

without any pretense or self-consciousness. She

helps her neighbor, and so on. There need be no

break in. the chain from lowest to highest. Mrs.

Whitney has taught beautiful lessons of this kind
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in lier stories, emphasizing the theory of " nexts."

I have often thought this was the only kind_o£

charity which did not injure the giver; for the

moment we try to help those perceptibly below us,^^

we are apt to be condescending and to feel a se;^

cret pride. Probably this inward satisfaction ac-

counts for the readiness of many people to under-

take forms of mission? -y work, though they are

by no means thoughtf il of those around them.

There has often beeo bitter criticism of foreign

missions to the heathen on this ground. Part of

it is, no doubt, just. But as bitter criticism might

be made of much n-Me work at home, like that

of the Associated diarities, for instance.

In Boston, it is s.iid, there is not one woman of

any standing in scriety who is not interested in

some charity. Most of their work is probably

genuine. It is done from a sincere wish to do

the best thing— very likely in many cases simply

to ease the importunate New England conscience,

yet also, no doubt, with the hope of relieving suf-

fering. But we can hardly hope that much of it

is ideal since the true charity is " Not what we

give but what we share."

The women who are readiest to give their

money and pvcn their time to the desperately

poor do not like to share their pew in church with

some quiet person whom they consider below

them in the social scale. Some one tells of a

woman who spent all her time in going about
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among the poor giving practical help, but who

really cared so little about those she helped that

every day on her return from her rounds she

amused the family by satirizing her pensioners.

She could not love them, perhaps, and it may still

have been an excellent thing for her to help them.

Nevertheless, this was not the ideal charity.

There are a great many girls who would like

to do some definite charitable work. They would

like to be the founders of a great charity. They

are ambitious, and their ambition is, on the whole,

a noble one. Some of them are so sweet and gen-

erous to everybody about them that I really think

they might be trusted to do something on a large

scale. One of them might even oversee an or-

phan asylum
;
yet I do not think she could be

such a blessing to little children as is a woman I

know who is the matron of such an institution,

for this woman had an unsympathetic step-mother,

and she learned through a lonely childhood how to

pity motherless children, and I heard a thought-

ful woman say of her orphan asylum, " It was a

shabby place, but beautiful to me because there

was such a motherly atmosphere about it."

Others of these girls are too intolerant of every-

body outside their own particular set to be allowed

to do any work for the poor except to give money,

and even then there is danger they may be so

lifted up by a sense of their own goodness that

perhaps it would be better for them personally to
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spend the money extravagantly, for then they

would certainly be ashamed of themselves. Nev-

ertheless, the poor need their money, so perhaps

it is better they should give it.

This brings me to another point. In the coun-

try it is still possible to keep to the ideal neigh-

borly charity, but in the city there are quarters

where the misery is wholesale, and wholesale sci-

entific methods must be applied to relieve it.

The Associated Charities in Boston, for instance,

do a kind of work which must be done unless we

are willing to sit down and let all the innocent

suffer with the guilty. And many of the leaders

Lave the ideal spirit, and they hold up ideal

standards for the visitors of the poor, that is,

they ask us to visit the poor with love in our

hearts. The work to be done in cities is so enor-

mous that every woman of leisure who feels the

desire to help should certainly be encouraged to

do so, and I am even inclined to think that where

so well-organized a system exists as in the Asso-

ciated Charities, it is a saving of energy for her

to put herself under its direction though not so

wholly as to allow her no means or leisure for her

personal sphere of action to exj^and naturally.

As long as we try to do the nearest duties

there will always be failure enough to keep us

humble and to make it safe for us spiritually to

undertake something beyond. A girl tries to

help her brothers, and instead of admiring her
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for it they frankly tell lier how far she falls short.

But if she does a tithe as much for the poor she

is likely to get some thanks, more or less sincere,

and all her circle of friends admire her. This

pleasant encouragement does her no harm as long

as she has the antidote of the family criticism, so

I would let every ardent woman have some out-

side work, and the Associated Charities will find

room for every worker. Some women can help

children by teaching them and amusing them,

and this is the most efficient kind of work, for it

prevents crime and misery. Some can sew for

the poor, some can cook, some can manage tene-

ment houses as Octa^aa Hill has done.

To give what we call practical help we must be

practical ourselves. I think if the busy house-

keepers who do their own work have time to visit

the poor, their suggestions are of infinitely more

value than any given by rich ladies who are mak-

ing a business of charity ; but such women have

little time, so the rich must humbly try to take

their place.

I know a charminsf sfirl whose mother does not

allow her to go into the kitchen. She found

great difficulty at school in learning the weights

and measures, and at last her teacher asked her if

she had ever seen a quart measure, to which she

replied doubtfully that she was not quite sure. A
few years hence she is certain to be what is called

a " friendly visitor." I have no question about
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her friendliness, and the poor will bless her sweet

face, especially when she gives them money freely,

as she can easily do, but I should not expect her

to be able to give them very useful advice about

spending money— which they need still more. It

must not be supposed, however, that I scorn the

kind of work she can do. There is something

better to be done for the poor than to teach them

economy— even a wise economy— it is to rouse

their higher nature. I should think that no one

could be an hour with this young girl without

having some aspiration to be noble.

A beautiful and graceful woman has a unique

work to do for the poor. It is on the same prin-

ciple that the Princess of Wales can give pleasure

by simply distributing the flowers in a hospital

with her own hands. It is possible for beauty to

condescend without wounding. A woman who is

not outwardlj' attractive must do a different kind

of work. The first brings a poetic element into a

dreary life, and may even in this way arouse the

aspiration for an unattainable ideal. But a plain

and awkward woman may be the inspiration of a

still higher ideal by the radiance of her goodness.

When girls ask me, as they often do, vjhat they

shall do far others, I find it impossible to answer.

Their talents and their opportunities must decide

the particular form of work. But its real value

will depend entirely on what they are. I can only

say that there is so much work to be done that
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each must do all she can ; that she must choose

the thing she can do best and persevere with that

quietly, not trying to do many kinds of work at

once ; that all she does must be done with love

;

and that above all things she must not forget that

her own circle of family and friends shows plainly

the centre from which God wishes her to begin

to work.

To the women w^ho live in the country the circle

widens naturally and beautifully. If a neighbor

is ill, one sends in delicacies to the invalid, an-

other offers to take care of the children, and a

third acts as watcher. When a drunkard reduces

his family to destitution, one neighbor sends a

breakfast to them, another flannel for the baby,

another finds work for the eldest girl, and another

pays the boys a trifle for bringing wood and wa-

ter. The cases of actual destitution are so few

that they can all be met in this way unless the

sufferers are too proud to let their wants be

known ; and even then there is sure to be some

real friend who goes to see them naturally with-

out any thought of being a friendly visitor, and

thus comes to the rescue.

Charity in the country is the natural flower of

a lovino' heart. If a woman has a beautiful home

in the country, it stands for a refining influence

for the whole village, for she usually opens it to

those of her neighbors who can appreciate it, since

in the country there are not too many people, and
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those of like tastes meet without regard to differ-

ences of fortune.

A woman in the country who has even a collec-

tion of photogi-aphs of beautiful pictures can eas-

ily make them a real blessing to many w^ho have

no other avenue open to art. And so wdth books.

One owns a copy of Plato, another of Dante, an-

other of Goethe, and these books circulate freely

among all who care to read them. They are better

than a public library where the books must be hur-

ried back at a given date. They are sometimes

even better than large private libraries where the

number of books is distracting.

I know a young lady wdio is the only highly

educated musician in a little country village.

She sings in the choir and makes the church ser-

vice a new thing. She good-naturedly steps in

and trains the children in their choruses for fes-

tival occasions. She has invited half a dozen

young fellows to form a glee club and sing one

evening a week in her parlor. They all have

musical talent, and they are capable of appreciat-

ing her attractive manners, but they had not be-

fore thought of any better way of spending their

evenino^s than in screamino- about the streets. If

a poor girl has a good voice, this young lady finds

time to teach her to sing. I do not think it ever

entered her mind that she was doing charitable

w^ork. The work was directly in her pathway.

She could do it, and having a large, loving heart,
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she has done it. But there is no one in the vil-

lage who has done so much to raise the tone of

life there.

So the improvement of a country town goes on

exactly in proportion to the loving-kindness of

the people and their willingness to share what-

ever material and mental treasures they may
have. Perhaps the same is true in the city ; but

the number of treasures to be shared, as well as

the number of people to share them, is so bewil-

dering that it is next to impossible to bring form

out of the chaos without employing scientific mid-

dlemen, and the fascination about helping others

almost vanishes.

Nevertheless, let us cling to the doctrine that

" 'Tis love, 'tis love, 'tis love that makes the world go round,"

and even in the city we may all have hope.



X.

THE ESSENTIALS OF A HOI^IE.

Better is a dinner of herbs ^-liere love is,

than a stalled ox and hatred therewith.

That is, it is the family which makes the home,

and this is even truer of the mother and her

daughters than of the father and his sons. Some-

times even one sunshiny spirit in a house trans-

forms it, and where all the family are in harmony

there cannot fail to be a home in the best sense.

But there are virtues and virtues. " I admire

Miss Strong, indeed I love her," I heard a lady

say not long ago, " but I can't imagine her mak-

ing a beautiful home under any circumstances."

Yet Miss Strong is gentle, sweet-tempered, th.or-

oughly unselfish and high-minded, quiet and un-

obtrusive, neat and well-bred. Then what is

wanting in Miss Strong?
" I think it will be best for Jenny to teach,"

wrote another lady in regard to a young girl in

whom she was deeply interested, and whose gifts

and graces she had been cataloguing at great

length. " At least, what else is there for a woman
to do who is thoroughly feminine but not at all

domestic?"
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We think of unselfisliness as the first need of a

woman who is to be the presiding genius of a

home ; but both Miss Strong and Jenny are con-

spicuously unselfish.

It seems that though a fine character, and partic-

ularly a loving one, must be the foundation of the

home, yet certain special qualities are necessary.

Among the thousands who have read "Robert

Elsmere " does any one feel that Catherine, with

all her earnestness and deep love of others, made

her girlhood's home a pleasant place ? She was

ready to give up a home of her own, thinking her

mother and sisters needed her, and yet her sister

Rose, at least, was secretly longing to be free

from the constant influence of such severe moral

standards. In short, Catherine did not make her

home comfortable.

Comfort, I think, enters into every idea of a

home. We wish to be unrestrained there. That,

however, is a different thing from being lawless.

There must be moral restraints, even for the sake

of the comfort itself. Otherwisej the freedom of

one interferes with the freedom of another, and

finally the reaction tells in the discomfort of all.

Physical comfort is necessary in a home. Some

of the best women do not understand this. They

are diso:usted with the sarcasm that " The road to

a man's heart is through his dinner." That would

be disOTstinp^ if it were the whole truth. But we

must all eat every day of our lives, and appetizing
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food prettily served adds much to the comfort of

the day. Indeed, without it only a boor or a

saint can be really comfortable.

Women who are good cooks are sometimes ill-

tempered and refuse to exercise their art. But dis-

comfort in the matter of dinner usually comes from

a different kind of housekeeper. There are some

women who think it is a weakness to care about

food. Their rule is, " Eat what is set before

you, asking no questions," a sufficiently good rule

for those who are dining, but a miserable one

for the housekeeper to force upon others. There

are still other women who have a definite opinion

as to diet. They have studied food from a hy-

gienic point of view, and they watch the effect of

every mouthful. Such a study ought to be use-

ful, but in point of fact it is a frequent source of

discomfort. Nothing ever digests well when our

mind is concentrated on our digestion. One dif-

ficulty may be this. The women who have turned

their attention to this subject have often done so

because they were invalids. They find certain

food injurious to them and decide it is injurious

to everybody. So a whole healthy household is

restricted to the invalid's bill of fare. The house-

keeper is so certain she is doing her duty, that

she easily steels her heart against the murmurs

of her family, and the discomfort continues. A
thoroughly healthy woman, however, will provide

all the better for her family if she understands

the effect of different articles of diet
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To be comfortable, a house should be warm
enough. Of course, I do not mean that we need

to breathe the superheated atmosphere which for-

eigners criticise in most American houses. It is

the mother of the family who must correct this.

She can easily do so, because she has it entirely

in her power to form the habits of her children

in this particular, and it is rarely the case that a

man likes an overheated room until he has been

trained by his more sensitive wife to bear it.

But I mean that nothing physical takes from

the comfort of a home so much as chilliness. So

long as we are warm enough we may relish a very

frugal dinner, but a feast is unappetizing in a

cold room. Indeed, I believe we may economize

in anything better than in fuel. It gives a great

sense of comfort in going into a house to find it

warm all through. Many people, however, can-

not afford such luxurj^. But if you can only have

one fire in the house, see that that is always burn-

ing ; and if it must be in the kitchen in the cook-

ing-stove, keep the stove so bright that its black

ugliness is a centre radiating cheerfulness. There

are plenty of homes in which there is no need of

stint, where through carelessness and neglect there

are times when everybody in the house is shiver-

ing, while perhaps at other times half the rooms

are at a red heat.

I remember one of Charles Reade's heroes who

was wavering between the attractions of two wo-
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men, and tlie novelist represents the simpler of

the two as being careful that there should always

be a blazing hearth when the lover came. This

innocent device gave him a sense of comfort

which almost won his heart. It seemed to me a

touch of truth.

"We cannot all afford open w^ood fires, though

their beauty and healthfulness make us wish we

could ; but most of us can keep the " clear fire
"

and the '• clean hearth," which Mrs. Battle wisely

considered the proper preliminaries to the " rigor

of the game."

Though we want warm homes, we do not want

close ones. Most houses are not very well venti-

lated, and if we keep our windows open in winter

weather, we must expect our bill for fuel to be a

large one. Some of us are too poor to disregard

this fact, but most of us could probably afford to

save enough in our dress to meet what.I may call

this necessary extravagance. I have seen a great

many landladies who looked so severe on seeing a

window open in a room where the register was

also open, that the unhappy boarder felt at once

like a culprit for even desiring both warmth and

fresh air at the same time. Once, however, I had

the good fortune to know a woman of different

views. She bought a house expressly with the

intention of lettiug it to transient lodgers. She

found, as is common, that the furnace-heated air

which passed through the registers into the rooms
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came from the cellar. She immediately made
alterations, so that the fresh outside air should

be heated and carried over the house. " It costs

more," she said, " but dear me ! what is expense

to fresh air ? " Moreover she said so much to her

lodgers about the necessity of fresh air, that all

the windows in the house were always streaming

open. " I once knew a lady who died of pneu-

monia from airing her room too much," said the

landlady, " but that was a beautiful death !

"

I doubt whether there is comfort under a sys-

tem of ventilation which induces pneumonia, but

it certainly is luxury as well as comfort to let in

all the fresh air we want and not to stint fuel.

Plenty of light is another essential in a home.

Most city houses are deficient in sunlight, and

most of them, however richly furnished, are ac-

cordingly depressing. Whether or not the dreams

of socialists can ever be realized we do not know,

but none is more alluring than that of the dis-

appearance of blocks of houses. If every house

could stand in the midst of its own garden, the

gain would be as great in inner comfort as in out-

ward beauty.

N(T one can tell the amount of near-sighted-

ness caused by the effort to read and write in our

dark city houses. Rich people ought to be ex-

travagant in the matter of light. Corner lots are

worth buying, and it is worth while to live on
" streets with only one side."
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And wlien natural li^ht falls let us have enoug:!!

of the artificial. Even the poor who cannot have

electricity or gas hardly need economize here with

kerosene at its present rates. A kerosene lamp,

to be sure, is not often a beautiful or poetical ob-

ject, but with the right kind of care the vile odor

may be suppressed, and though this involves an

additional burden for the housekeeper, light is

too essential for the work to be grudged. A suf-

ficient number of deem kerosene lamps will make

a house cheerful from one end to the other. Now
I have often noticed that women who are com-

pelled to economize in little things are inclined to

economize in all things. They will strain their

e3^es for fifteen minutes after it is too dark to

sew, they will sit in a room dimly lighted by one

lamp when two are necessary to make it attrac-

tive, without stopping to think that twelve or fif-

teen cents worth of oil would supply three large

lamps for a week I And in this way they sacri-

fice not onlv cheerfulness, but opportunities for

all the family to do easy and comfortable work.

Cleanliness is as essential in a home as over-

neatness is destructive to it. There is nothing

homelike in any room that is in perfect order
;

but. on the other hand, there is little of the home

feeling in a room that is not bright and fresh

with cleanliness. Tables littered with books,

chairs and sofas strewn with gloves and ribbons,

and even a floor encumbered with a prostrate doll
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or two, are cheerful ; a trail of leaves and mosses

from a basket of woodland treasures is endurable

dirt. But dust in the corners which shows the dirt

to be chronic and not accidental, unwashed win-

dows, dingy mirrors, etc., etc., have no redeeming

quality. It is a good thing for the mother of the

family to love order, but there is ample scope for

that in keeping every closet and drawer and box

and basket in a dainty condition. However neat

a room may be, it is odious the moment an open

drawer or closet reveals disorder. The meaning

of this is that the disorder which comes from

daily happy living is delightful, and that is what

we see in the large confusion of a room when in

use ; but the disorder which comes from careless-

ness about finding a convenient place for every-

thing, and from laziness about putting things in

their places when we have done using them, is not

beautiful.

For the kind of neatness which makes a home
homelike we must have room enough, but not too

much room. This is rather a vague statement, I

know, but the actual measurements of a house

should vary with circumstances ; for example, a

large room with few people in it will always be

stiff, even if it is splendid ; while a small room

filled with useless bric-a-brac will be uncomfort-

able even with a solitary occupant. On the sub-

ject of bric-a-brac I feel strongly, and I will speak

of it more fully elsewhere.
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But I do not include pictures in the term hric-

a-hrac. There ought to be pictures in every home

for their intrinsic value. Fortunately they take

up little room and are easily kept in order. Many
of us do not agree about pictures. Most Amer-

icans who buy oil paintings advertise their want

of cultivation in their choice, and even those who

rigidly confine themselves to engravings and pho-

tographs of the old masters do not succeed much

better. I remember a man, the son of a country

minister, who knew pictures only from the literary

side. He was a great reader, and had been famil-

iar with the names of Raphael and Da Vinci and

Diirer from childhood. He knew well what were

their masterpieces, and when he went abroad he

bought hundreds of photographs of these works.

His house was full of pictures ; there was not one

among them which «vas not a copy of something

really beautiful, and not one copy which had any

beauty in itself. This man had not the sense of

beauty, though he had the moral sense which led

him always to wish for the best.

But all any of us can do is to express the best

we know. The essential quality in pictures in

our own homes is that they should express the

best we ourselves have reached. Still, many pic-

tures of high artistic merit are wanting in the

real home charm. I believe most of those which

hang on our walls and are always before our eyes

should be cheerful in character. I sympathize
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with the old abbess who chose to have her rooms

frescoed with Correggio's happy cherubs, and who

liked to have constantly before her, though in a

convent, his goddess Diana, whose smile some

one has said is full of " resolute sweetness."

I remember once having to pass a bitter hour

of waiting in the drawing-room of a physician

well known for his high culture. Every picture

in the room was a work of art, but every one was

solemn and even severe. Dante, Savonarola, the

tombs of the Medici, etc., etc., afforded no escape

from sad thoughts. The only relief was in the

sweet serenity of Emerson's face, and even in this

instance the most severe of all the portraits had

been chosen. There was not one point of color

in any of the pictures, but indeed most of us can-

not afford paintings that are good for anything,

so I could not quarrel with that.

For a daily companion I would rather have a

Eaphael than a Michael Angelo, and though for

love I would slip in a Millet or two, I should not

want a room full of Millets,

The heavy furniture of a home should be com-

fortable first of all. The chairs should not all be

of the same size and height any more than the

people. Arm-chairs are better than rocking-

chairs, as they are less in the way. The furniture

should not be light enough to be easily over-

turned, but the castors should always run easily.
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A lounge is a homelike piece of furniture, but

let us hope it need not be much used.

A word more to the young woman who is choos-

ing furniture for half a life -time. Fancy you

have it to dust ! You may have an army of ser-

vants, but certain patterns of furniture can never

be kept clean. I remember two friends who

chose furniture at the same time. It was the era

of black walnut and green rep, and they chose

sets looking much alike. But in one case the

walnut was elaborately carved, — by machinery,

which made it all the rougher,— and there were

many little grooves to invite the dust in the up-

holstery ; while in the other case the wood was

sim-ply moulded and jDolished, and the cloth was

so put on that one or two vigorous strokes of a

brush would cleanse it. It is true that heavy

wood carved by hand is beautiful enough to repay

us for its care, but that being smoothly finished

does not catch very much dust.

The evening should be the crown of the day in

a home. There are few homes where the even-

ings are as homelike as they could easily be. This

is partly because there are so many outside at-

tractions both in the city and country. Now I

am not of those who think it praiseworthy to be

always at home. I was told the other day of a

steady young man who had not been out an even-

ing in three years. I felt no enthusiasm about
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him. I think outside interests are absolutely

necessary for any fresh Or large life. But I think

when we find ourselves going out as many as half

our evenings, we are really dissipated, unless the

circumstances are of a very unusual character,

for we need as many as three or four evenings in

a week to develop true home life. But in stay-

at-home families, though the evenings are ]3leas-

ant, I think they are seldom ideal. The reason

for this is that the days are so crowded. The

father and mother are tired, and, moreover, the

father has no other time to read his unnecessarily

voluminous newspaper, and the mother has no

other time to do her unnecessarily elaborate sew-

ing, while the children generally have lessons to

study. Even then, a cosy room, with plenty of

fire and light, where all the family meet together

and feel no restraint, is a cheerful though a silent

place. And we cannot all escape overwork how-

ever valiantly we fight our battle with non-essen-

tials. Those who work ten hours in a factory, for

example, have very little space for the other essen-

tials of life, and there must be crowding. But

some of us could simplify the day and so find

room for unmitigated enjoyment in the evening.

Sometimes sewing is pleasant in itself when cheer-

ful conversation or reading is going on about us.

I suppose the mother's work-basket will usually

form an attractive nucleus in any home picture.

and if there is not too much or too anxious sewing,
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I believe most women like it. And a moderate

newspaper need not monopolize a whole evening.

There are occasionally times when a careless

child should be made to study a lesson at night.

But the ideal evening at home is social, and its

occupations are such that all can join in them.

For myself I believe very fully in reading aloud.

But in any household happy enough to consist of

father, mother, and children, any book read aloud

ought to be one which has some interest for all.

The father and mother may both be intensely in-

terested in the philosophy of Hegel, but I sliould

not like to think they would ask the children to

be quiet that they might read it aloud to each

other. Books of travel, biograph}^, novels, and

poetry, appeal to all but the very young members

of the family who ought to be in bed betimes.

Of course the children do not take in everything

in such books, but that is not necessary. If they

only understand enough for enjoyment, it is a

healthful stimulus to meet with something they

do not understand. Perhaps the father and

mother will say regretfully that they have no

other time for their special studies. In the end

the light literature may do them as mucli good

as solid work, but even if it does not, they can

better lose something themselves in intellectual

development while their brood of chiklren is

about them than to miss the full rounding of

their home life. If the}^ live long, they will have
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too many quiet hours by themselves. In many
families, however, the youngsters are more ready

for solid reading than the older people. It is

often the elder sister who has to give up her Ger-

man and science to read travels and stories to her

parents as well as to the children.

Drawing, fancy work, sewing, and whittling can

all go on without disturbing the reading, or a tired

mother can lie on the lounge and listen ; but if

any one must sit idle, reading may grow tedious,

though good plays in which each can take his

part are generally enjoyed. I was once in a

home in Switzerland where the family spent most

of the evenings in reading Racine, Moliere, and

Corneille.

No home is complete without music. Even a

large piano which has seen its best days does not

seem to be altogether a cumberer of the ground

where another equally bulky piece of furniture

would be unendurable. But unless some member
of the family has decided musical ability, the best

use of a piano or organ in a home is to sustain

the uncertain voices in singing. Home singing is

almost a necessity even where no one sings very

well. I should not wish to encourage the un-

musical to display their voices outside their own
doors ; but if half a dozen members of a family

are able to " carry a tune," and one of them can

play a simple accompaniment correctly, I think
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the singing of fine hj^mns and pleasant ballads at

home will prove most delightful to them all, be-

sides bearing good fruit morally and physically.

A family haj^py enough to have a little higher

endowment, and a little more cultivation, so that

one plays a violin, one a flute, and so on, may
have a little private orchestra which may give as

much enjoyment, and, all things considered, may
be as elevating, as the perfect work of great mu-

sicians. It seems to me that any father and

mother who wish the home to be dear to their

children can afford to sjDend money on music

far better than on many things considered more

essential— clothes for, example.

But all the family circle ought be able to join

in the evening occupations. If only one is a

musician, but a small part of each evening can

be given to music. On the other hand, I have

no mercy for the young lady who has had time

and money lavished on her musical education,

who will not take the trouble to play to her broth-

ers in the evening. If she distrusts her powers

she need never play to other people who may ask

her out of compliment ; but when brothers ask

their sisters to play, they mean that they want

the music, and they should have it.

Chatting is pleasant in the evening, and does not

interfere w4th a dozen other occuj^ations. One
can even read a newspaper or a novel while the

rest are talking. Little twilight chats by the fire
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when the chikiren confess their misdemeanors to

their mother, or when the mother tells stories to

the children, are fidl of the spirit of home, and

there always ought to be some leisurely hours in

every family when the father and mother and the

grandfather and grandmother can relate old ex-

periences to the younger generation. If the older

people would only remember to tell these tales for

the sake of the younger and not to gratify their

own garrulity, so that they would dwell more on

the events and customs and people of the past

which ought to have a permanent interest, I be-

lieve such chat would always be of the highest

value, and that the young would like it as well as

the old ; but when it is mere gossip about people

long dead the young have a right to be restless.

There is always danger that chat will degenerate

into gossip, so it is not generally best to have too

many evenings devoted entirely to conversation.

The right kind of reading and music seem to

me far better occupations for home evenings than

gameSo There is too much hard work in chess

and whist and too little sociability to make them

in any way desirable. Euchre and backgammon

seem invented to pass away time, which is so

precious to most of us that we should like to feel

we had something at the end of an hour by which

our lives were richer than at the be2:inninp^. Yet

games have their place. Young people have their

times of liking them. If they really enjoy them
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and play with thorough good temper, they get

true recreation from them, and all innocent enjoy-

ment has a moral effect as valuable as the intel-

lectual effect of a good book. So a mother who
wishes to make a true home for her children will

not grudge whole evenings spent in games which

would be unspeakably wearisome to her if played

with people of her own age ; indeed, the chances

are she will thoroughly enjoy such evenings, and

be as interested in capping verses or asking twenty

questions as any of the youngsters, while if she is

a worn and anxious mother, such simple pastime

may be the best refreshment. I believe there is

less to be said in favor of cards than of other

games, but I often think of the words of a friend,

" We are strict people," she said, " but when the

boys were growing up and began to be wild for

cards, we played regularly every evening till they

were tired of it, and I think they did not care to

play elsewhere."

If a home is to be ideal, it must contain a

father and mother and children. A lonely man
or woman who is so unfortunate as not to have

this ideal home should, 1 think, try to find as

many of its elements as possible, A man should

not live altogether at his club, and it is a pity for

a woman to live permanently with women alone.

And a home is so incomplete without children

that it seems almost necessary that every childless
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man or woman should adopt one or two. Un-

fortunately this is often impossible, and then it

becomes the more essential to seek for a board-

ing-place where we may get a little of the cheer

of other people's children and at the same time

practice some of the virtues which children al-

ways call out in older people. No home is truly

homelike in which there is not a large hospitality.

I have so much to say on this head that I must

leave it for another chapter.

I have said little about the qualities of charac-

ter which make a happy home. Beyond a loving

nature, on which all the others rest, I know of

nothing more essential than a serene temper. Let

a woman be " mistress of herself, though china

fall." The daily temptations to irritation are in-

cessant, and irritability will destroy the comfort of

any home, even if it is well warmed and lighted

and furnished with easy-chairs and sofas, even if

everybody is high minded and ready to take part

in refined pleasures, and even if room is made in

the family circle for a host of agreeable friends.
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HOSPITALITY.

No home is genuine which is not also hospi-

table. Just as we must go out to get fresh life,

we must welcome fresh life which comes in to us.

And further than that it would be a poor nature

which found no one to love outside the home cir-

cle. If we love any one we wish to share our life

with our friend.

But it is impossible to be hospitable except by

welcoming our visitors to our every-day life. If

we depart much from our usual customs, our free-

dom is checked, and the visit becomes a burden,

willingly borne, perhaps, for the time, but sure to

be felt if often laid upon us.

A friend, well known in literary circles, invit-

ing me to visit her in a Western city through

which I was to pass on my way to another State

wrote, " You must stay more than a day or two,

for, if not, I shall have to give up my time to you,

and I can't interrupt my daily work ! I go into

my library at nine o'clock every morning and

stay till two. But in the afternoon I drive, and

w^hen in the evening my husband comes home

from business and my cliildren from school I give

myself up to my family."
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Upon this invitation I determined to stay a

week. " You must not come into my library in

tlie morning unless I invite you," said my friend

laughing ; " but there is another library adjoin-

ing your room where I shall not venture to disturb

you without leave !

"

I remember a home which opened very hospi-

table doors to me when I was a young girl,—
that of a widow with two young daughters. They

were in straitened circumstances, and could not

effectively heat the large and handsome house

left by the father of the family. " I ask you

to come in the winter, my dear," the lady used

to say to me, " because you live in the country

and can sleep comfortably in a cold room: I

ask my city friends to come in the summer."

That, I think, showed a true spirit of hospitality.

She gave what she had to those who could enjoy

it. I shall never forget the cosy afternoons I

have passed in her warm sitting-room, while one

read aloud and the rest did fancy work, or some-

times the plainest of sewing. We read novels,

some first rate, some second, or even third rate,

without a thought of getting any benefit from

them. But we chatted and laughed and enjoyed

ourselves. Or sometimes some of us would go

into town to a matinee, and coming home ting-

ling with cold would find a hot and savory sup-

per awaiting us in the bright dining-room, pre-

pared by those who had stayed at home, and who
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were eager to hear everything about the play

which we were eager to tell. There was no ser-

vant to trouble us, and we all enjoyed ourselves

together in washing the dishes. We sat up as

long as- we pleased and toasted our feet, and in

zero weather even wrapped up a hot brick to take

to our chilly beds.

But this lady was not without ambition. She

wished she could entertain more as other people

did. She thought she ought to give some parties,

especially as she liked to go to other people's en-

tertainments. And so, on one occasion, she did

give a party. It was a grand affair. The whole

house was set in order and decorated. Caterers

came from the city, and her tables were beauti-

fully laid with exactly the same salads and cakes

that she was in the habit of eating at other houses.

Her cards of invitation were of the choicest style,

and her house was filled with fashionable people,

since, in spite of her reduced circumstances, she

had a perfectly assured position in society, and

there was also a respectable number of unfashion-

able people present, for she was too truly hos23i-

table to leave out anybody she liked. She was

a skillful manager, and succeeded in carrying

through her undertaking for half the expense

usual in such a case ; but it cost her sleepless

nights. Of course, " The labor we delight in phys-

ics pain," and I am sure she thoroughly enjoyed

her grand party which everybody said was per-
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feet in all its appointments. Nevertheless, her

bills amounted to one sixth of the yearly income

of the family, so that she never gave another

party till later in life, when fortune suddenly

smiled upon her again and put her in possession

of a million, I do not condemn her party, but

merely use it to point my statement that we can-

not often exercise hospitality except as we admit

our friends to our daily life.

A friend of mine who was making a tour of the

South bethought her of a cousin in New Orleans

whom she had not seen since the war. She wrote

to her, "' I am o-oiuo' to New Orleans for a week

or two and wish you might find me a boarding-

place near you, so that 1 could see you as well as

the sights." The Southern cousin at once replied

with a cordial invitation that the Northern cousin

should visit her. The Northerner had no idea of

making a convenience of her almost unknown rel-

ative, and declined; but the Southerner insisted

that the visit would be a real favor to herself.

" That is," she added, " if you can be comforta-

ble in the way we live." The Northerner could

hardly refuse longer, but having certain fastidious

ideas, she was rather startled on reaching New
Orleans to find that her cousin's family, in which

there were eight children, lived in a house of five

rooms ! She felt, in spite of her precautions, she

must be an intruder. But the husband of her

cousin said sweetly, " Where there is room in the
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heart, there is room in the house," and she stayed,

and had one of the most delightful experiences of

her life.

I am afraid few Northerners judged by this

standard can be said to have " room in the heart,"

though I remember gratefully a minister's family

in Massachusetts who lived in a little house and

with narrow means, and yet received with bright

smiles all their friends from the towns around

who chose to stay with them. A brother min-

ister would drive over with his whole family and

stay a few days, and no one ever suggested there

was not room for everybody. All the young col-

legiate cousins took this home in their way on

their vacation tramj^s, and brought with them as

many of their classmates as chose to come, never

thinking it necessary to give any warning of their

approach. I have known as many as a dozen

young cousins to be gathered in the house at one

time, the boys from Yale and Amherst, girls from

New York and Philadelphia, or from quiet coun-

try boarding-schools,— one indeed came all the

way from London,— and they enjoyed themselves

as much as the visitors in an English country-

house. They did not "ride to the meet," of

course, or attend a county ball ; but they went

blackberrying together, and they sang songs, and

played duets, and had games of croquet, and read

French, and acted Shakespeare under the apple-

trees ; they climbed a mountain, and rowed on the
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pond, and took long botanical expeditions. The
minister's wife was herself a delectable cook, but

she must have wrinkled her brow many a time in

planning how to get enough bread and butter to

go round even with the aid of the blackberries,

and some of the young fellows had to sleep on

the hay in the barn, though happily they had a

natural bath-tub provided in a stream among the

bushes behind the house.

The achievement of this hostess is the more

notable because she was a New England house-

keeper, and her standard of neatness was high. If

she had attempted anything but the simplest man-

ner of entertainment she would certainly have had

nervous prostration. But her simplicity of living

saved her, and she is still hale and hearty, though

she has passed the limit of threescore and ten.

A friend who has lived much at the South, in

speaking of the beautiful hospitality for which

Southerners are distinguished, says that it comes

partly from their easy way of taking life. They
do not think it necessary to put the house in or-

der because guests are coming, but let the guests

take them as they find them. More than that,

they are less given to " pursuits " than Northern-

ers, and so less easily disturbed.

Believing, however, in the value of " pursuits,"

I have been interested in observing the manner

of hospitality in a family among my friends. The

family consists of the father, mother, and three
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grown-up daughters. All the daughters are earn-

ing their own living, and the mother is much oc-

cupied in household cares. It is a highl}^ intel-

lectual family. All are readers and keep abreast

of the literature of the day. Beyond that, one or

another of them is always studying German, or

French, or history, or mineralogy, or taking up

some social reform. Two of them find time to

write acceptably for magazines. It would seem

as if they could not have much leisure to enter-

tain friends, yet their great rambling house, which

stands in the midst of a shady old-fashioned yard

and garden just outside the city, is seldom without

a guest or two. and there never was a place where

a tired soul and body could find sweeter rest. A
cup and plate at table and a bed to sleep in are

provided for the visitor, and so far there is not

much trouble. The family meet at the table,—
when convenient,— and there is plenty of delight-

ful chat. One or another is often at leisure for a

w^alk or a row or some other pastime, but no one

appears to feel it necessary to give up any of her

ordinary occupations for the sake of the visitor.

I consider myself rather a particular friend of

three of the family, yet I have often passed a

Sunday there without seeing more than one of the

three. The others had something to do on their

own account. One of them, tired with her week's

work, likes to rest all day in her own room. An-

other is an ardent Episcopalian, and wishes to fol-
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low all the cliurch services from early morning

through the evening. As there are so many-

agreeable people in the family one is not often

obliged to be alone, but when left alone the sense

of home comfort is only increased. There are

plenty of lounges and easy-chairs ; the large, com-

fortable tables are strewn with all the latest mag-

azines ; the bookcases are full of readable books,

and the young ladies all have their individual col-

lections of Soule's photographs, which are well

worth lounging over. The fires are always bright

within, and the 'long windows opening everywhere

on piazzas and balconies command extensive and

beautiful views. The rooms are sweet with flow-

ers in winter, and the gardens are fragrant in

summer. One can lounge and read all day, or

take a walk, or do a dozen other things. The
cheerful, interesting conversation at table, and in

the odds and ends of time through the day, would

be sufficient stimulus to all but the most exacting

guests ; while, as a matter of fact, there are al-

ways a few hours in the evening when everybody

seems to be at leisure, and these form the social

centre of the day. For my part I would much
rather be entertained in this way than to have my
footsteps dogged all day by some well-meaning

and self-sacrificing devotee who tries conscien-

tiously to amuse me.

One of the most hospitable homes I ever knew
was made by two young ladies in Boston. One
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of them was a country girl of genius and refine-

ment who came to the city to do literary work.

Here she formed a friendship with another young

lady who liked to pass most of the time in Bos-

ton for the sake of its advantages in music, art,

and the theatre. Neither was rich, but together

they had a very respectable income. They found

a nice little flat of six convenient rooms in an ac-

cessible and pleasant but unfashionable street, and

furnished it with exactty the things they wanted

to use every day. The furnishings were thus sim-

ple, but they combined comfort and beauty, for

both the young ladies had excellent taste. I am
tempted to describe all their original and charm-

ing arrangements, only that would lead me too

far. I vv^ill only speak of their hospitality which

was perfect. They gave no parties nor even after-

noon teas. How could they without a servant?

Indeed, though they had the luxury of getting

their own breakfast in their sitting-room at any

hour of the day when they liked to eat it, they

were too much in the habit of eating their dinner

at any restaurant near which they might happen

to be when they were hungry to have inaugurated

any extensive housekeeping. Moreover, they could

see their city friends whenever they chose for an

hour or two at a time without the trouble of pro-

viding a feast or a band of music. They always

had bread and butter and fruit and various appe-

tizing knickknacks stored away, so that if a caller
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stayed till any one was hungry a sufficient lunch

coulcl be served on the spot.

But they exercised their hospitality chiefly for

the benefit of their country friends whom they

could not otherwise see. Many a nice old lady

or bright young girl passed a week with them,

who would otherwise have hurried through her

season's shopping in a day and have had no time

left for music or pictures. Most of these friends

could amuse themselves very well through the

day. If they did not know the way about, one of

the hostesses conducted them to the libraries or

museums as she went her own way to her daily

occupation. There was always bread and cheese

for them to eat if they chose, and if they cared

for something more they could find it at a restau-

rant as their entertainers did, or they could cook

it for themselves in the hospitable little kitchen.

A folding bed could always be let down for them

at night, and in times of stress another bed could

be made on the sofa.

The hostesses spent little money or thought or

time on their guests, except so far as they really

wanted to do so, and yet they entertained great

numbers of people most satisfactorily. They did

not ask anybody to visit them from a sense of

duty, but they always asked everj^body they fan-

cied they should like to see without a thought as

to convenience, because it always was conven-

ient to have anybody they liked with them. We
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know that men enjoy giving invitations in this

free way, but they seldom have the power— for

two reasons ; either their wiv^es are not satisfied to

entertain the friends of their husbands in simple

every-day fashion, or the husbands themselves are

not satisfied to have them so entertained.

Every one knows the great difference between

city and countr}^ hospitality. Very few" people in

the city appear to be really pleased to see an un-

invited guest, and they are far less likely to invite

guests, except perhaps when giving a party, than

those of the same means in the countr3\ They

are not altogether to blame in this. There are so

many more people to see in the city than in the

country that every one becomes a new burden,

and the friendship must be very close indeed that

survives such a strain. But I fear it is also true

that in the city the non-essentials of life have un-

due weight.



XII.

• BRIC-A-BRAC.

Our lives are clogged with hric-a-hrac. Every
separate article in a room may be pretty in itself,

and yet the room may be hideous through over-

crowding with objects which have no meaning.

The disease of bric-d-hrac I think, is due to

two influences, — the desire of uncreative minds

to create beauty, and the mania for giving Christ-

mas presents. Both these influences have a noble

source, and will probably reach more beautiful

results at last. Any mind awake to beauty must

try to create it, and if its power and originality

are not very great, what can it do better than to

apply itself to humble, every-day trifles and try

to decorate them ? This is certainly right, if the

old principle of architecture is always remem-

bered :
" Decorate construction, do not construct

decoration." A few illustrations of my meaning-

may be needed.

I am obliged to use blotting-paper when I write.

I have always been grateful to a friend who sent

me a beautiful blue blotting book, with a bunch of

white clover charmingly painted on the first page.

It gives me pleasure every time I write a letter.
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I am glad that one of my friends was artistic

enough to embroider some fine handkerchiefs for

me with a beautiful initial. One of my dearest

possessions is the lining for a bureau drawer made

of pale blue silli, with scented wadding tied in with

knots of narrow^ white ribbon. This lies in the

bottom of the drawer, and owing to the kindness

of my friends shown at various times, I am able

to lay upon the top of each jDile of underclothing

either a handkerchief case or a scent bag of blue

silk or satin. Some of these trifles are corded

wdth heavy silk, some are embroidered with rose-

buds, some are ornamented with bows of ribbon,

and altogether they make the drawer a " thing of

beauty" which j:o me personally "is a joy for-

ever," and they are never in anybody's way.

My friend has been less fortunate in the trib-

utes of affection she has received. She has sev-

eral elaborate and even pretty ties which she is

obliged to append to her sofas and easy-chairs.

They are believed to add to the harmony of color-

ing in her sitting-room, but the}' are very likely

to be askew when the sofas and easy-chairs are in

use; and as they always have to be rearranged dur-

ing the process of dusting, thc}^ form an argument

for delaying that duty as long as possible. She

also has several head-rests and foot-rests, in which

the embroidery is exquisite in itself, but which are

so ill-contrived that they afford no rest to either

head or foot. " They are worth having, though,"
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she says, " because of their beauty, just as a pic-

ture is worth having though you cannot use it,"

" Yes," replies her husband, " they are •worth

having, but not worth having in the way. I do

not want even the Sistine Madonna propped up

in my easy-chair." Most of her friends are learn-

ing to paint, and many of them have chosen to

give her at Christmas specimens of their progress

mounted on pasteboard easels. These cover the

tables and mantels and brackets of her sitting-

room. " Ah !
" she says softly, under her breath,

" if they had only thought to paint book-marks in-

stead ! One can never have enough book-marks.

It would be delightful to have one in every book

in the library, and the more beautiful the better,

while the ugly ones, which perhaps come from

our dearest friends, would be blessed for their

usefulness besides being unobtrusive."

Sweet temper is certainly essential to a happy

home ; but if my friend were not too sweet tem-

pered to hide these offerings from constant sight,

her sitting-room v\-ould not be so exasperating a

place. There is no room for a work-basket or a

book on the tables. One is continually upsetting

some frail structure, or tumbling over some well-

meant Eesthetic convenience.

Christmas presents are worse than any others.

Even a hideous and useless gift offered at any

other season may be acceptable, and we need not

grudge it room, because being spontaneous, it rep-
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resents love. But even the most genuine Christ-

mas presents are becoming subject to the suspi-

cion that they are given from a sense of duty,

because gifts at that season have become a habit.

I have no reason to suppose that any of my nu-

merous kind friends grudge the Christmas pres-

ents they so generously give me ; but I often find

myself wondering how many of them would think

of giving me anything as often as once a year if

there were no special date to recall the custom to

their minds.

Gifts would be far more likely to be spontane-

ous if they were never given regularly ; if, for

instance, we avoided giving anything next Christ-

mas to anybody whom we had remembered this

year— excepting always to little children, to ser-

vants, and to the poor— the three classes to whom
we never venture to give hric-d-brac, knowing well

they would laugh us to scorn instead of flattering

us by calling our contributions " perfectly lovely."

Now, when a gift is spontaneous, its value is quite

irrespective of its use, but at the same time it

is far more likely to be both beautiful and use-

ful. We read a book that moves us. How we

wish we could share it with one friend who par-

ticularly enjoys such a book ! We send it to

her, and it is exactly the thing she wants. On
the other hand, Christmas is apj^roaching. What
shall we give our friend ? She likes books. Well,

then, here is a prettily bound volume which is well
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spoken of. We have no time to look farther, and

we send it to her. She thanks us in a pretty note,

but is too busy in writing a hundred notes of

thanks to read the book then. It is laid by and

perhaps forgotten.

We are making another friend an informal visit.

We see that her needle-book is getting shabby.

We hasten to get bits of kid and silk and flan-

nel, and make her a new one with our daintiest

stitches, and she is delighted. She uses it every

day, and likes to remember that we thought of

her comfort. But what shall we give her for

Christmas? We think she has everything. We
have too many friends to remember now, for time

for such a dainty piece of sewing. Let us buy

her some kind of an ornament. It is true that

the French clock and the vases and the match

receivers and two or three pictures on easels al-

ready crowd the mantel-piece, but there is an odd

little bronze image which would not be amiss

among them. It costs rather more than we can

afford to pay, but we love her, and wish to give

her something, and are at our wits' end to know

what. She receives it graciously, and every time

she dusts her ornaments she remembers us affec-

tionately. " I don't grudge dusting this," she

says sweetly to herself, " for my dear friend gave

it to me, and I would do a great deal more than

this for her." Of course, in a family where a

servant dusts, the present is forgotten the mo-

ment it is placed on the shelf.
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I remember the dearest of little girls who once

made me a Christmas present of a purse of her

own embroidering. The colors she chose were

brilliant, but hardly beautiful ; the material rather

flimsy, the sewing was far beyond criticism, and

if I had ever been rash enough to intrust any

money to such a purse, I should have returned

home penniless. But I w^as enchanted with the

gift. I shall keep it as long as I live wrapped in

the crumpled tissue paper in which this darling

child folded it in her wish to make it look as at-

tractive as possible. I can never even think oi

this gift without fancying the tiny unskillful fin-

gers as they toilsomely labored over those silks

that would catch and twist, and I think of the

sweet brow and eyes which bent over the work,

and am as sure as if I had seen it of the loving

smile which hovered about the childish lips at the

thought that she was going to give me a pleasant

surprise.

But as this little maiden grew up the cares of

Christmas multiplied. There came a time when

she had money to spend, and a host of friends to

spend it upon, and when slie certainly had not

time personally to conduct the making of the

number of Christmas presents she thought neces-

sary to bestow. She was much too loyal to leave

me out on this occasion, and if I were to judge

of the degree of her affection by the proportion

of her money which she spent upon me, she must
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have regarded me still as one of her dearest

friends. She gave me a pair of exquisite cut

glass vases, which, when placed in the sunshine,

were certainly most beautiful with the flashing of

colors. Their outline too was a lovely curve, but

unfortunately such that it was impossible to put

any flowers in the vases. At the base they were

too slender to receive even one rose-stalk, while

they were so broad at the top that it would have

required a whole nosegay to fill them. If I had

had a vast empty drawing-room which was to be

filled with hric-d-hrac^ I could have found a place

for them ; but they were too delicate for my tiny

parlor where there is so little elbow-room that

slight things are in danger of being overturned.

Of course I prize the vases and love the giver, but

I know she never would have given them to me
but for the feeling that the time had come to

make a present ; and so, while I shall cherish the

little purse as long as I live, I have resolved that

if the vases are ever broken, I will not treasure

the fragments.

From these two roots, the love of creating

beauty and the desire to express love for our

friends on the same day of every year, such luxu-

riant vines have grown that unless we prune them

carefully we are in danger of being completely

entangled by them. There are still, perhaps, some

waste places which our useless hric-a-h^ac might

make beautiful, and if we know any bare homes,
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let us by all means do something to brighten

them ; but let us not make for ourselves or give

to our friends any small article which does not

express use as well as beauty. AVe need not be

at a loss if we remember Oscar Wilde's declara-

tion that every article used in a house should be

something which had given pleasure to the maker,

that is, that it should be artistic. When all use-

ful hric-a-brac has become beautiful, we shall no

longer desire to make or possess beautiful hric-a-

brac which is not useful. Of course 1 know that

" Beauty is its own excuse for being," and I see

in a fine picture, for instance, an appeal to the

higher faculties which is more useful than useful-

ness. This I do not see in bric-a-hrac, certainly

not if the objects are to be so crowded in a small

room that no one can see anything more than

prettiness in them. Instead of my beautiful vases

with their shifting lights, which do, after all, give

me real pleasure sometimes wlien I am not too

anxious lest I should break them, cut glass tum-

blers would have given me the same aesthetic en-

joyment renewed at every meal. I might break a

tumbler to be sure, but I should have the full en-

joyment of it while it lasted.
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EMOTIONAL WOMEN.

A HIGHLY emotional young lady was once de-

fending the reasoning powers of her sex at the

dinner-table of a cultivated and fair-minded phy-

sician who finally took occasion to say sweetly to

her :
" No doubt the reason of women equals that

of men ; but I believe the trouble is that all men

like a woman a little better if she is governed by

feeling rather than by reason."

" Oh," said the young lady in a glow, " that is

like saying that you would a little rather a woman
would not be truthful !

"

" I hope not," said the physician.

The friend who told me the anecdote added

that of the two young ladies who were at the time

members of the physician's family, there was no

question that he greatly preferred the one who

was most reasonable and least emotional I

Some one else tells me of a clever young lady

who applied for a position as dramatic critic upon

a newspaper. The editor recognized her ability

and her knowledge of the drama, but he said he

was afraid to employ a woman in such a depart-

ment, lest her feelings should prevent her telling
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the exact truth. She would be biased herself,

and praise the things she liked, and then she

would have her personal favorites among the

actors. The young lady who believed herself ca-

pable of justice was greatly hurt.

Are women really excessively emotional ? And
if so, is it well that they should be ?

I suppose most people would agree that women
are more emotional than men, and that this pecu-

liarity comes in a great measure from their deli-

cate physical organization, and in a great measure

from the encouragement they get from men in in-

dulging their feelings. Nobody admires a woman
when her emotions reach the point of hysteria,

and, in fact, those who have encouraged her up to

that point are often least patient with her when

the crisis comes. The general belief about hys-

teria is that it is caused by the culpable weakness

of a selfish nature, and that is often true. But

there are important exceptional cases becoming

more and more numerous, where the parents have

cultivated what they and their friends consider

fine feelings so assiduously that the poor child is

born helplessly weak and nervous, and a prey to

every vibration in the spiritual atmosphei'e about

her.

Now what are fine feelings ? Jealousy, envy,

hatred, and others of that class are not fine, and

yet they are extremely common among those wo-

men who are sensitive and highly organized.
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They do belong more frequently than we some-

times think to the outfit of an emotional woman.

A woman who would not hurt a fly has violent

antipathies to excellent people. She would not

hurt them either. She would delight in giving

them food and clothing if they were in want.

She wishes she need not hurt their feelings, but

she usually does give pain, because her own feel-

ings are paramount. The important point how-

ever is that she is unjust in her judgments. She

exaggerates the faults of her foes, as well as the

virtues of her friends, and widens every breach.

But we all know that jealousy and envy and

hatred are wrong, even if we endeavor to dignify

them with finer names, and all of us who have

any moral purpose do make our stand against

them.

When, therefore, we speak in praise of a wo-

man's emotional nature, we are thinking of a na-

ture in which generosity swallows up justice, and

duty is forgotten, because "love is an unerring

law." We cannot be too generous, or too loving,

or too sensitive to beauty and honor.

But men are as generous and loving as women,

so, after all, we do have something a little differ-

ent from this in our minds when we speak of the

emotional nature of. women. Do we not mean
that a woman is unreasonable?

Love can never be too great, but it is often un-

wise. All affectionate women who have reached
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middle age miTst have received many confidences

from girls who have been mistaken in supposing

themselves loved by men who have grown tired

of them. A girl often suffers intensely in such

a case, and it is hard to know how much is due to

wounded love, and how much to wounded pride.

I suppose most of us have been astonished to see

how often when a girl's life seems both to herself

and her friends to have been utterly wrecked she

is capable of responding to a new lover, and if

he proves to be a fine man, how full and fine her

own life becomes. This is right, and most nat-

ural to the most emotional natures, that is, to

those which answer most readily to outside influ-

ences. Yet w^e all have a feeling that sudden

and frequent changes of this kind show a shallow

character, and girls sometimes make a pathetic

struggle to resist new possibilities of happiness,

because they cannot bear to admit that the old

love can die.

The weakness of character in this case comes

from the being ready to love any one who will

make us the central figure without regard to any

more solid foundation. Such love comes from

vanity and is good for nothing. A girl cannot be

too careful to guard against such an emotion.

And then, why should a woman cease to love a

man simply because she is disappointed to find

that he does not love her? Many times the fault

is her own. She has believed he loved her be-
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cause she wished to believe so. But if she has

loved him because he was worth being loved, she

has a right to cherish that love even when she

knows it is hopeless, provided she does not hurt

other people. I think it is happily not often that

an altogether hopeless love continues long in full

vigor, but occasionally it does. If the old lover

marries, the woman who cannot conquer her love

certainly ought to separate herself as far from

him as possible. Any fine theory of being able

to be a silent providence in his life is sure to

prove fallacious, and to bring suffering to some-

body. And it is not best for her to say much to

her own friends of her sorrow. She either pains

them or tires them. Any love which causes her

to do this is unreasonable. I suspect that some

women find their love slipping away from them

and try to hold it fast by the expedient of talking

about it. No love that has to be held in that way

is worth keeping. There are loves we should

cherish just as there are others which we ought

to cast out, but nothing is real which cannot be

retained except by making ourselves a burden to

other people.

Another unreasonable love is that which a

woman feels for a man who has really treated her

dishonorably. It is true that we do not love

simply for merit. There are sympathies between

men and women as between parents and children

with which merit has little to do. One great rea-
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son that emotional women attract men is because

they can make a hero out of such unheroic stuff.

And why should we try alwaj's to see the exact

reality as if that were nearer the truth than the

same reality transfigured by ideal light? The

more we believe in others, the better and happier

we all are. A man full of faults, selfish, and even

vicious, may be helped by a woman who trusts

him. But when he has forsaken her, it is not

often that she can be of much real service to him.

She must indeed forgive him, but when she has

genuinely forgiven him, the glamour of love will

usually have disappeared. If she insists upon

shutting herself up from other love for his sake,

she should question herself as to the part senti-

mentality and perversity bear in her character.

Most of the best work done in the world is

done in the face of what seem to be insurmount-

able difficulties. Our faith moves mountains.

An impossible dutv is done. The fact that women
ignore the impossibility is their strongest power.

This, I suppose, is what the physician meant when

he said that men liked a woman a little better if

she was not always governed by reason. " Love

believeth all things, hopetli all things, endureth

all things." We all like to have such love as that

lavished upon us. It is a noble love which glori-

fies the object by keeping in view all the time

the ideal which is to be some day realized. It

is something very different from the weak love
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which distorts the object simply because of its per-

sonal connection with tis. But no doubt women
who are weakly emotional in this way do have a

great attraction for men, that is, so long as the

man himself is an object of their emotions. Such

women are pretty sure to have lovers when better

and more unselfish women are overlooked. They

do not wear very well, and men tire of them, es-

pecially when they exercise their emotions in new
fields ; and as wives (after marriage) and sisters

and mothers they prefer the quieter and less im-

passioned women. But the great and ardent loves

which influence a life still belong to the women of

ardent feelings.

Ardent feelings well controlled,— that is our

ideal ; but how few women of strong feelings do

control them well, and how few who have perfect

self-control have very strong feelings

!

Which shall we choose, the strong feelings or

the self-control? We have not complete choice

in the matter, for we must begin with the tem-

perament we are born with. Others may choose

to love or hate us for the temperament we are

not responsible for, but what can we do for our-

selves ?

I believe the hardest task is that of the cool-

blooded women. How are they to make them-

selves feel without becoming hypocrites ? Pre-

tending to feel any emotion is no help in feeling

it. Nevertheless, we are not entirely helpless.
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There are ways of nourishing noble germs of feel-

ing even when the natural soil is cold and dry.

One way is to clear the ground of weeds. A
cool nature is sometimes peculiarly prone to envy

and suspicion. A woman with little love of her

fellow-creatures sits alone in her home day after

day, and thinks of her own troubles and the short-

comings of her neighbors till it seems impossible

to love anybody but herself. Such emotions as

stir the dull current of her life are all selfish.

But if she has the one savin "f virtue of beino' able

to perceive her narrowness, the remedy is in her

own hands. For she can go out and speak to

somebody, and even a passing greeting sometimes

sets the blood flowing afresh. And there is al-

ways somebody she can help, though it may be

only a child who is in some trifling difficulty.

Every act of this kind makes another easier, and

every such act nourishes the little germ of love in

the heart. I have no doubt that persistence in

doing small kindnesses for every one about her

would be potent enough to transform the coldest

of us into a woman glowing with love. Yet I

cannot say I have ever seen such a transforma-

tion. I suppose that is because the cold nature

does not perceive its coldness or desire to change.

Still there are surely some of us who know that

love in us is only a stunted plant, and who do sin-

cerely desire its more luxuriant growth. Those

of us who have ardent feelings towards our friends
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know that we are often worse than cold towards

those we do not fancy. "We sometimes, alas, take

a certain pride in our sensitiveness in this partic-

ular. AVe justify our hatred for uncongenial peo-

ple till we have fairly faced the truth that love

is the law of our being, and that we must love our

neighbor. Then, though we cannot change our

temperament, yet by the doing of ]orosaic duties,

the germ of love may be made to bud and blos-

som. At least do not let us allow the turmoil of

every-day affairs to crowd out love. We have not

time to see our friend. A letter written to us

with love and care is hastily skimmed and thrown

aside. We do not answer it for many weeks, and

then our haste is our apology for saying noth-

ing w^e really care for. And by and by the love

grows faint. Perhaps our friend dies, and the

package of affectionate letters we once saved as

precious lies forgotten in a drawer. Our friend

did not fail us, we should love her just as dearly

again if we were with her daily, but the love has

been crowded out.

Now, some of us are really overtasked with nec-

essary work ; but usually our hurry comes from

our ambition or our indolence. If love were really

first with us, we should find time for our friends.

But some of us are so placed that we are con-

tinually meeting new people whom we can warmly

love. Now there is a limit to the number of peo-

ple who can form a part of our daily life. It is
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possible to love a hundred people dearly, but it

is not possible to talk intimately with a hundred

people every day, or to write a hundred affection-

ate letters every week. Biit because we cannot

cling closely to so many, let us not believe that

we cannot cling closely to a few. Let us at least

hold fast to a few friends, and without trying to

form a part of the lives of the rest meet them all

warmly when we do meet. We cannot love too

much or too many people, and loving one helps us

to love another^ but we can only fully give our-

selves to a few.

I seem to be speaking altogether of nourishing

emotion, and we ought to nourish noble emotions.

But the task set especially to women is to control

less noble emotions. We know w^ell enough what

is our duty in regard to jealousy, envy, and so

forth, though so many of us who mean to be good

women do not make a very heroic struggle even

here, and perhaps justify our weakness by the

plea that our feelings are strong.

I will therefore speak particularly of some of

our failings which lean to virtue's side. What is

it, for instance, to be a sensitive woman ? The

highest women are exquisitely sensitive, they re-

spond to beauty, to love, to truth, and goodness

instantly. But suppose they also tremble at ug-

liness, and shrink from pain ? The two kinds of

sensitiveness do often exist together. The perfect
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woman would follow the example of Christ and

look through outward ugliness and suffering to

inward beauty and goodness, and would keep her-

self unspotted from the world not by shrinking

from it. but by helping it upward.

But as we are imperfect, our sensitiveness shows

itself most frequently in making us feel every jar

to our pride and vanit}^ And we make a ^4rtue

of this. T\"e ought to guard ourselves against

such sensitiveness. It is a fault which lies very

deep. It is almost impossible for a veri/ sensitive

woman to be just. In fancying wrong to herself

she imputes wrong to everybody about her. In

trying to shield herself she wounds others. She

fears a slio-ht was intended, and rather than sub-

mit to it, deliberately hurts some one who she

knows may be innocent. ^Yould it not be better

to believe that the person who has hurt her is

innocent, and submit to the slight even if it was

intended? What harm can it do her to think a

guilty person innocent ? And what harm can a

slight do her ? But it always does harm to stoop

to an ignoble feeling.

Let us at least be just. But the special accu-

sation against women is that they are not just,

and sometimes their special virtue is believed to

be a romantic generosity which shuts out justice.

Women are prone to be so generous to one per-

son as to be unjust to another. They are strong-

partisans, and are determined to believe those
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tliey love always in the right. That seems like

an amiable failing ; but is it ? Do we wish even

our enem}- to be wronged to save our friend ? I

think every high-minded woman would choose to

be just, even if she must make her friend suffer ;

but it is very hard to live by that standard.

Most men who write novels describe women as

ready to forgive the man who has forsaken them

for another woman, but as implacable towards the

rival however innocent she may be. There is too

much truth in such a picture, but the best women
know that good women are not so unjust. That

Dorothea in her anguish at finding Will Ladislaw

singing with Eosamund Lydgate should do her

utmost to help Eosamund take a better stand is

of course unusual, but it is not unnatural. That

was a sjDlendid kind of generosity which did in-

deed swallow up justice, but it was founded on

justice, the justice which strove to restore all

things to their true relations. If any girl is puz-

zled as to the true province of feeling, and wishes

to know how to reconcile warm-heartedness and

self-control, let her read the wonderful chapter in

'^ Middlemarch " which describes the interview^ be-

tween Dorothea and Rosamund.

Wherever w^e have to choose between justice

and generosity we must be just. Otherwise, our

generosity is mere sentimentality. And it does

no good even to the person on wdiom we lavish it.

Perhaps justice in its highest sense includes gen-
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erosity. It is just that the rich should help the

poor, and more truly generous to give with that

thought than with the feeling that one has done

something meritorious in giving. It is also mere

justice that in dealing with our fellow-creatures

we should always think of them as they may be,

as they ought to be, and not to remember simply

what they are. Our faith in them helps them to

rise, but not our pretense that they are right

when they are wrong.

After all, however, who is perfectly balanced ?

There are worthy women who have all their feel-

ings well in hand, who are pleasant to live with,

and who do an immense amount of good in the

world, and yet who never rise above common-

placeness, and never lift anybody else much above

the material plane. And there are other women
so ardent and generous and loving that they seem

to lend wings to everybody they meet, who are yet

crushed and ruined themselves by the excess of

their grief not only for their own sorrows, but for

those of the whole world, until by and by they

drag their dearest and most sympathetic friends

down into the same abyss of woe.

How shall we keep the true balance ? I be-

lieve that it always is kept by religious faith,

though that too is frequently distorted. The one

thing necessary to believe is that a good God
rules the universe. There is no limit to the love

we may give to such a being or to the creatures
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He has made, and there is no sorrow which can-

not be comforted by the thought that love under-

lies it, and that it has a meaning though we can-

not see it, and there is nothing else which is so

sure a spur to duty.

Even this simple creed, however, is not possi-

ble to all of us. The upheavals in religious be-

liefs which this century has seen reach even emo-

tional women and unthinking girls. We cannot

believe a thing simply because we should like to

believe it. Without this one article of faith, I

believe happiness to be impossible, but w^e need

not fail in our duty. A noble woman whose beau-

tiful life is a benediction to all about her, but

whose suffering has been intense, says that as her

life has been an exceptionally favored one, it is

impossible for her to believe in God. But she

adds, " Though things are not for the best, we

must make the best of them. We can ahvays

lio'hten somebodv's burden." I believe she is

wrong in saying things are not for the best, but

there could be no more sublime resolution than to

determine to do all we can to make wrong' rioht.



xiy.

A QUESTION OF SOCIETY.

I CANNOT say liow it is in other places, but

every one who knows much of society girls in

Boston must have been struck with a certain ear-

nest note which sounds through all their frivolity.

Few of them are satisfied to be simply society

girls. They wish to identify themselves with

some charity, or to make a thorough study of

some art or science. It may be due to their Pu-

ritan ancestry, forbidding them to make pleasure

the only business of life.

Many of them seem to be always on the eve

of revolt and ready to give up society altogether.

They join a Protestant sisterhood or even become

Roman Catholics, or they enter a training-school

for nurses. I heard only the other day of one of

the loveliest " buds " of this season who has al-

ready decided that a society life is an unsatisfac-

tory one, and who is almost prepared to go as a

missionary to India.

A young girl told me not long ago that she

was wretched at the thought she must soon leave

school, for she dreaded the society life from which

there seemed no escape. She wished to find some
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charitable work instantly which would be on the

face of it so absorbing that it would be a complete

excuse for her to refuse all invitations. She is

only one among many who have the same feeling.

It is hard to know what to say to such a girl.

Motives are so mixed that it is hard to stimulate

the oTowth of the w^ieat without stimulatins^ that

of the tares also. Most serious women would re-

gret to see any young friend become a mere so-

ciety girl, but how far it is best for a girl to give

up society it is not easy to say.

Circumstances make different duties. The path-

way of some girls lies directly through society.

At the suitable age their sisters, their mothers,

and even their grandmothers have formally " come

out, ' and have at once been overwhelmed with

invitations to the best houses in the city. If such

a girl has it in her mind to rebel against prece-

dents she would do well to consider carefully what

Holmes has said in another connection :
" There

are those who step out of the ordinar^^ ranks by

reason of strength ; there are others who fall out

by reason of weakness." For instance, a girl is

painfully conscious of her plainness. Her sister

Avas a beauty and made a sensation wdien she was

introduced. The plain girl dreads the com^Dari-

sons w^hich will be made, and shrinks from the

social failure which she foresees. Her feeling

would justify her in making no attempt to get

into society if she were outside the charmed circle,
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but it would probably be a weakness to yield to it

siuce she is already withiiio Her objection is not

to society but to tlie place she is likely to fill in

it. Probably the finest discipline of her life will

be in accepting her place. If she can forget her-

self, or, at least, remember that it makes no real

difference what others think of her, she will soon

gain the quiet ease which is sometimes even more

winning than beauty. This will be an attribute of

character, and every person's influence is needed

in society who commands interest by essential

rather than non-essential qualities. Then, if she

is a wall-flower she is sure to have time to relieve

the misery of some other wall-flower, and as there

are always a good many uninteresting people at

any party she will find her mission increasing

upon her hands. When she has thoroughly con-

quered her dread of society she will have a right

to reconsider the question and decide whether she

can use her time to better advantage. If she re-

tires before fighting her battle she will probably

always look upon her beautiful sister's love of

balls with self-righteous pity ; but long before she

gains her victory she will be likely to acknowledge

that if she were pretty she would love balls too.

It is not lovely for any girl to assume that she

is better than her parents. Many girls are better

than their parents, and sometimes so much better

that they would be blind indeed if they did not

see it ; but they ought to be very slow to act upon

such a truth.
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As a general thing they are not nearly so supe-

rior as the}' suppose they are. They think " Ir-

reverence for the dreams of youth " always comes

from '• the hardening of the heart." But youth

has some fantastic as well as some noble dreams,

so that docility is a better quality than independ-

ence in a very young person. If a worldly minded

mother inculcates worldliness in her daughter, the

daughter certainly ought to stand firm against the

teaching ; but if the daughter merely thinks she

would rather read Browning than go to a party

which her mother wishes her to attend, I think it

is best for her to go to the party, even if she is

conscious that her mother's motive is a worldly

one. I speak only of young daughters- If a girl

follows her mother's wishes about society till she

is twenty-four or five, and still retains her first

aversion to it, it seems to me she has earned the

right to be the judge of her own actions, and if

she had been really docile and sweet-tempered all

the way through, I believe the most worldly

minded mother would be ready to yield. It is

only when the daughter has combated her parents

all the time that they believe her to be unrea-

sonable and obstinate and deserving of coercion.

The point is, that she must make her stand for a

principle and not for a whim.

One reason that some girls fear society is that

they feel awkward and have nothing to say. This

is often the case with intellectual girls. They
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will not descend to the silly conversation which is

more pleasing than it ought to be from the pretty

girls of their set, and they know it would be out

of place to talk of anything which really interests

them. They do not want to be called blue-stock-

ings even by young men they despise. But the

agonies such girls suffer in society are unneces-

sary. There is no reason why any girl should

talk very much. Of course if she is not a beauty

or a graceful dancer she has no other way of at-

tracting attention, but it is not necessary to attract

attention. If she is quiet and unobtrusive and
sweet-tempered she need not suffer from mortifi-

cation even if she does not finil much to enjoy.

I remember a young girl whose great shyness

made it a terror to her to meet any strangers.

Besides this, she felt so little interest in common-
place people that she had no sufficient motive to

subdue her fear. At last as she was on the point

of refusing to go to a very small and informal tea

party a friend not much older than herself talked

seriously to her, explaining that her course would

seem morbid and selfish to others, and might be

so in truth. The young girl respected her friend,

and making a heroic effort to control herself de-

termined to accept the invitation. " I am going,"

she said to herself, " to show Ellen that I am
not too obstinate to take her advice, and I don't

care how I appear." So she sat still in a cor-

ner and listened to the conversation, which was
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indeed preternaturally stupid. She felt perfectly

at her ease and was quite unconcerned about

'• making- conversation." If anybody asked her a

question she answered simply without cudgeling

her brains for any wise or witty reply. By and

by something was said which did attract her no-

tice, and she actually made a spontaneous re-

mark herseK. She realized then that the worst

w^as over. She never again felt such terror on

entering a room, and though I never heard that

she shone in society, she was always able after

that to carry on her share of a conversation with-

out anxiety. She simph^ laid herself aside for

the time being and paid attention to what was

going on.

But while it is usually best for a young girl to

go into society which lies naturally in her way, it

is a very different thing to push into society which

lies outside of her path. It is necessary to speak

strongh^ on this point. In every city the number

of inhabitants who have lived in it since its foun-

dation is, of course, very small, and they always

form an aristocracy, jealous of interlopers. They

generally are a law-abiding, conservative class,

with some sterling qualities. The}^ are superior

to a great many people who w^ould like to associate

with them, but inferior to a great many others.

Xow, just at the circumference of this circle there

is another circle equally good, intelligent, and

refined, who see no reason whv thev should be
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shut out from the inner circle. There is no rea^

son except that they did not first occupy the cen-

tral ground. The aristocracy of the city is formed

on the principle of " first corae, first served,''

and the first will never relinquish their j^laces

to the new-comers. Why should the new-comers

care? There are enough among them to make

a society as good, intelligent, and refined as that

from which they are shut out. Nevertheless,

it is a human failing to prize what we cannot

have, and some of the later comers look wistfully

across the dividing line. They cannot cross it,

but sometimes their daughters can. They send

their daughters to the same schools with the

daughters of the " four hundred," and the girls

make friends with each other, and with a little

skill the password may be learned and the young

plebeian may find herself indistinguishable from

a patrician. There are fathers and mothers who

urge their daughters to make haste to occupy

every coigne of vantage, and gradually advance

into the heart of the enemy's country. I am not

speaking now of those who are so vulgar as to

intrigue for invitations, but simply of the ambi-

tious who wish to accept an invitation given in

good faith because it is a step upward in the so-

cial scale. Of course I would not say that such

an invitation should never be accepted, for there

is often congeniality between the hostess and her

guest ; but it is not worth doing violence to one's
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feelings for the sake of accepting it. AVe say-

that we do not consider the *' four hundred

"

really superior to many other hundreds in the

city. In that case let us treat them and their in-

vitations with exactly the same courtesy and ex-

actly the same indifference that we show to our

other friends and their invitations. I think a

young girl is always justified in objecting to be

l^ushed into society even when her parents are

eager to push her
; yet if the matter is urged, it

will probably be best for her to gratify her par-

ents, even at the sacrifice of her own sensitive-

ness. It is not for her to judge her parents.

Even if they are wrong, their fault may be like

the vanity of a child, because they are still in the

childish stage of education, while the daughter's

higher development is entirely due to their efforts

in her behalf.

There are girls whose religious convictions for-

bid society, and then they are obliged to with-

stand their parents from the outset
; yet I think

such convictions are uncommon where the parents

do not share them. But there are other girls who
sincerely believe that their time can be better

spent than in going to parties and making calls.

The conventions of society seem meaningless to

them, and they know if they observe them all they

will have no time or strength for anything else,

while if they do not observe them they will be

stigmatized as rude, odd, and even as self-con-
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ceited. One cannot read even the most sensible

book on etiquette without being oppressed with

the feeling that a terrible addition has been nmde

to the moral law in the by-laws which treat of

visiting cards, and every writer on etiquette says

mildly but firmly that there is a reason for all

the rules in the very nature of things, and that

if any of us venture to disregard them and sub-

stitute our own reason, we simply show our inca-

j^acity for appreciating real refinement. A part

of this is no doubt true. The rules of society are

reasonable for those who give their whole time

to society. When a lady has four hundred peo-

ple on her visiting list, and a call must be made

on each one every winter on pain of losing the

acquaintance altogether, to say nothing of party

calls and receptions and afternoon teas, it is clear

that a language of pasteboard simplifies her du-

ties very much. But for any one who has a de-

finite work in life outside of society, attention to

all these minor points is impossible, and we must

either be shut out of society altogether or be al-

lowed to enter it on our own terms. The women
who have their living to earn have the matter

decided for them. Even in the few cases where

they are welcomed among the elite., their work

must always take precedence of society demands.

And the same thino^ ous^ht to be true in the case

of good mothers. The care of one's own chil-

dren never ought to be given up for any conven-
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tional duty. But the hardest case is that of

young girls who wish their lives to be in earnest,

and who have as yet no imperative duties. No
wonder they wish to make duties for themselves.

Is there any guide in deciding how far they are

bound to follow conventions ? I know nothing

better than the dictum of the Hegelians. " Make
your deed universal,^ and see what the result will

be." If everybody who finds afternoon teas a

burden stayed away from them, w^ould any harm

be done ? If everybody who objects to making

calls refused to make them, would it not soon

simplify life even for those who do like to make

them ? If all people who chanced to meet felt at

liberty to be as friendly as they felt like being,

without any formal preliminaries, who would be

injured ? The question of absolute right is an-

swered w4ien these questions are answered, and we

ought not to let any WTiter on etiquette persuade

us to the contrary. But it is not so easy to say

how far it is wise for anybody, particularly for

young girls, to set themselves against the customs

of their own circle. They then give up the friends

they would naturally make, and it is sometimes

hard to find equally congenial friends in other

circles. Many a girl who might have been hap-

pily married it' she had not rebelled against con-

ventionalities is left to lead a lonely life ; and

that not because young men value conventionali-

ties, but because society makes people acquainted.
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She will some clay be likely to regret that she

missed her opportunities, unless she had some

more definite reason for her course than the mere

shrinking from the effort society requires.

Duties we make for ourselves are seldom en-

tirely free from affectation. An ardent, active

gill may easily become so interested in her chari-

ties and her studies that she may make a genuine

plea that she is too busy for parties and calls
;

but perhaps she ought not to give up society

duties until higher duties actually open before

her. Is it not possible that society has some in-

trinsic worth, or that at all events it might have

worth, if earnest people did their part ? There

is much to be done for the poor, but the ])oor are

not the only ones to be helped. Sweetness of

temper and honorable action tell as much some-

times in a game of cards as in an affair of state.

The highest good anybody can ever do is to in-

spire others with a higher ideal, to raise the level

of character. The specific act by which this is

done matters little ; in truth it is usually the re-

sult not of an act, but of a noble character influ-

encing others unconsciously. One might give all

her goods to feed the poor and not leave the world

any better than she found it. On the other hand,

I know a frank, light-hearted girl, whose whole

mind seems to be absorbed in choosing the pret-

tiest dresses she can find for her approaching de-

but^ who is sure to be a factor in elevating every
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company she enters, because of her scorn of any

form of meanness. She would not trouble herself

to say anything bitter if one of her acquaintances

did a mean thing ; but the amazed tone in which

she would utter the word " Fancy !

" would in-

flict a punishment no culprit could escape.

Most of what is called society is no doubt poor

and weak, and not worth much time or trouble.

I think the girls whose pathway does not lead

directly through it are perhaps to be congratu-

lated. It is to be hoped that most women who

reach the age of twenty-five will find something

better to do than to give themselves up entirely

to society. But though, as now constituted, its

exactions are so heavy that it often seems as if it

must be all or nothing, it need not inevitably be

so. Society could be so conducted as to be a beau-

tiful recreation instead of a business, and those

who see this clearly can help to bring it about.

Society ought to give enjoyment in a refined

way. Beautiful houses, beautiful dresses, music,

cultivated voices in conversation, delicate wit,

smiling faces, graceful dancing, all these things

would make up an attractive picture to most of

us if we could forget ourselves, and not feel that

our shadow was the most jDrominent part of it.

It could not take the place of our serious daily

life, but it ought to supplement it.

The French writer Amiel has given the most

beautiful descrij^tion of ideal society, and I wlQ
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quote it here. It would, I think, be a good plau

for every girl who wishes to give up society to

consider this ^^icture well. If society were alwaj^s

like this, would you wish to give it up ? If it is

not like this, may it not be possible for you to

help to make it so ? Is there any better work

laid ready to your hand? If so, do it, by all

means. If not, is not this well worth doing ?

It is thus that Amiel describes a small evening

party :
" Thirty people of the best society, a happy

mingling of sexes and ages. Gray heads, young

people, sj^irituelle faces. All framed in tapestries

of Aubusson which gave a soft distance and a

charming background to the groups in full dress.

... In the world it is necessary to have the ap-

pearance of living on ambrosia and of being ac-

quainted with only noble cares. Anxiety, want,

passion do not exist. All realism is suppressed

as brutal. In a word, what is called le grand

monde presents for the moment a flattering illu-

sion, that of being in an ethereal state and of

breathing the life of mythology. That is the

reason that all vehemence, every cry of nature,

all true sufltering, all careless familiarity, all open

marks of passion, shock and jar in this delicate

milieu^ and destroy in a moment the whole fabric,

the palace of clouds, the magic architecture raised

by the consent of all.

"It is like the harsh cock-crow which causes
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all encliantment to vanish and puts the fairies to

flight. These choice reunions act unconsciously

towards a concert of eye and ear, towards an im-

provised w^ork of art. This instinctive accord is

a festival for the mind and taste, and transports

the actors into the sphere of the imagination. It

is a form of poetry, and it is thus that cultivated

society renews by reflection the idyl which has

disappeared. . . .

" Paradoxical or not, I believe that these fleet-

ing attempts to reconstruct a dream which pursues

beauty alone are confused recollections of the age

of gold which haunts the human soul, or rather of

aspirations towards the harmony of things which

daily reality refuses to us, and to which we are

introduced only by art."



XV.

NAKROW LIVES.

What is a narrow life ? Its causes almost

always lie in character. One either has a narrow

nature, or is subject to some tyrant who has a

narrow nature. In such cases there is little hope

of remedy.

But in general circumstances are not responsi-

ble for a narrow life. Illness and poverty indeed

are hard to resist, nevertheless I hope to show by

actual examples that broad lives are lived by the

sick and poor.

Once at the wish of a friend I was visiting I

went to carry some comforts to a neglected alms-

house on a Western prairie. In the insane ward

I found a poor young fellow suffering from epi-

lepsy. There had been some brutal treatment in

the almshouse and he had tried to escape. Being

overtaken he had fought for his liberty, and in

consequence he was afterwards fastened with a

chain and ball of many pounds' weight. He could

not be cared for elsewhere, as his family was very

poor, and though usually perfectly sane he had

dangerous intervals. The management of the

almshouse was culpably bad, and though about
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this time benevolent persons began to bestir them-

selves, and there was some amelioration of con-

ditions, yet this j^oung man was certainly j^laced

in as narrowing circnmstances as could surround

a human being. He was poor to the degree of

pauperism, he had an incurable disease and he

was almost absolutely in the power of tyrants.

Remembering that my friend wished to lend some

books to those of the poor creatures who could

read, I asked him if he liked to read. He said

yes, that he was very fond of reading, but could

not get any books. I asked him what kind of

books he would like. " Well,"' he said slowly,

" I should be glad of anything ; but I think I

should like best stories or biographies which

would tell me how people who were put in hard

places met their lives. For," he added pathet-

ically, ." I want to make the most I can of my
life." I felt as he spoke that these were the most

heroic words I had ever heard or that I ever

should hear. I left the town in a few days, and

my friend at the same time changed her resi-

dence, so I have never known his fate. But I am
sure no circumstances could make a life inspired

with such a feeling a narrow one.

Fortunately few people are so hemmed in by

circumstances. But some of us think a single

misfortune enough to crush us. How, for in-

stance, is a woman prostrated by disease to make

anything of the little life within her four walls ?
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I remember a woman who broke down at school

and suffered so frequently from violent hemor-

rhages all her life, which was prolonged till she

was nearly fifty, that she was seldom able to leave

her room. Her home was on a farm a long dis-

tance from the village, so that it at first seemed

as if she could not have even the ordinary allevi-

ation of cheerful society in her more comfortable

days. Another aggravation in her case was that

she had an active temperament and strong mind.

She had been fitting herself to be a teacher, and

she had just the qualities which would have made

her an admirable teacher, a clear intellect, quick

observation, firm will, love of children, and a per-

fectly serene temper. She had wished to teach,

partly because she thought she should find it an

inspiring work, and partly because she wished to

help the family. She saw this was not to be, that

in spite of herself she must be a burden on the

family. She met her altered circumstances with

the same firm will and cheerful temper she had

shown from childhood. If she must be a burden

on others she would make that burden as light as

she could. She would not suggest that any one

should sit in her darkened room all day, however

lonely she might be. She would not call upon

others for the hundred little services not abso-

lutely necessary, but still so very agreeable to one

who is weak and helpless. On the other hand,

she would not exert herself rashly in the vain en-
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deavor to wait on herself when such an exertion

was likely to injure her, and in the end to bring

more care on other people. She always spoke

cheerfully even when her voice could not rise

above a whisper. She was ready to admit the

sunshine the moment she could bear the light.

As she lay alone she tried to tliink of some pleas-

ant thing to say or do when any one should come

in, and in this way she beguiled the tedious hours.

Of course she had her reward. No one could

be imwilling to take care of one so unexacting.

Moreover, although sbe often unavoidably taxed

the strength of her friends, she did so much to

make them happy that nursing her was a pleasant

task. Her mother and sisters wislied to be in her

room as much as possible, not for her sake, but

for their own enjoyment. She never asked them

to read aloud to her, for instance, but she was

such an appreciative listener that they could never

be quite satisfied with reading any interesting

book to themselves. They enjoyed it doubly with

her wise and witty comments. She had a keen

sense of humor which it has always seemed to me
goes a long way in broadening any life,— and

naturally everybody saved the best jokes to relate

in her room. She was frequently too ill to laugh

without danger of a hemorrhage, but she soon

learned to control herself so that she laughed

with her eyes alone. The girls from the village,

instead of feeling it a duty to visit her in her
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sickness, considered it a privilege to be admitted

to lier room. When- she was able to sit up they

would come by twos and threes and bring their

work and chat until she was tired. She had the

kind of character which made gossip impossible

with her, so that she always got at the very best

her visitors had to give, and the veri/ best of even

a shallow girl is often worth something. Her
friends, however, felt it was she who gave to them

because of her uplifting power.

She was sometimes able to read and she carried

on her education systematically, though necessa-

rily with many interruptions. She had a gift for

drawing and amused herself often in that way,

though it was always a sorrow to her that she had

had too little instruction to produce anything of

value to others. She was not altogether shut out

from beauty. Her room gave her a view of the

sunset every day, and she purposely left her cur-

tain up for an hour in the evening to watch the

niarch of the stars. She had the unspotted

beauty of the snow in the winter, and of the grass

and flowers in the summer. Sometimes she was

even able to walk about the dooryard a little and

gather flowers for herself. She always had a few

house plants in which she took a strong interest,

and which accordingly flourished.

She was a public-spirited woman and was glad

to be made one of the trustees of the Public Li-

brary. She was one of the most efficient mem-
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bers of the board, though she was seldom strong

enough to be driven as far as the library building.

She was determined that her sisters' lives should

not be trammeled by her weakness. The fact

that she could not go to a place was all the more

reason why her sisters should go and tell her

about it. One sister was a teacher who at first

wished to take the neiohborinsr district school

rather than a much finer position in a distant city

simply for the sake of being constantly with the

beloved invalid. But the latter would not allow

this. " I shall never be able to go West myself,

you know," she said cheerfully, " but if j^ou go

and I have your letters every w^eek, I shall know

exactly what it is like. And you w^ill be so much

more entertaining in vacations than if you stay

at home."

By the same course of reasoning the sick sister

persuaded the teacher to go abroad to study a

year when the op^^ortunity came. " The photo-

graphs you bring home will mean a great deal

more to me than any I could buy," she said. " I

shall almost feel as if I had seen the pictures

themselves." Every letter which came from the

absent sister did inclose some imponderable un-

mounted photograph, with comments. The sister

at home, studying these one by one, learned al-

most more of the meaning of the pictures than

the one who saw their visible beauty. One of my
friends says, " There is nothing which so destroys
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tlie aesthetic sense as to see too many beautiful

pictures at once." This truth, perhajDS, exphiins

why SO many people see all the great paintings of

the world and yet have so little appreciation of

any of them. x\t all events, our invalid did gain

both happiness and spiritual insight from the

hints of beauty she found in these humble little

photographs.

I have before said that she was not left without

companions. She also had friends in the highest

sense. Having the leisure to make friendship a

chief business of life she was able to be so much
to her friends that however busy they might be

they could not afford to neglect her. The day of

leisurely letter writing s^ems to have passed by.

But she had long hoars by herself when she could

write out the good and pleasant things she was

thinking about. Her letters were lovely, and

strong, and helpful, and each was written with

such exquisite penmanship, with such easy lines

of beauty, that it was like a work of art in itself.

She was not obliged even to forego the ha23piness

of love. She had a young lover at the time her

health failed. He would not believe at first that

there was no cure for her. Her instinct had been

so true that she had chosen a perfectly loyal lover

whose love could not be shaken by misfortune.

At last he was himself attacked by a terrible dis-

ease, and it was seldom possible for the two to

meet after that. But they faced their trouble to-
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getlier. They said that if the time should ever

come when they could be married they should re-

joice ; but if it never came they would be all they

could to each other. Sometimes even letters were

impossible between them, but their perfect reli-

ance upon each other was a constant source of

strength and happiness, and their rare interviews

were true radiant points in their lives.

Of course no one would think of calling this

woman's life a narrow one, and yet the only rea-

son it was not so lay in herself.

I know another woman whose poverty would

seem to many people an effectual bar to any

breadth of life. As poverty is a relative term,

I will state definitely that she receiv^es less than

three hundred dollars a year for teaching a diffi-

cult village school, and that the whole support of

her frail and delicate mother has fallen upon her

except that the two together own their heavily

mortsrao^ed little home. A servant beino' out of

the question, she rises very early in the morning

to do as much of the heavier housework as pos-

sible. Her washing, of course, has to be done on

Saturday. Some of us in such a case would be

content with a low standard of cleanliness — but

she has an ideal, and her house and herself fairly

sparkle with neatness. Her exquisite cooking is

a special grace of economy, for it makes it possi-

ble that a frugal table should seem to be richlj^

spread. Of course she and her mother must do
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their own sewing, and they do it so well that they

always have the air of being dressed as ladies,

with great simplicity, to be sure, but with excel-

lent taste.

At this point, I fancy my readers will make

one of two comments. They will say, " She must

have an iron constitution," or " She must spend

all her time on material things. She cannot have

a moment for books or society or travel."

Now she has not an iron constitution. She

suffered in her youth from a wasting disease, and

her physician says she was nearer death than any

person he ever knew to recover. This disease has

left its traces upon her. There is hardly a year

when she does not have to be out of school a week

or two for illness, and of course sick headaches

and trifling ailments of that kind have to be met

every few days.

Nor is it true that the daily necessities absorb

her whole life. Obviously, she cannot be a great

reader, or rather it is fortunate she is not so, for

if she spent all her little leisure over books, she

would miss much that is inspiring in her life.

But she does care for books, and particularly for

the best books, though her school education was

limited. She reads a tiny daily paper and always

takes a leading magazine. She owns Shakespeare

and Scott and Shelley, and knows them almost

by heart. She borrows the best of her friends'

books, and occasionally buys a cheap classic.
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She always has some volume of biography or

travel from the Public Library, which she reads

leisurely with her mother perhaps. It may take

her a month to read some little volume of two or

three lumdrecl pages— such a volume as Brad-

ford Torrey's " Rambler's Lease," or Dr. Emer-

son's memoir of his father— and possibly she

may not be able in the end to quote any more

fluently from these books than another who reads

them through in an afternoon, although I think

she usually is able, but her advantage is that she

thoroughly enjoys the flavor of every sentence
;

her reading stimulates and encourages her and

makes her happy.

She was one of the founders of the Book Club

in the village, and as the Public Library grew

out of that, there was considerable work to be

clone by some of the members, and of this she did

much more than her share.

She is one of the most active members also of

the Eeading Club and the Natural History Club,

two oroj-anizations which combine culture and so-

ciety quite as effectually as the more ambitious

circles in our cities. Her house is always hospi-

tably open to either of these clubs, for she loves

society and wishes to make the most of all the

intelligent people in the place who belong to one

or the other of them. Her sociability, however,

carries her farther. She knows everybody in the

town well enough for a bow and smile in passing,
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and tliat is no small achievement in a modern

village where the population is so fluctuating. I

would suggest that we try for a moment to recall

the difference it makes in the cheerfulness of

our day whether all the people we meet have a

pleasant word for us or not ; and then, I think,

we shall see that her influence is by no means

slight or worthless. Perhaps it is a little candle,

but it throws its beams far.

She likes to go to see her friends, and she faith-

fully returns the semi-formal calls which cannot

be avoided even in the most unfashionable centres.

She makes her own callers heartily welcome, and

even invites a friend or two to tea now and then.

She is always hospitably ready to entertain vis-

itors from a distance, and consequently she often

has the pleasant variety of going away on a visit

herself.

She likes to go to the public entertainments of

the village. A sewing society, a Sunday-school

picnic, or a fair attracts her. These are simple

pleasures, but taken with such a spirit as hers,

they are innocent and wholesome, even if they

seem barren to an outsider.

She always does her j^art at all such gatherings.

She is ready to serve on any committee. She will

make delicious cake for a Grand Army supper,

or sell flowers in aid of the Village Improvement

Society. One would hardly expect her to have

time for such duties, but one of the strong points
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in her character is that she never has any inclina-

tion to shirk a responsibility that belongs to her,

and she is generous in her interpretation of her re-

sponsibilities. It has always interested me to see

the persistency with which she pays the extra frac-

tion of a cent when any expense is to be divided

among several people. She knows the full value

of a cent, for she has to count the cost of every-

thing ; but she evidently takes a brave pride in

always doing a little more rather than a little less

than justice requires her to do. She has perhaps

too great a scorn of receiving help from anybody.

She once acted as a substitute in school for a

friend who was ill. The obliged friend insisted

that she should receive the ten dollars which

would otherwise have been paid to herself. But

the independent young lady instantly took the

money and invested it all in a beautiful piece of

lace which she sent as a present to the convales-

cent. I know of no one who acts more thoroughly

on the rule, " If you have but sixpence to spend,

sj)end it like a prince, and not like a beggar."

She is a true lover of nature, without pretense

or cant of any kind. She has an eye for flow-

ers,— indeed her little garden is the delight of

the neighborhood,— and she finds harebells on

Thanksgiving Day and ferns in midwinter. She

knows the minerals in the stone-walls, and likes

to trace the course of old glaciers across the

farms beyond the village. And she likes, too, to
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stroll tlirougli the woods, or to float in her dory

on the river, without a thought of mineralogy or

botany while she softly repeats poetry for which

she has a real love.

Of course she has not a large margin of income

for luxuries, but she does take a journey now and

then, and she enjoys her journeys with a zest

wdiich would surprise many travelers.

She has not much money to give away ; and

yet she often adds a modest contribution to a sub-

scrijotion paper for some unfortunate neighbor.

And she has lent her boat a hundred times to

people wdio otherwise could not have one to use.

More than that, she will go herself and row for

some child or old person who cannot manage the

oars, but who stands on the bank and looks wish-

fully at the river. I have never known anybody

who owned a carriage to give half so much pleas-

ure to other people with it, as she gives with her

boat. She is always ready to " lend a hand." She

has watched with a great many sick peoj)le, for

instance. Most of her kindnesses are unobtru-

sive, and she forgets them the next day, but they

make a definite addition to the comfort and hap-

piness of the world.

" I always like to have Miss Amidon come in

to sj)end the evening," said a nervous, critical, in-

tellectual man, most of wdiose life had been passed

among far more pretentious people in large cities,

" there is such a sunny atmos]3here about her."
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Where does Miss Amidon get the strength to

do so many good things ? She is not a common
woman of course, and yet there is nothing strik-

ing about her. She does nothing great. I have

no reason to suppose that her teaching even is

above the average. I think the rare quality in

her character, however, is that she spends the lit-

tle strength and money she has on essentials^ and

so there is always something to show for them.

I once had a friend who was told by several

physicians that she had an incurable disease. Her

own home was gone, and she did not wish to be

dependent upon others. She had been a teacher,

and she resolved to go on teaching. There would

be months at a time when she would be obliged

to rest, but then, with unfailing courage, she

went back to her work. Once, when she was

only able to sit up a few hours in the day, she

took a position in a boarding-school, where her

board was but a trifle, and was given to her for

her instruction of one or two small classes which

could recite in her room where she was propj^ed

up in an easy-chair.

She had a religious nature, and thought calmly

of death, while she felt that in this world her

plain duty was to make the most of her life. She

bore her suffering without complaint, did not allow

herself to be anxious, took all measures she could

to alleviate her pain and to improve her health,
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and was then free to enjoy the few pleasures

still within her reach. As a result, she grew bet-

ter, and for half a dozen years was able to sup-

port herself well by teaching in a difficult school.

In order to do this, however, she had to live within

very narrow lines. Her disease was of such a

nature, that her diet had to be confined almost

entirely to one article. This made it seem best

for her to live in a hotel where she could have lit-

tle home life. And such a diet at times became

almost nauseating. It was necessary for her to

save all her strength for her daily work, so she

had to put aside even the few pleasures otherwise

within her reach. What made this the harder

was that she had never taught from love of the

work, though her fine intelligence and conscien-

tiousness made her an excellent teacher.

" First, I have to consider my health," she said.

" Then I must think of my work. And that does

not leave much room for other things."

But for her determined and heroic observance

of the laws of health, her life must have been a

wreck. Her strong good sense not only saved her

from being a burden to others, but enabled her to

do a really valuable work for her scholars, which

I have seldom known any one capable of doing

so well. And all her friends were strengthened by

the spectacle of her cheerful courage. The few

years she won for herself by her steadfast strug-

gle would have been well worth living, even if ske
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had had no alleviations of her lot. But she gladly

took such little pleasures as were in her pathway.

She chose a pleasant room in the hotel with a

wide outlook over the sea. She spent some happy

hours with her favorite German books, and in a

quiet, friendly way she made the acquaintance of

any congenial people who came to the hotel. All

this was not very much, perhaps, but yet it seems

fine to me. So many of us would have spent our

strength in- mourning our hard fate I I am sure

that all of us who had the privilege of knowing

her must always think of her with reverence.

I know a w^oman whose deafness shuts her out

from ordinary conversation, and who is neverthe-

less such an interesting talker and such an appre-

ciative listener that her friends do not find it a

task to spend hours in talking through her ear-

trumpet. Of course each friend brings only his

best to her ears. The very circumstance which

would have narrowed her life if her nature had

been narrow, has simply shut off much that is low

from her and left full room for the expansion of

all that is high.

I knew two women on whom blindness fell in

middle life. One with morbid grief stayed always

in her own room. She became totally dependent

on others and wore away her years in sorrow.

The other gave up the luxurious rooms she occu-

pied in a hotel, took a lodging-house, which she
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was able largely to manage herself, made it a de-

lightful home for every inmate, and kept herself

usefully busy and happy. Each of these women
had an only sister entirely devoted to her. One
of them narrowed and the other broadened her

sister's life.

I am almost tempted to say there are no nar-

row lives except for narrow natures. But there

are many timid and loving women who are forced

to lead restricted lives by domestic tyrants, — a

despotic father or husband, or even sometimes an

imperious mother or sister,— and who yet under

other circumstances might expand like a flower.

The only help for such women is in cultivating

courage. And it is necessary to remember that

the self-sacrifice which helps others to be their

best is good, while that which suffers them to be

tyrants is bad.



XVI.

conclusion: a miscellaneous chapter.

In these pages I have not catalogued the virtues

which make up the character of a fine woman, but

I think I have made it clear that every woman
should be truthful and loving, courageous and

modest. No two women are alike, and sometimes

one virtue dominates and sometimes another.

And we must always be on our guard against tlie

faults of our qualities. A gentle woman is in

danger of being cowardly, and a firm woman of

being obstinate. There is one danger which seems

to be peculiarly powerful with women ; that of

sacrificing too mucli to the people nearest them.

A woman knows positively that more is required

of her than it is fair she should give, and yet she

gives it, and in most cases she feels a certain sat-

isfaction of conscience in o^ivin": it. Her renun-

ciation comes partly because she loves those for

whom she makes the sacrifice, but partly also

from cowardice. So far as it is simple renuncia-

tion, I have not much to say. If Jane Welsh had

not sacrificed herself to Carlyle's unreasonable

demands, it is certain that she might have con-

tributed something of permanent value to litera-
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ture. and if Carlyle's colossal egotism had thus

been pruned, his own contribution probably would

have been of higher quality ; but as the question

of sacrifice came up day by day. she could hardly

measure results, and she did feel the necessity of

struo'gling with her own selfishness. Life is so

much more than literature that I cannot help

thinking she did right, though Carlvle did wrong

in allowing her to efface herself for him. But

most women go farther than this. They allow

themselves to be blinded by their wish to please

those nearest them. They wish it were right to

yield one point after another, and they finally do

yield and hope they are not doing wrong, though

if they did not firmly shut their eyes, they must

see that they are. I think this is even more fatal

to a noble character than deliberately to choose

the wrong, because it confuses moral distinctions

and makes one weak as well as wicked. I sup-

pose more good women have failed in this way

than in any other.

English novelists describe American girls as

exquisitely beautiful, stylish, quick-witted, ener-

o'etic. and 2,'ood-tem]~iered. while the mothers are

portrayed as awkward, dowdy, stupid, and ill-

educated, though honest and kind. V^ e resent

the distortion of this picture, for in America, as

elsewhere, girls are largely what they are made

by their mothers, yet we do have certain condi-

tions which make sharp contrasts between moth-
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ers and daughters more common here than else-

where.

This is especially so in the present generation,

for the last fifty years have been a transition

period in woman's education. Before that, there

were no good schools for girls in America, though

the country academies did what they could ; and

in a few of the large cities there was a small class

of wealthy people who had private teachers for

their girls in music, French, dancing, and per-

haps literature.

Then came the establishment of high-class board-

ing schools for girls, so endowed that they w^ere

within the reach of people of moderate means.

The eager, ambitious, half-educated mothers sent

their bright daughters to these schools. The best

class of girls from the country towns everywhere

now met each other, and mingled, too, with many
girls W' ho had had the opj^ortunities of city life.

The teachers in these s(diools w^ere women of high

character and real refinement, and though they

were not all accustomed to the usages of society,

there were always some among them who were so,

and who gave a certain finish to the solid work

of the others. The advantao-es of these boardino-

school girls were so far beyond those of the pre-

vious generation that the line between mothers

and daughters became abnormally broad. The

son had advantages at college which his father

had not, but after all, he went to the same col-

lege, and the progress was natural.
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Then the high schools were opened to girls, and

thousands were able to get a fair education whose

mothers had had no opportunities whatever. And
then about thirty years ago, colleges for women
sprang up, and the young women of our day have

the same advantages as the young men.

Mothers must always, of course, expect to be

outstripped in some directions by their daughters.

Indeed, they wish to have it so, for they wish to

have their daughters stand on as high ground as

possible ; but when the process goes on as rapidly

as it has done through the wonderful opening of

the means of education in the last half century,

it liMS a painful side. Especially is it so in this

country, where there is such a spirit of equality

that in spite of all the barriers of caste, the

daughter of a wholly unrefined mother may oc-

cupy a high position. In England a clever daugh-

ter may have a stupid mother, but a refined

daughter is not very likely to have a mother who
is outwardly coarse, because class lines have been

drawn so distinctly for many generations that

mother and daughter have essentially the same

kind of education and see essentially the same

kind of people. In America this is the exception

instead of the rule, though now that the highest

education is open to all women, the chances are

that the contrasts will be less sharp in future.

But at present the gulf between mother and

daughter is often so wide that it requires more
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than tact to bridge it. A sense of duty will keep

a daughter outwardly kind and respectful to her

mother, but love is the mother's only real security

;

and a mother must be thoroughly good at heart

and refined in feeling to hold the warm love of

a daughter whose intellectual tastes and social

standards she outrages every moment. On the

other hand, if the daughter's education has not

taught her that character is more than intellect,

it is worse than useless.

" Intellect separates," said Dr. James Freeman

Clarke, " but love unites." Here lies the key to

this problem.

I have said little of marriage, for the subject is

difficult. A thoroughly high-minded w^oman wdll

not be likely to marry unworthily, and she may

be trusted to meet the problems that rise after

marriage in a worthy manner. The sjDccial diffi-

culties in each pathway will depend on tempera-

ment and circumstances, and no general rules can

be laid down for meeting them.

I hold to the old-fashioned doctrine that a true

marriage opens the way to the best and happiest

life for both men and women. Anything less

than a true marriage is intolerable and debasing.

But girls can hardly choose whether they will

be married or not. They can say No to all offers,

and some women do plan for oiDportunities to say

Yes, yet most of us feel that there are few cir-
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cumstances in which a girl of noble instincts

conld take the initiative.

Can parents do anything? Certainly not in

the way of trying to win a particular lover ; but

they may so educate their daughter as to make
her attractive to such a man as they would wish

her to marry, provided that such an education

does not sacrifice higher interests ; and then they

may give her the opportunity to see as many such

men as possible in her own home, and in other

places where the standards are as high as in her

own home.

What are the qualities which most attract men?
It is hard to say, because many of the women
most loved in their own families and by other

women are not interesting to even the best of

men. Probably warm-heartedness and sweetness

of character stand first in the list, and these are

qualities worth cultivating for themselves. Vital-

ity and high spirits count for much, also. Beauty

I think comes next, even with men who do not

care for mere beauty. I do not think we should

be indignant at this. But can beauty be culti-

vated ? Good health does something for the com-

plexion. Care of the teeth adds another point of

beauty. Even rough hair may be made beauti-

ful by constant brushing. A good carriage and

a gentle voice are points of beauty that depend

partly on ourselves. Taste may be used in dress

without sacrificing simplicity. Scrupulous clean-
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liness adds a cliarm of its own. All these attrac-

tions may be cultivated without nourishing the

noxious weed of vanity, which many mothers dread

so much. And is it not natural that a man who

can appreciate a good and intelligent w^oman

should find her still more winning if she has a

sweet, fresh face and a trim dress ?

Next we must place domestic tastes. Of course

a cook and seamstress and housekeeper can be

hired, and it is quite true that the home instinct

is not the highest in the universe ; but it is a fine

one, nevertheless, and at all events it does influ-

ence most men in marriage.

Intellio'ent men like intellio'ent wives, and value

a certain brightness of mind ; but it must be ad-

mitted that few men care to marry ihtetlectiial

w^omen unless such women have the tact to keep

their gifts somewhat in the background. (I may

here say,— it is not w^orth more than a parenthe-

sis— that the infallible rule for securing some

kind of a husband is to be able to flatter a man,

either by a real or pretended interest in him, or a

real or pretended admiration of his powers. But

I hope I have no reader who would wdsh for mar-

riage on such terms, so I will not catalogue an}^

attractions wdiich ought not to win.) You re-

member how Charles Lamb speaks of his Cousin

Bridsret's knowledofe of Enolish literature. "If

I had twenty girls, they should all be educated in

exactly the same way. Their chances of marriage
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might not be increased by it, but if worst came to

worst, it would make them most incomparable old

maids." If a woman is not married in the end,

the wider and deeper her education goes, the hap-

pier and more useful she is ; and yet can we deny

that a very wide education is likely to repel rather

than attract even highly educated men ?

My own solution of the difficulty would be to

give a girl the best education within reach, but to

lay such stress on warm-heartedness and sweet

temper that her intellectual attainments would not

stand out prominently and concentrate all atten-

tion on them. I should do this, not chiefly as a

matter of policy, but because it seems to me the

only way to preserve the true balance between

emotion and thought essential to an ideal char-

acter.

It may be said that all the qualities I have dis-

cussed are rather superficial, and that it is only

when two people have high aims in common that
^

they are capable of the best kind of love on which

alone a true marriage can be based. And that is

right. All education ought to tend to make a ^v

girl noble, and no motive of marriage ought to be (

held up before her. But I cannot think it is idle \

for her parents and friends to try to make her /

attractive as well as good, and I cannot think /

a man is to be blamed who chooses between two/
high-minded women the one who has graces as

well as gifts.
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Another subject wlilch it may be thought ought

not to be left untouched in any volume dealing

with women is that of the suffrage. I must

frankly own that though I have thought much
upon this subject I have not been able to come to

positive conclusions about it. I am glad for all

the freedom w^omen have gained. I wish to see

them entirely free. I think a woman needs to be

free in order to reach the highest nobility ; but it

is inward freedom which we most need, and that

is independent of circumstances. Epictetus, a

slave, won as complete inward freedom as Marcus

Aurelius, an emperor.

I see so many arguments on both sides of the

question that I am always vacillating between

them, and it would therefore be impossible for

me to treat the matter here. Ail I can say is,

that the longer I live the more I am convinced

that it is personal character which most helps the

world forward, and I think our hearty allegiance

to the truth which we clearly see will in the end

teach us new truth.

I began this little book in the hope of saying

some helpful words to girls. I have found it nec-

essary to think of them as having grown into

women. I cannot take leave of them without

fancying them as they will be in old age.

Charles Dudley Warner once visited the Mary

Institute at St. Louis. He was asked to make a
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speech, and after glancing at tlie five hundred

beautif llL young girls before him, he turned to the

fine faces of the teachers, many of whom were

gray-haired, and said :
—

" It is a beautiful thing to be a charming young

lady ; and the best of it is that you will sometime

have a chance to be a charming old lady !

"

All old ladies are not charming, but a great

many of them are ; and would not all of us be so

if we could follow the prescriptions I have given

so liberally for the conduct of life all the way
through? Suppose we -were all sweet-tempered

and warm-hearted and truthful, and as neat and

pretty as we could be, and bright and intelligent

and modest and helpful— do you not think we
should be charming even if our eyes were dim and

our ears dull, and we walked with a cane?

Xevertheless, there is one practical rule that

old people must never forget. They must keep

growing as long as they live. Your temper must

be sweeter at forty than it was at twenty, and
sweeter at sixty than at forty, if it is to seem

sweet at all when your bright eyes and red lips

are gone. We can pardon a sharp word from an

inexperienced young girl, who speaks hastily with-

out reflection, but we cannot pardon it so easily

from a woman who has had a lifetime to reflect.

If 3'ou would keep fresh in body, you must not

pay too much attention to rheumatic twinges, and

sit still in a corner because you are too stiff to
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rise. Take your painful walk, and you will be

less stiff when j^ou come back. You will have

fresh life from outside, and not be a burden to

younger lives impatient of your chimney corner.

One of my friends, who is nearly eighty, has

taken a trip to Kansas this winter, and has been

delighted with the new life she has seen. I need

not say that her delight makes her delightful to

others. " You need not suppose," she writes,

'^ that I am going to settle down and be an old

lady yet. I am planning a visit to California

next year."

Mrs. Horace Mann and Miss Elizabeth Pea-

body were both nearly eighty when they went

to AYashington on official business— something

in reference to the Indian troubles, I believe. I

have already cited my mother's friend w^ho began

to study botany at ninety. And why not ? If

the end of knowledge was to help us to get our

daily bread, we might at last fold our hands ; but

if it is to open our minds to the glory of the uni-

verse, to make us more worthy to be the immor-

tal souls we hope we are, why should we not be

just as eager to learn at ninety as at nine ?

A sensitive woman is sure to have many and

many an experience in life which wiU make her

heart sad and sore; but I think that every brave

and good woman will also feel more and more, as

time goes on, that the kingdom of heaven is

within her.
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